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MESSAGE GOES II

Some

TH£ SENATE,

Prospect of

a

long Discussion

of

Spanish Resolution.

Not

Policy
Changed.

Administration

in
Washington, April 10.—The week
the Senate probably will be given entirely
to the Cuban question. The President’s
soon
message it counted upon to arrive
It
after assembling at noon tomorrow.
will be referred promptly to the committee on foreign relations, and the present
understanding is that no report will be
the committee [before ^Tuesday.
in case of the development of radical differences in the committee be delayed even a later day.
There is a decidedly, strong disposition
of the Senators who
on the part of

RE

ADDED

PARAGRAPH

GARDING ARMISTICE*

Nf.w York, Feb. 93,1897.
Eureka Headache Cure Co.,
Concord, N. H.
Gentlemen:—
Enclosed find check for $3.(W for which
please forward at your earliest convenience a
batchoi Headache Powders.
My family simply live on them and I shall
like to have them put on sale in this city, so I
can buy when 1 need ihcm.
Yours truly,
AY. M. RICHARDS.
Address 03 AYestOS A St., N. Y. City.

Expected
Today.
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PAPERS
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STILL

In Congress

TO

FOREIGX

Report Will Probably Be Made Tuesday—
The

Question

of Intervention

pendence Likely

to

More Than Two

Majority

on

His

Likely

Inde-

to Last

Days—President

Has

Side.

Washington, April 10.—Upon
sumptlon that Spain’s offer of

WASHBURN, CROSBY CO.'S

or

Cause Seme Dis-

cussion—The Debate Not

the

prs-

an

ar-

Cuban insurgents will
make no change in the plans of the adand that tbe President’s
ministration
mistioe

Gold Medal Flour

to

the

message will go to Congress tomorrow,
the House this week will make history.
In anticipation of stirring scenes and

momentous aotion, every Congressman
has been besieged by hundreds of friends
for tickets to the reserved galleries and
and grocers will tUIARANTEE the general multitude which must take
its chaoses in the public galleries on the
it to be UNEQUALLED.
principle first come, first served, is fpretopared to assault the oapitol at dawnwill
It is likely that hundreds
morrow.
n
all
ight,
camp out on the marble steps
so Intense is tbe desire to be present wben
The
read.
generalis
the
public
Our
as
message
Country’s representaly regards the message as the prologue to
tive in Havana have called forth
a drama whtoh may end in war before the
much praise from all factions
curtain goes down. After the message is
read tomorrow it will probably be referred
of our
relations
to the committee on foreign
We have the ability to fit
without debate. Suoh is the programme
ashave
both
sides
which
to
practically
of
anv one’s feet
sented with the tacit understanding that
be if, and our many
that committee would report on Tuesday
the resolutions upon which the House
Children's and
of Ladies’,
would be expected to act.
Any IndividMen’s Shoes, have called forth
ual attempt to frustrate this part of the
from our customers.
programme necessarily Will prove abortive.
Just now we are making a
With the gravity of the situation condrive on Men’s Vici Kids,
fronting them, members of both sides
have been sobered and seem impressed
llussett
either in Black or
with the idea that things should proceed
They sell for $3.50.
in a regular and orderly way. It seems
almost certain now that there will be a
conflict both In the committee and In the
House, as to the nature of the resolutions
called
bj
upon which tbe House will
539 Congress St., Brown Block.
to act. Individual views vary greatdtflstp
I upon
_aprO
ly from those who desire a direct delonra"9
tion of war based on the fchaory that the
NOTICES,
blowing up of the Maine was a hostile
SPECIAL*
act and a few are opposed to any aotion
whatever. But the real contest of course,
will be between those who desire to follow
is now generally accepted as the
what
President’s recommendation, armed intervention and those who desire the recThe
ognition of the Cuban republic.
Democrats both in the oommlttee and in
?
the House have faken an
unequlyocal
ONE AT A TIME, exclusive.
position in fever of the recognition of independence although there is a difference
DUST BRAWN AWAV, by exhaust fati3.
of
opinion as to whether intervention
THEN steamed, moths and microbes killed.
should follow. A majority of the Repubtbe oommlttee have within a
That’s the way we do it.
licans of
few days declared themselves for intervenIn/inwanrlnni'h
Twn rtf fhnm
House
and
Eorest
Dye
City
CnCTrOtO
“team
Carpet Cleansing Messrs. Qulgg of New York and Henry
,
> I*tS
tall O
w
V W •1 LIT
Works.
of Indiana, while they do not favor rechave
of the existing republic
5o. 13 Preble St.,
opp. Preble House. ognition advooated a declaration
to the
earnestly
gAjff mu uriuvcs i/iuauBru ALvcajr
effect that Spains’ dominion over the island
oease, leaving to the future the
question of the aotual govenment of the
island. But In the desire of the Republicans of both houses to seonre harmony of
aotion, some of the advocates of Independence have about come to the conclusion
that the difference between armed intervention and recognition Is more teobnioal
as unless the island
than substantial,
be annexed, to which they are
should
form of governopposed, a Republican
A few days ago we saw
ment for the island must follow. It seems
a $35.00 last summer’s
differences
may at
possible that existing be
suit eome out of a trunk
adjusted, and
least, to some extent,
riddled with moth holes.
wnether all the Republicans agree to a
It went to the ragman
declaratiug for intervention
resolution
for 50 els.
directly or not, such a reeoluution will be
25 cts. worth of Gum Camphor
presented. It seems equally certain that
for independence
a resolution
possibly
or 10 ets. worth of Sloth Marbles
coupled with intervention, will be prelast October would have
No
definite arsented by the minority.
saved ¥29.60.
made as to the
rangements have yet been
no
be
to
demand
seems
but
there
THE MOR AL IS
debate,
Mr. Bailey of the
for prolonged time.
to
suffice
minority thinks two days ought
and seme of the Republicans think our
AT
if
there
be
would
strengthened
action
Two days seem to
were no debate at all.
tho
length of
bo the general opinion as to
There probably will be conthe debate.
for
time
brief
for
siderable pressure
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10.—Abram Rayner,
an
aged farmer who lived on the Pool
road, about four miles Irom town, was
found dead in his home, this afternoon.
The neighbors having seen nothing of him
ono of them forced open
since

Biddeford,

April

yeFterday

window and went in to
The body lay on the kitchen
tfteen
it
a
hnd bee
death is suppo d to ha e oeen
a

investigate.

H.s

from

11.—Despatches

Nagasaki report that

has taken place between the

collision

English

Ta I/'Mi Wan.
as yet unconfirmed.

the Russian t
uaiar: uro

a

at

YOU HAVE FINISHED YOUR
you

and

These

work accomplished than you
by any other soap?

can see better
seen done

have

REPORTED.

April

WHY RUY CHEAP SOAP—

He Such as 2 cakes for 5 cents or 3 for 10 cents,
can buy a bar of full weight for
etc., when
hours, and 5 cents thatyou
is ALh SOAP and not 3A adulteration.
and
when
duo to apoWASH
years old.

COLLISION OF ENGLISH AND RUS-

Yokohama,

|

Many members desire to bury their
hatchets in the painted war post. But
there is solid ground for difference as to
the
the character of the resolutions aild
questions as to tho possible liability of
bonds
the
Spanish
the United States for
based on the Cuban revenues 1 n the event
of intervention without recognition will
^ batever time
be thoroughly discussed.

floor.

plexy. He was seventy-three
relatives.
He left no
immediate
wife died a year ago.

SIANS

MONDAY

MORNING,

APRIL

11.

report may

members of the committee, to
not
have the Senate as a body take up the
subject of shaping the oommittee’s report contemporaneously with the comand it is not improbable that a
mittee
secret session of the Senate may be held
this purpose in view.
tomorrow with
The purpose of this movement is, as has
been frequently stated, to secure as near
an approach to harmony in the Senate as
possible and it is believed that this can
he best accomplished by having the Senate agree upon the form of the resolution
before it goes to the Senate for action.
The present tendenoy in the Senate is
to confine the congressional fulmination
to a deolnration for armed intervention,
leaving tbo recognition of independence
to come later and it now appears probable that the foreign relations committee
will report in favor of this course though
not without some dissent. If the meetthe
ing of the committee to be held before
develop
reoelpt of the message should from
the
that such action can he secured
and in a way to insure har-

James C, Davis’
AMMONIATED

KER08INE
SOAP
WILL DO THAT.

Deware of Imitations.

oomroittee

-_Cia

roTMirt in the

CONCESSIONS BOT TOO LATE.

enlighten public opinion up-

or

ment to submit the Maine question to

THE FIRST CABINET MEETING.

Minister Bernabe Presented
Note From Spain Last Night.

document

Tnis

world.

of the

a

was

the

It is believed that certain interlineations
made in some unimand changes were
portant parts of the message. It is said
that the Cuban oonsular correspondence
will not be sent to Congress tomorrow
various reasons considered good by
the President. Replying to another question as to whether any steps had been or
would be taken by this government with

»

the Spanish

ordered to suspend

hostilities

armistice without conditions.

THIRD—

libera! as Hint

wbicb

of its contents

Spanish minister

in Washington,

was

secured:

to

proclaim

Second—Her

tv

liberal

as

Voted Down.

will meet

■

Cuba

to

enjoyed by

is

The Cu-

been no

steamer

In

‘represented

in the

The passengers filed ashore after undera enrsory examination.
With few
exceptions they were either
colored or Cubans and spoke the tongtio
of the land from which they had just
sized crowd greeted them
A
fled.

parlia-

going

of con-

to

bel'eve

on
the back
weloome ensued. It is hard
that these were Americana

kissing, patting

jabbered

and

Majesty, the Queen,

Her

from

expressions

good

and much

DEMONSTRATIONS IN MADRID.

Message Stating Fact That Wote

suggestion

Dazed by American

—

With This Addition Document

Congress Today—Member

the close

Vico

among the passengers
Messrs. Lawton and

be their duty and

will

the Puerta del

Sal crying

large crowd is pa“Long live Spain and

"^Long live the army.”

The civil

government of Madrid

April,

Madrid,

off Cabinet Said Cast

rading

is among them,
them to

made to the insur-

WHO

those

are

ueanng

*m me

ppamsn

disperse peacefully..

relying

governoryvliom

the President’s message
gents by this government with a view situation. With
tonight,
to
for
the
Congress tomorrow.
to go
proposition
mes- to their considering
ready
was announced that the President’s
bad brought
armistice
an
of
the
authorized
armistice
an
by
Spanish Spain's grant
to Congress
sage undoubtedly would go
which
has
never
conditions
compelled
This
now
government
about
authorigovernment.
at noon tomorrow. On the best
and his advisers to meet
to do with the gentlemen the President
had
meettho
that
anything
was
stated
it
ty obtainable
the Cuban
junta in New and consider how far the situation was
ing was devoted wholly to the considera composing
As a rearmistice idea
the
not
think
I
do
tion of the addition to the message neces- York.
by Spain’s concession.
it

view to having the insurgents consider
and recognize tho principle of an armisif proposed by Gen. Blanco, one
tice,
member of the cab net answered in the
It is said the message will go
negative.
into both Houses shortly after 12 o-clock
Assistant Secretary Bay was
tomorrow.
a
present at the White House duringtoconsiderable portion of the meeting
make
day, but he declined positively to
have the least effect on any action
public any information the state depart- sitated by the receipt of the latest note will
ment had.
of
that
may he contemplated in Congress.”
this
government
There will be another cabinet meeting from Spain advising
It is said some memhors of the cabiuet
unconditional
of sr.
at 8 o’clock tonight to review finally ths the declaration
President’s message before it goe3 to Confurther delay
simply to
The suffix to the Pi-esident’s recommend
made at today's armistice.
gress with the ^changes
of
the armiseffect
the
event
session.
observe
practical
message merely recited this latest
the maoutvoted
were
but
by
they
of
the
tice,
Spunish quesin the development
who thought the President had
of
the
substance
the
iSLAHLU uE 1 o uiujeiw.
Spanish
jority
tion giving
the earn- waited long enough.
noto and recommending it to
Havana, April 11.—The Madrid auof Congress. Otherwise the
attention
est
thorities have cabled General Blanco that
Washington, April 10.—The President’s
mossage stands unchanged.
the six European powers on tho request
the message on Cuba will go to Congress at
of
one
member
the
meeting,
After
of the Pope have brought their influence
Whether it will make
the Spanish note had noon tomorrow.
the rahinet said that
to bear upon the U nited States in
recommendation
a
upon tho situation as
sitnot altered cither the message or the
interest of peace and that concessions are
latest move and if
by
Spain’s
presented
uation.
a
projected in the form of an armistice or
so what form this recommendation will
“what
said
Spain
“It"”i3 merely,”
he,
a
suspension of hostilities to facilitate
nincier upun wuiuu war ur peace
for all along—more time. l&Ke IS a
The news of the ar- has been asking
settlement.
peaoefnl
If the President should take
rest.
It does not touch the situation and tho may
mistice has produced an excellent cllect
that Spain’s armistieo comes
the
as
position
left precisely
to con- President's message is
among business men and will help
of too late or that it does not meet tlio refact
the
it was before, merely stating
firm values.
quirements of the nation, Congress probthis last development.”
from
ordered
has
been
Blanco
General
ably would act with a belligerent resoluhe
Another cabinet member said after the
Madrid to establish an armistice; and
tion calling upon the Prosident to use
in return has asked further instructions. meeting:
of the United atjttes
the the army and navy
“Our meeting tonight was for
to bring to an end the oondltion of affairs
THE WEATHERwill
final reading of the message which
which he declared to the six
It is a in Cuba,
forecast for be sent to Congress tomorrow.
Boston, April 10.— Local
ca'led
of tho powers who
ambassadors
Partly
contain a re
Boston, and vicinity Monday:
strong state paper and will
as being “insuffershowers
him
Thursday
fair
except
but
upon
cloudy weather
conditions existing in Cuba
light variable view of the
in the early morning;
able.”
for
years past.
winds.
the
Should the message take the ground
of
tone
“There is no change in tho
April 10. Foroeast. for
Washington,
and
that
in
Vermont:
indicated
Spain’s endeavors teem tending in
New
that
Hampshire
Maine,
message differing from
winds.
direction and that justice
Fair weather; variable
but one ad- the proper
the newspapers. There was
ana that was should
permit her an opportunity to a
dition made to the message
Kenort,.
trial
of
Weather
her
stated desire to end the inLocal
tojthe
in relation to the despatch presented
10.—The
local
surrection
or
should the President simply
Me.,
Polo
April
y
Minister
Portland,
by
state department
refer the wholo subject to Congress withweather bureau office records as to tho
information
the
Bcrnabe and containing
weather are as follows.
au- out recommendation a condition would
the Queen Regent had granted
that
30.106:
ThermomBarometer
8 a. m.
arise of which no one tonight could posiissue
to
Pew Point 26; Humidity 50; thority to Capt. General Blanco
eter 44,
Wind SW; Velocity 4; weather, partly an armistice, the terms and conditions tively see the outcome.
cloudy.
So few Congressmen know the exact
Barometer b0.097: Thermom- of which would bo left to his judgment.
8 p. m.
the status of affairs that no prediction could
Pew Point 34; Humidity 70;
eter 44;
first
communication
the
was
This
Wind SE; Velocity 3; clear.
action
Congress
has had with the Span- bo made as to what
Mean daily thermometer 44; maximum state department
Friwould
take.
46; minimum thermom- ish minister since a week from last
thermometer
eter 56: maximum velocity wind, 12, SW;
Easter Sunday brought little rest to
there has
day. So far as I am aware

affected

If not the
sult tho unusual

on

a

were

visitihg the military club
sympathy.

from

her

government,

from

stood that the facts
tice would at least

though

the

relating to the armisbo incorporated, even

general policy

of the message

department

stating

that

the

the

on this

subject.

Fourth: As to tho
able
a

it

disaster,

question

causj

of facts

of this lament-

resolved

which

itself into
can

only be

advance
Senor

accepted.
Polo

delivered tho document in

Queen Regent of
the State Department and aside
commanded Gen. Bianco to person to

armistice which

The demon-

and the officers

citizens for whose sake the action of Contho few
gress had been delayed. Among
educated persons on board the Olivette
of which
was exhibited at
considerable surprise

The Spanish
settled by material proofs.
underwent no change.
the assurance that his
reiterates
minister
The Spanish government,
through its
is ready to submit the quesSenor Polo y government
minister at Washington,
mariexperts designated by tho
im- tion to
an
Bornabe, tonight delivered
are in
conclusions
whose
powers
the time
to
portant official document
state

government.
military club

her charge

tremely

message

to

and from the

situation. The cabinet meet- d'affaires in Washington
Havana; ail
in
no
change in tho. determina- authorities
to
ings led
the horror which this
affirm
to
would tended
tion that the President's message
to arise in Spanish
caused
has
evidisaster
tomorrow. It seemed
go to Congress
felt for the
the new conditions hearts, as also the sympathy
dent, however, from
and navy and
United States government
presented by the grant of an armistioe
for the American nation.
deal
with
these
should
message
the
that
feels confident
The Spanish minister
conditions in order that Congress might
the
courtesy ann
he can count upon
he fnllv advised on tho latest phases of that
States govUnited
the
of
of justice
the
subject. Cabinet officers vrere ex- sense
upopinion
public
to
enlighten
reticent over the changes in the ernment
under-

the kind heartedness of the
of Madrid adores refuses

injured.

oi|theSpanlsh

it seemed to be

begging

have been numerous
of the liberal newspapers. There
demonstr^so have been
arrests and many of the

While the
o’clock tonight.
to their Easthronged with people goiDg
a the day the carriages
early
ter services

although

and down, and

population

is bent

the army and against the
strations have visited the

two cabinet meetings
condition arose for
about noon lasting an
one
on Sunday
night
another at
hour ami a half and

at the
of cabinet officers were centering
tho
latest
phases
White House to take up

the

on

up

demonstration of
continue in favor of
it-3° p.' m.—Demonstrations

made

unprecedented

streets

dispers#$i.4

to

3.30 p. m.—A

io,

promenading

The; crowd
April 10.—At

the 4th of

that the loss of
appears to ignore the fact
the Maine was immediately followed by

Wight That Armistice Provides Only For What Spain
Mas Been Pleading, Delay and Does Wot Materially Change
the Situation—France’s Activity To Prevent a Rupture.
of the second cabinet meeting

on

Third—Public opinion in this country

Cast

Washington,

Sho tted

Crowd of F.eviers

composing
and four Red Cross sisters,
with others the regular Red Orosi party.
Dr. Brunner, U. S. sanitary inspector at
Havana, and Dr. Dudley, his assistant,
and Messrs. Lawton and Childs, are alee

ment at Madrid

dolence

Will Gro

Call*

bound for Tampa.
Childs are accomstaff of clerks lately
a large
by
and
deinto
panied
practice
put
in their banking house.
addition to employed

It

official and reiterated

and

to

Havana

a

Key W*st, Fla., April lO.-Ths

Cuba insti-

those
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velop these institutions.
this

Cabinet Considers Note But Proposition For Delay
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Cat
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to-

government

Majesty’s
the island of

to

granted

has

»,

Been

Shontl,

Derisive IU««narks—

Olivette strived from Havana at 2 o’clock
will determine later the duration and de- this merging wih 249 refuges on board.
landed here and the rr»
tails of this armistice so as to carry out Forty of these
mainder
proceeded to Tampa. Among
the generouB intentions of Her Majesty
those on Irgard bound for Tampa are Miss
and the wishes of the friends of peace.
Ciara
Sferton, Dr. El well, Dr. Eagan

1

Had

Springer

—Pespleyn

He

armistice without conditions.

an

May.
privilege to

to

Contsl

desolating Cuba, has comsuspension of hostilities. Gen.

are

next
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with

Kinds of

and

ban chambers
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W«3 Greeted

“Wj,ss:35e Back Aeb1d,”

Canada under the British flag.
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Fern

First—Her Majesty, the Queen Begeut
of Spain, desirous of.ending the troubles

tutions

■

PARTY PROM HAVANA.

of state to the following points:

day

Regarding Maine Disaster.

---

fSE

OF

the numerous errors

Blanco has been ordered

FOURTH—Spain offers to leave the Maine question to authorities
selected by the maritime powers of Europe and agrees
to abide by their decision.

was

SCENES ATTENDING DEPARTURE

have obtained credit in

to

seem

manded a

The state department Is asked to remind the American
people that condolences were sent from tlic authorities
at Havana and Madrid

negotiations,

summary

following

which
ns

Although
surrounded with

was

secrecy of official

the

For Present.

tonight.

cabinet meeting hold

ley West

Ilis Sfelf Remains at

public opinion in America in regard to
the Cuban question, finds K.his duty to
call again the attention .of the secretary

THE MOTE IM BRIEF.

SECOND— Cuba is to be given home rule
Canada enjoys.

after the first cabi-

department

note

NOON

FOR TAMPA.

meeting and was one of the main
subjects of consideration at the second

■which

an

SA1I#D YESTERDAY

net

deeply impressed by

and proclaim

Span-

government. Today’s communication cleared up misapprehensions on the
most vital point of Spain’s concession,
namely, that the armistice Was without
note w;-5 received .by
The
conditions.

“The

Gen. Blanco lias been

it was not

ish

the State

Again.

that an armis-

agreed upon.bsit

had been

Soil

can*

last night

communicated as coming from the

--——-—-

FIRST—

despatch

had briefly stated the fact

the usual

it was subsequently
an armistice
for
announced by one of the members had
not changed the situation in the slight-

est degree, and the President’s message
into Congress tomorrow notwould go
withstanding the armistice decision of
the Spanish government. It is known,
however, that during the morning tho
clerks were at work on the message and

Cowl General On Ameri-

States of the

Unitod

the

to

of an armistice and its essential

Minister Woodford’s

tice

Offers to Arbitrate Maine Matter and Grants Armistice to
Cuba Without Conditions.

Washington, April 10.—The cabinet after three hours’ special session, cal.ed by
view of the armistice
the President, in
issued
by the Spanish government, adjourned about 1.40 o’clock. The proposal

total precipitation 0.

ex-

perts designated by the maritime powers

terms.

independence.

a

Spain. The note also
Spanish govern-

offer of the

repeats the

granting

teenno oc-

Senator White of California is one of
and he probably will discuss any
these
There are several
resolution reported.
senators who now say that they will insist upon the recognition of independence
in any action taken and that they will be
heard from in opposition to any measure
that does not provido for this. If opportunity appears, tho sundry oivil appropriation bill will be finally disposed of
and it is possible that the naval appropriation bill will be reported from committee and taken up later in the week.

for

of

the attitude

on

ernment

ate. then there probably would be
casion for a discussion in the form of a
up the real question
resolution taking
Senators as a rule show very
at issuo.
and
alight inclination for other subjects not
the chances are that If the Senate doos
adjourn soon after receiving the message,
up in
tho Cuban
question Will come
tomorrow. Yet it is barely
some shape
be
deferred
will
matter
the
possible that
can
until the foreign affairs committee
make its report.
A resolution scarcely can get through
the Senate without arousing some discussion ns there are senators who are opto any notion at all, whether for

posed
Intervention
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ernment to
Cuban question
is not ocoupled by the
will be devoted to tlio consideration of
contested election cases and the general
deficiency tilt.
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■
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PRESS.
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Spain had
from tho interest in the communication
proclaim today was without conditions,
the cal! had added interest as an
Her Majesty’s
government had itself
that
of a renewal of diplomatic negoevidence
granted liberal institutions to the island
his first call at the
this being
tiations,
Cuban
the
which
coming
of Cuba
parliaLater Senor
ten days.
in
ment would develop. Recalling the con- department
of the legation
first
secretary
Dubose
dolence and sympathy expressed by the

finding

themselves

onoe

more

in their

native land. Hiven up to yesterday mornit woUid
ing they had scarcely believed
leave Curat
prove necessary for them to
they sailed everysaid that when
All
thing was quiet in Havana and that ex<
(ernally there wore no signs of anythin*
which would make the exodus of Americans necessary.
Copt. Harnett has been detached from
the Bache and ordered to Washington,
Lieut. Commander Davis will be tempo,
in command of the vessel, The

rarily

consular stoff-whioh accomAmerican
held hero
panied Consul General Coe, ii
awaiting further orders and the implito
return
staff
thatkhe
may
is
cation
There w%- no movement of the
Cuba.
fleet today. Tho Puritan coaled and tonight the Marblehead takes the patrol.
There is no fresh tfews from the Moron
though there is little
troche,
Jucaro
Gen. Maximo Gomez and
doubt that
effected a union of
have
Gen. Garcia
S®SJ '■
forces.
A
significant occurrence took place
when the Fern, with Consul
yesterday
and other Americans was
General Lee
In reply to the
castle.
Morro
passing
Spanish rabble on the wharves, who
hooted, “Death to the Yankee swine,”
the correspondent of the London Times,
who was on the Fern, responded loudly,
Yankee shell kill fifty of
“May every
those Spanish dogs.”
“WE’LL BE BACK AGAIN.”
Itemark to Jeering

Consol Springer’s

Spaniards As Party Left Havana.
Key West, April 10.—“Tell the Olivette
another call at the department on to get under way at once, Capt. Cowles,
made
Queen Regent and her government on tho same
general subject. Besides deliv- signal the Bache that the United States
the disaster of the Maine and the horrors
of Havana and
the note the call permitted a person- fleet is ready to clear out
ering
out.”
Such
the Bache
this disaster had occasioned in Spanish al
exchange beween the Secretary of State please follow
words of Consul General Leo
were the
hearts and appealing to the courtesy and
sense

of

justice

t

*

I

i

f tie United States gov-

Continued from Second Page.

yesterday

afternoon

as

ho stood on the

of his intention.
T he Evelyn had already passed Morro
castle whan tho Olivette weighed anchor.
The liache was close behind and the Fern
was the
last of the line. The wharves
both sides of the narrow
crowded
harbor wore
who hissed and jeered
with Spaniards
as each boat passed out.
As the Fern rounded to, heading for
the open sea, she passed near tho Maine
wreck. The
group on deck had been
laughing and talking, expressing their
With
satisfaction at leaving Havana.
each mun dotted his hat In
one accord
while
brave
dead
silence
salute to the
several minfell on all for the space of
Gen. Bee being on board the Fern
utes.
made that boat a target for redoubled
liis-ea, groans, cat-calls and whistling
crowds on shore.
‘•Get out ^Yankee swine,” was nrnong
the mildest expressions used. This really
seemed to strike everyone on board as
Vice-Consul
ludicrous.
Springer, who
in the island 30 years, waved
hnd been
his hand to a particularly abusive group,
saying in tones loud enough for all to
hear:
‘‘Wait, wait, my frionds; wo will
be back soon.”
There was one pretty incident. On the
Cabanas shore a British steamer was unloading at her wharf. As the Fern passed
and

boats

entrance

on

to

the

_.1;_... 1. 4l,.

_

English crew gave n hearty cheer. It is
needless to say that tho compliment was
returned wltbjall possible gusto.
Havana seemed dazed yesterday when
tho ncople found that (den. Lee was really
going and that ail tha Americans were
going with him. Not to 6ee the United
.States tlag floating from tbe staff at Cassn
Nuevo struck
many residents as little
less than a calamity, The correspondents
were beseignd with eager questions to the
intention of the Americans and when tho
iieet expected a bombardment was likely
The government officials
to commence.
seemed as much at a loss as all the test.
A Spanish officer of high rank besought
him if he had any
a correspondent to tell
news not made publio and affecting tho
iutura of the city.
Tho fact that Mr. Goilaii, the British
consul, called with Gen. Lee on Captain
also
General Blanco,
puzzled many,
some believing that this meant ail English alliance h id been settled. The truth
that the Havana
is
newspapers have
been under suth close surveillance for
month", have been made to publish so
t
many untruths and had printed s many
tiles of the United States backing down
at tho demand of Germany, Italy, Austria and Russia, that tho residents take
no stock whatever in anything published.
Consequently when thoy saw tho Americans leaving, despite the statement of the
papers that they hud no intension of going, the people believed a crisis at hand.
Under instructions from Gen. Lee who
the Fern, immediately
went on hoard
after his farewell call on Captain General Bl anco, the consular people ami the
correspondents went quietly on board in
No one was molested
twos and threes.
or insulted, but tbc people stared curiously as th= newspaper men, to whose presence
all had
grown accustomed, rode
down to tho dock with their grips, canos
and other hand baggage, showing their
lntentlou to depart. In fact Havana was
kinder than the ocean outside. All arrived at Key West today in a state of
wreck.
Everybody was siok, some more so thun
Even
the naval men did not
otheis.
escape
From the crowded decks of the Olivette
haaijiy cheers went up as the launch
Ilia Fern with correspondents and
^ >llS
rjpspiar
agent on loard put ashore.
Several hundred persons on deck added
thfiijr shouts to tbis"lusty welcome nml for
gxiio hours stayed gazing at the Fern
on
which Gen. Lee could bo seen pacing
At about 1! o’clock Gan. Lee
the deck.
came
ashore and received an answer
to his request for orfrom Washington
ders £ent earlier. Alter a brief reception
went
on
hoard tho Olivette
Gen. Lee
which had been kept waiting and sailed
for Tampa at noon. He will go direct,
Nineteen
to Washington.
refuged were
landed from the Uuche and IU • from the

Evelyn.
WOULDN’T

ON

OUR

NEW

GRAFT.
Eng..

suites
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cruiser
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READY TO
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Continued From First

and the Spanish officials of
character.

the

he notified

department

had

that word

agreeable

an

Polo’s call at the state

Senor

During

authorities

from Havana

come

that

prompt in execut-

Gen. BlaDCO had been

ing tho orders of the Queen Regent and

proclamation of armistice had
The first
duty promulgated today.

that tho
been

of

effect

Spanish

cessation of all

complete

bring about

be to

this will

a

hostili-

ties throughout the island.

Spanish troops will for the time

Tho

Their future dis-

being go into garrison.

position

has

depends

much

for

been considered

even

not

upon the duration of

the armistice and the course of tho insurIf the insurgents continue their

gents.
fighting

and make attacks on the Span-

ish troops the situation will become comthe
plicated for it is harly believed that
forces will lay down their urms

Spanish

for any length of time if they continue to
bo under fire from the insurgents. The
tho insurgent advisors at
attitudo of

rejecting the

that of

is

Washington
armistice. Senor Quesada of the junta,
tnat

declared today

me

Spanish trick designed to crethe impression that the insurgents
unreasonable. From his standpoint

simply
ate
were

a

nothing short of independence will satisfy
It remains to be seen how
Gomez and the insurgents in

the Cubans.
far Gou.

this view.

the field entortsin

If they

also reject the armistice Spain is not liketo
to continue it and thus the resort

ly

will continue

arms

as

it has been

during

the last three years. There i3 little doubt,
will now
however, that strong influences
intuthe
induoe
to
boar
to
be

PLOT TO KILL LEEcpauisn

ueiflcuves

sa.u iu nave x ruuiraied

One in

Havana.

10,—
via Key West, April
Havana is
guarded more closely than
over, the Arelas battalion being posted
around the limits of Vidano, the swell

Havana,

suburb of the city. Z
Within the last two days a number oi
Cubans have been arrested and are now
brought
confined
in the Cabanas fortress charged
that terms
gent3 to suspend hostilities so
Some say the
with various
offenses.
for a complete settlement may be reached. prisoners have been engaged in a plot tc
assassinate United States Consul General
cf the ambassadors at Washington Lee and others assert that they have been
One
of acting as spies for the United States govpointed out today that the influence
There is no doubt that the
ernment.
a considerto
was
relied
upon
the Pope
Spanish govenrment is more alarmed
been befor e and is takthan
it
has
ever
as they
able extent with the insurgents
ing every precaution. There is reason to
is
thorough- believe that there was a plot to kill Genare a part of a country which
eral;Lee and it was allowed to come to a
ly Catholic and loyal to Rome.
head by the Spanish detectives, in order
While the influence of the great powers that they might get credit for frustrating
exerted in any materi-

Is not likely to be

against

al way

will be

influence
ns

influence

the

case'

United

be

States

tenativo

a

the

Cuban

Congress

material factor

a

betwten the

crisis

present

Spain

and

the armistice is
as

brought

of the United States gov-

ernment will also
in

to bear as far

from every moral standpoint.

possible

The

the insurgents, yet this

Is averted and

accepted in Washington

ground for the solution of
The attitude of

problem.
the
on
general
During

problematic.

subject is

recent

the

days

intense
feeling in both Houses has teen
and

it

remains

whether the

to be seen

changed conditions brought about by the
armistice will suffice to allay this feeling.
are

were

already prepared,
in

a

intervention

authorizing

framed when the

10.—The new
iopera, tiormeriy
XJiojeuB-o.? in ecmmimd of Liens. John
J. Kuupp, and the torpedo boat Homers,
Hazelten commanding',
Ensign <J, W.
which was en route for tiro United States,
Alter clearing Portin
hero
today.
put
such a heavy sea was encounu ml Bill
ificd that the Homers was almost buried
anti Lieut. Kraop deemed it sa:er to reAbout thirty of the Topeka’s crew
turn.
refused to sail in her, necessitating the
shipping of others to till tl eir places.
The Somers, it is found sprung
aleak,
buthcr officers do not e ahi the injury
Her crew, however, became
as serious.
and struck, being merely
frightened
hired hands, not enlisted men, they are
and
not amenable to naval discipline
Lint-,. Knapp is endeavoring to secure a
fr ah crew.

Portland,

uniieu

A

Resolutions
SAIL

of the
situation, which he ex
plained had been arranged at the voques
of the Pope and under the counsel of th<
great
powers and whioh, while savin*
the honor and military dignity of Spain
in the Grand An
preserves her rights
lilies.
United States Minister Woodford, in f
conference last evening with Senor Gul
Ion, minister of foreign affairs, expressec
his satisfaction with the arrangement.
The general talk of
the town las!
night, especially in military oiroles, con
damned yesterday’s notion oy the oabi
net and predicted trouble, bnt this tall
was
largely froth and there is reason tc
believe that 48 hours will see a genera
endorsement in Madrid and throughout
Spain, of the “Peace with honor” policy.
So far as trouble is ooncerned in Ma
drid, the authorities fear none.
The civil governor is popular and fearless and has repeatedly shown that bh
precautions are ample for any emergency
El Globo, (Liberal.) devoted its lead
ing editorial to telling tho nation thai
the government has carried out Spain’:
wishes under
the circumstances, yield
ing only to the voice of united Europ:
and not to the United States. It says:
“Europe will now support Spain shoulc
the United
States continue to aid the
is stronger than
insurrection.
Spain
ever.:
El Liberal plaintively says it is impos
sible
for Spain to avoid a “feeling ol
deadly s idness. Still, it advises the people to remain quiet as “perhaps Europe
exact concessions from America,
may
and anyway defer the reckoning day.”
El linparcial,
(Independent,) lashes
the government for, after boasting that
it would not
grant unsolicited truoe tc
rebels, “yielding to brute force what il
refused to yield to the moral influence
and fatherly counsels of the Pope.”
The Naoional, (Conservative.) organ
of Komero Kobeldo, is bitterly hostile
to today’s
concession and says that the
government called in the European powers to witness a scene of Spain's disgrace.
For this language the Naoional was conflscated tonight.
El Globo, (Liberal), stoutly defends
the policy of the government in granting
for the sake of pence and
an armistice
the United
to
avoid a rupture with
States.

but

these were

diplomatic negotiations

dead-lock.
circles in Washington were

Diplomatic
keenly interested in the change brought
about by Spain’s grant of an armistice.
The

ambassadors

and

ministers

changed calls and there was
change cf congratulations

a

as

ex-

general
it

was

ex-

felt

that the armistice *t least gave time for

Throughout; the negotiations

the French

French government
leading part in averting an

ambassador and tho
has taken

a

open rupture between tho United States
and Spain. While the British government

has been most active in seeing

that

the action of the powers did not assume

a

it.

All sorts of rumois were in circulation
yesterday and there was no trouble whatever in hearing any kind of a
story and
finding a dozen of the men to swear to
The real impression among
the truth.
was that GeneTal Lee’s
newspaper men
withdrawal was a shrewd move intended
to show Spain that the United States
in the palace telegrams
means business,
were shown that, the Queen Regent had
agreed upon the intervention of Russia,
would accept 425,000,000 for Cuba and
end the war and withdraw her flag.

MIANTONOMOH IN TROUBLE.

furnish

MUST CHANGE TACTICS-

pilots.

i

a

by the police in this city.

During

the time

ment was

shaking

the old oity governoff the harness and

the new assuming the reins of authority
the prohibition law was not enforced
as the disciples of Neal Dow
ns strlotly
might twist). During these three or four

3 Pieces

BEEN DUE TO

FOUL PLAY.

or

Disappeared Evening of March 20

Victim

weeks bar rooms and disreputable places
mushrooms and were
up like
sprung
about as numerous. In several places the
carried the matter so
people at the head
far that even on the most swell streets

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Chamber Suits,

ing Found.

DEATH MAY HAYE

NEW

WOWlIiT

JUST A

of Lcwistoi Man Long Miss-

Body

supply the night before were
not able to eet up the drinks and cigars
for their friends today, this being the
result of a new order that bas been Issued
lay in

Port Antonio on Friday by the Brookline.
According to advices from Santiago de
Cuba small engagements are cf daily occurrence in the country along the river
Canto. General Pando and 1500 Spaniards are operating near Bayarno,- where
the insurgents have them praotioally surrounded- Americans who arrived by the
Brookline declare that the operations
must be active because for the last two
weeks wagons loaded with wounded and
sick have entered the city dally from the
Senor Estrada Palma cabled to
field.
local junta yesterday to suspond tbe fitting out of an expedition here for Porto
Rico, pending further advioes. The junta
has agreed to make certain proposals to
the American consul, Mr. Dent, that in
the event of war they will furnish pilots

Susplc lous Conversation Overheard
the Same Evening—Dead Man’s Broth*
—A

er

Investigating

the Case.

10

Lewiston, April 10.—The body of George
M. Cloutier, who has been missing since
these houses opened up.
the evening of March 20th, was found at
The police have had the matter under
the end of the Continental canal Sunday
durand
harbors.
time
advisement for some little
into safe
We
at about 7 o’clock by Joseph
Mr. Badell, a well known merchant
the latter part of last week issued an morning
ing
at Santiago de Cuba, oabled today to have
Therrien
and
David
Grenier.
that the bar
fifty Cuban order to the bar keepers
a
steamer sent to take off
The last time that Mr. Cloutier was
o’clock
families, the best in the city whoiwish rooms must all be shut up at 10
more
to leave because of tbe probabilities of in the evening and closed all day Sundays. seen alive was. about 12 o’clock on the
that
of
Effort* will bo made to charter a In
20th.
At
11.80
war.
March
issued
evening
addition to this orders were
British steamer for this purpose.
store keepers that they evening he was met by his friend and asSome Americans are left there
also, too the tobaoco
—:„s.„
T7_t_ v irv_
rr>i__i
who wish to leave including Mr. Charles must close their places of business Sunsome plans for the future
as they were
Fox, auditor of the Juragua Mining com- days.
others connected with

the
and if you

want

that

room

samoles

six

are wise you

taking
Monday.

win

buy

are

one or

DINING CHAIRS MAY
INTEREST YOU.

OUR SALE OF

pany, and ten
same company,

the
most of whom are Phila-

delphians.
The

In the latter class several of the proprietors had taken out vlctualer’s licenses.

!

UNDER ARMS TUESDAY,
Programme for the Empire
National Guard.

State

T —-^

lrnntv

nn

fMc ch/iTV thflV

wont to do and
separated, Mr L’Heur
going home and Mr. Cloutier going down
to Robert Wiseman’s lunch room. Here

supper and took his
been in the habit of laying in a stook of he ate a hearty
That as far as is known is
the
At the same leave.
doughnuts and cookies.
Joseph
time the soda fountains have continued last time he was ever seen alive.
In the winter the •Cloutier, the father of the dead man,
to fizz in summer.
sales have taksn the place of the comes forward with a story and says there

ATKINSON

in Lewiston who on the fatal
is a man
soda.
Sunday the new order was given out evening of the 20tb, overheard two men
not speaking and he also knows who the men
that the stook of doughnuts would
of a vietualer’s were.
They made a remark something
cover the requirements

FURNISHING CO.

Albany, N. Y., April 9.—The impresprevails in the adjutant general’s cigar

sion

Ucjjm

lluoiiu

iiuav

unu

vi

the state will be under arms by Tuesday next. Whether or not that belief Is
based on secret advices received from
Washington is not known. It is the intention of the adjutant general to keep his
office open tomorrow.
BLANCO WAS BUSY.

license and the order has been issued to
The only exception made
close all day.
a
strict lunch
is to those places where

room is run.
Havana, April 9.—At 10 o’clock this
In accordance with the new laws that
morning Consul General Lee, accompaBritish Consul Collap, called have been issued and the open violation
nied by
Blanco to bid him good-bye. Lewiston saw a decidedly dry Sunday
on Gen.
The
governor general was very busy
in t e kitchen bar rooms. In these
and could not receive Gen. Lee. The exoept
American flag upon the American con- plaoes the proprietors simply laugh at
sulate building has been taken down by the new orders but at the same time keep
consular employes.
the contraband goods in a place where
OUR WARSHIPS SIGHTED.
there is little danger of a large loss in
New York, April 10.— The captain of case of a raid.
the steamship Aller, which arrived here
So
disreputable places have
many
today, says that at a p. m., April 7, his sprung up of late the oilioers started in
of
war
two
vessel passed within ten miles
Saturday night and made several raids
vsssels, both of which were painted white. but in only one place were they suocesvessel was rigged with fnl.
The
leading
That was at the City hotel. Attwo.
with
three masts and the other
tempts were made to raid other plaoes
to
be
Both wore bound west and appeared
but without success.
going at the rate of ten knots an Ijour.
The vessels were sighted in latitude 40.45,
CRIPPLED GIRL MURDERED.
longitude 48.49. These vessels are evidentAmaOrleans
the
(formerly
ly the New
to Light in Salem
and the San Francisoo, which Dreadful Crime Brought
zonas)
sailed from
Gravesend, England, two
Yesterday.
weeks ago today.
(If the vessels sighted were the New
Salem, Masa., April 10.—The body of
Orleans and San Franoisco, they should
Fannie
Geary, a cripple, 18 years old,

be in New York

today.)

BELIEVED TO

BE

INCENDIARIES.

Natick, Mass. .April 10.— In h, quarrel
early this morning in a building known
Daniel
McGlone
as the old Ball shop,
received a stab wound just over the heart
The
and his death is hourly expected.
police arrested John Braville, 29 years
25
Dannis
and
old,
Houlihan,
years
old,
and tomor row morning them gwill be
arraigned in court eharged wifh the asThe charge of assault
sault of McGlone.
will not, however, be the only one as the
Houlihan
police believe that Braville and
knew
something of the cause of the
have
occurred
in
which
fires
numerous
Natick during the past three weoks, and
particularly of tires which destroyed three
Incendiarism
6inall barns last night.
will therefore bo charged against them

SINGULAR STATEMENT.

From Mrs.

Mrs.

iu

J

fSPECIAIi TO THE IR3C8S.J
who did not

Lewiston, April 10.—Those

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Breakers.

Law

Kingston, Jam., April 10,—An agent of
the Cuban government arrived here today
and is going on to New York. He reached

NEW

IN BOTTOM OF CANAL.

Lewiston Police Attempt to Deal With

Insurgent* Will Provide the United State*
State* With Them in Case of War.

9.—The big double
turret monitor Jliantonomoh is still lying
the fact
at the Leaguo Island yard and
she may
remain
developed today that come.
The dfjjay
there ior some time to
is due to several breaks in her machinery.
No sooner has one break been repaired
found.
when another defect has been
The latest one discovered is a break in a
cylinder of the engine that controls the
forward turret.
The break renders the
turret useless. One master mechanic has
and the local officers are hard at work
been summarily discharged because he
evideuce against the prisoners.
could not explain the cause of the break. gathering
Experts from Cramp’s shipyard, it is
said, are now making a thorough examiSS GLADSTONE SLEPT WELL.
nation of the ironclad’s machinery.
Hawarden, April 10.—Mr. Gladstone
CRUISERS SAIL.
slept well last night and is feeling quite
Washington, April B,—Two of the Span- comfortable today.
witn the
ish cruisers which have been
fleet at Cadiz, have left that place for the
NEW SHIPS.
Verne
one
of the
i'e
where
islands,
Cape
April 9.—The sub-commitWashington,
This
infleets
is
rendezvoufed.
torpedo
formation oemo to the navy department ten of the Senate naval committee, conof the naval bill toconsideration
cluded
today. These two vessels are the CristoThe principal additions tO'the porbal and the Infanta Teresa, both armored day.
The information in possession tion of the bill providing for the increase
cruisers.
of the navy is that only a portion of the of the navy were the following:
Four monitors tor coast and harbor deoriginal torpedo fleet that left Spain
boat deense, 15,000,000; four torpedo
and the Canaries, presumably for Porto
stroyers, 81,200,000.
Rico, reaohed the Cape de Verde islands.
The appropriations are for the vessels
COLORED TROOPS UNDER ORDERS without arms or armament, and it is bellevea mat tne.v win no sumciem iur me
Washington, April S.—If the recomThe monitors are to
indicated.
mendations of General Jliles are approved purposes
somewhat small than existing types.
he
by the Secretary of War two companies of
the 25th Regiment of Infantry will proceed at once to Key West, The 25th Infantry is a colored regiment and has been
stationed at posts in Montana for several
If General Miles’s plan is
years past.
out two of the companies will
carried
direct
to Key West, leaving the
proceed
other companies to follow from ChlckaRank to
Pinkham.

Philadelphia, April

April 11.—The Hong Kong
the Daily -Mail tele- menacing attitude toward the United
correspondent of
that Great
known
graphing Sunday says:
States, vet it is
American
“The
squadron has comother
tie
Britain
with
powers in u.uuijn pwi
sea.
for
to
join-;
rpictw
putting
pleted arrangements
has been ordered, when the necessity arvessels
have steam up ready to
Two
the latest move of an armistice rives,
approving
The cruiser
start at a moment’s notice.
Baltimore and the revenue cutter Hugh and is hopol'ul that It will clear tt e way
WAR LOAN IN MICHIGAN.
The
McCulloch are expected tomorrow.
settlement of tho genera!
Hunrahan and Z.cfiro for a fullzr
British steamers
Lansing, Mich., April 9.—Governor
for Cuban •■u.'estion.
have just been bought by America
Piogree today sent a message to the legislature recommending She authorization
transport purposes.
of a war loan of half a million dollars;
CORRECT JUDGMENT.
also advising the recruiting of the NaHOW MADRIO TAKES ITtional Guard and volunteer militia comLondon, April 11.—Yesterday’s contito a strength not exceeding 150
to
Made
to todays’
Prepared panies
nental telograms
morning No Serious Objection
men per company.
The loan bill was
capers all welcome the armistice as glvA aiieticA*.
passed without opposition.
I lg at least a prospect of peace, but it is
ONLY SPANISH TRICK.
t .0
general belief, looking to all the
Madrid, April 10.—The day has passed
difficulties involved, that there is only a
incident. 5
an-1 without special
quietly
Washington,
April 10.—Senor Quesada,
United
States
will
as
the
of
war
delay,
representative of the
to he a party to finther negoti- Enormous Crowds going to and coming the diplomatic
refuse
Cuban
insurgents in this city, when
ations.
from the hull light, passed within
easy
asked today what he
thought of the
“It is only a
OLIVETTE TO BK USED "A TRANS- sight of Gen. Woodford’s house. Large Spanish armistice, said:
civil
and
of
trick.
reinforcement
guards Spanish
police
T'boy want to put us bePORT.
the American people in the attitude
were posted near and also in front of the fore
of beieg unreasonable.
But we do not
Halifax, N. S., April 10.—Advices werr Bunk ol
and other public build- believe
Spain
the American people will so conreceived here tonight that the Plant line
about
7
incident
An
happened
us
nocome
sider
for
we
would
North
ings.
think they know it- is
steamer Olivette
the o’clock this evening, showing that these mprely a last effort to fores some kind
soon as expected to prepare for
as
Spanish home rule on us. We have
A boisterous of
spring and summer service between Halt- measures
were necessary.
lax and Boston. The reason given is that
fought three years for independence, we
and tho excite- know this is a
wine
heated
by
crowd,
the
United
been
she has
engaged by
Spanish trick and we will
States authoritiis lor use as a transport ment of tho bull tight, encountered a not give in now.”
The Olivette, which runs between Cuba general, who was wearing a scarf of the
TROOPS FOR CUBA.
to
was
leave national colors. The crowd immediately
and Florida in Winter,
London,
North
waters
for
the
this
April 11.—A despatch to the
Southern
early
Viva
raised cries of "Viva Kspana,”
Daily Telegraph from Gibraltar says that
month.
Cuba," band for the; moment it, looked the
Spanish cruisers Cr'stobei Colon and
dangerous should anyone have raised a Infanta ->.aria Teresa have left Cadiz for
the crowd was dissolved
seditious cry.
a destination
with six batlJeware ot Ointment* for Catarrh That unci the
loca'ity soon resumed its ordi- tailions each aundivulged
Addithousand strong.
Contain Mercury,
nary appearance
will
tional
troops, the despatch asserts
The oliicer against whom the demonas mercury will surely destroy the sense ot
leave
Cadiz
steamers
the
mail
try
during
was Gen. Castelvi
was made,
stration
the
whole
Bmell and eompletiy derange
systhrone of the next few days lor Cuba
to the
Bourbon, pretender
tem when entering it through Hie mucous
lie was recognized and cheered.
France
tV IIKN T1UVF.LISO
articles
should
never
be
Such
surfaces.
demonstration occurred in front, of
Tho
used except on prescriptions from reputable the Presidency
and the civil governor Whether on pleasure bent or business,
they will do is went; among the crowd, overling his per- take on
physicians, as the damage
every t.iip a bottle of Syrup of
ten told to the good you Van possibly derive sonal influence rather than his authority
(
atarrli
Hall's
Cure, manufac- to
from them.
as it acts
most pleasantly and efthem
to
Figs,
disperse.
persuade
< hc «*y «X:
Co., Toledo, O.,
tured by F.
It is rumored that manifestations con- fectually on the
kidneys, liver and
contains no mercury,'and is taken interstreets, blit the authorinally, acting directly upon the blood and tinue in several
bowels,
fevers, headaches
preventing
In
ns
of
the
surfaces
no
to
the
system.
buying ties attach
mucous
these,
importance
For sale in
Hall’s ( atarrli Cure be sure you get tlie gen- crowd
is largely composed of the poorer and other fori, s of sickness.
is
made
and
is
taken
in
It
uine.
internally
etilfses.
59 cent bottles by all leading druggists.
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiAt 11 o’clock last evening. Honor Capmonials free.
l*e Califo'uia Fig
by
minister of tho in’erior, issued Manufactured
U> Sold vy D^/:gis<s, pri<— 7rc per bottle. depon,
the
a
circular Ai tho prelect, .frying a«■ -c- Syrup Co. only,
bt-t.
Hull’s Family *;Ti/are
London,

will

count

of tlie Fern with a group of correspondents around him.
It was evident to all that Gen. Bee intended to bo the lost to leave und a murmur of applauso went around in support

poop

The following letter to Mrs. Pinkham from Mrs. M. Rank, No. 2,354

East Susquehanna Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa., is a remarkable statement of relief from utter discouragement. She
says:
I never can find words with which
to thank you for what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done
for me.

was very nervous;
and was not safe

could not
to be left

alone.
Indeed, I thought I would lose my
mind. No one knows what I endured.
1 continued this way until the last
of February, when I saw in a paper a
testimonial of a lady whose case was
similar to mine, and who had been
cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I determined to try it
and felt better after the first dose. I
continued taking it, and to-day am a
well woman, and can say from
my
heart, ‘Thank Cod for such a medicine.”’
Mrs. Pinkham invites all
suffering
women to write to her at
Lyr.p, Mass,
for advice.
All such letters are
seeT;
and answered by women
smly.

ing talk has been summoned as
today, and it is expected tha'

a

witness

sational developments will be made.
The body was quite badly decomposed
the eyes were blaokened, the nose was’
twisted to one side. However, these appearances might be oaused by
lying in
the water and the physicians say that
tney do not necessarily imply anything;
but Joseph Cloutier is of a different turn
of mind and he does not intend to let
the case lay where it is.

.Hv

M. Cloutier was a man of 29
years of age. He leaves a wife and three
obildren, the oldest of which is 7 years
and the youngest 8 months. Ho was abrother of
the members
of the well-

known.

Cloutier,

_

no-:''.,

We hare manufactured in the dull
winter a line of MEN’S
SUITS from high grade Foreign and
Domestic Woolens. '1 hey are in single
6uit patterns, no two alike, and as
they are made by the same help that
make our Custom Work the effect is
If
the same as tine Custom Work.
you can get a satisfactory fit from this
line you can save $10.00, and at the
same time own a suit that you know
cannot be duplicated.
t'ee this line or clothiug before buying your Spring Suit.
season this

“o

grocery lirm of W. E. & C. H.
for whom he has worlted for the
•

past ten years.
YORK MILLS START TODAY.

clothes of the unfortunate
girl were
soaked in blood.
The rain had obliterated nearly every
trace of the girl’s assailant so that the
police have scarcely any clew to the perpe-

at
it

favorite among her acquaintances. She
had kept house for
was 18 yenrs old and
her father since the death of her mother
a few years ago.

FINE CLOTHING.
07 C-.

George

Saco, April 10.—Despite the fact that a
majority of 1E00 loom craftsmen in the
York cloth mills signed a petition agreeing to return to work tomorrow morning under a cut down in wages and that

trator of the crime.
The
girl lived with her father in a
small
cottage about a quarter of a mile
from where her body was found.
With them lived a young man named
Thomas Uucey. a nephew of Mr. Geary,
The
bnt who is 6aid to be weak minded.
girl left the bouse shortly after noon for
hours nothing was
a walk and for a few
thought of her absence. Toward night,
however, her father became anxious and
Ho resent young Ducey to find her.
turned in about hale an hour and told his
dead
in
the
Fannie
was
that
uncle
lying
woods and the two then hurried to the
spot where her body was lound.
The body was removed to th» house of
Mr. Geary, but uo autopsy will be made
until tomorrow
No one saw the girl er.t:*r the woods
this noon neither bus anyone been found
notice any other p rson in that
who
Miss
vicinity during the afternoon.

a

mass-meeting of the textile workers
voted unanimously to return to

was

work, it is doubtful if the mills

can

ba

after Wednesday.,
At a meeting of the web-drawers and
beamers this afternoon, a vote was taken
by both organizations never to return

HASKELL & JONES,

run

1

b

TAILORS,

under a reduction of wages.
to work
The textile workers in these departments
olaim that if they do not go back to work
to run the looms
it will be Impossible

MONUMENT SQ.

nprlioodt r

after Wednesday.
Operatives In

other departments will
go in tomorrow morning and are of the
opinion that the web-drawers and wearers
see all other
will go baok when the)
departments

are

running.

LITTLE LEWISTON BOY KILLED.

A

_■

■-

.7

April 10.—Walter Earle, a
9-year-old Lewiston hoy, was crushed to
death by the falling of a pile of lumber
lumber yard today at
in the Fitzgerald
Lewiston,

FLAG & DECORATING COMANUFACTURERS OF ==5==

was playing with other
He
5 o’clock.
boys on tho lumber pile when it began
to tumble. The rest of the boys escaped,
hut Waiter was caught. An immense
pinned him to the ground and
weight

AWNINGS,

Flags, Tents and Hammocks.

The
when help arrived life was extinct.
Seattle, Wash., April 10.—Later details death was one of the saddest that has
\
received here
today from Alaska in- occurred here for a long time.
tho horrors of the avalanohe in the
Chilkoot pass,
instead of lessoning it.
Sixty-nine dead bodies have thus far
and
bi en recovered
the names of 150
been reported as unacmissing have
for. It is barely possible that
counted
some of these had succeeded in crossing
before the avaluuohe occurred.
the pass
A conservative estimate is that between
75 and 100 persons were killed.

Tents and Canopies to let. Buntine and Flag Decorations
lor all occasions. Estimates freely given.

3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203 Middle St,, Portland Mo
TELEPHONE 872-5.
mariSeodim

crease

LATE MARINE NEWS.

London
April 10.—Arrived, steamer
steamer
Boston; sailed,
Londonlan,
Carlisle City, Portland.
Prawle Point, April 10.—Passed,steamer Aleeia, Portland for Hamburg.
Booth bay, April 10.—Arrived, schooners
Highland Queen, Maohias; Herbert
H.
Long Cove; Wandrian. (Br.), SbouPHJLLIPINE INSURGENTS.
lee', N. S.; Ethel B., (Br.,) Frenoli Cross,
N. S.; A. B. Stetson, Portlands. Sailed,
Madrid, April 10, 7 p. m.—Despatches U. S. schooner Grampus, Rockland.
from Manilla say that tho insurgents
Baltimore, April 10.—Arrived, schooner
captured Cebu, but were expelled later St. Thomas, Portland.
by the Spanish garrison, with an insurThe Spanish losses are
gent loss of £00.
ARMENIAN MASSACRES CONTINUE
described as

insignificant.

BRIGANTINE.

N. S., April 10. —Steamer
Halifax,
Assyrian from Liverpool reports April
8, latitude 42.58 north, longitude 42.55
west, passed French brigantine showing
white diamond in centre
red ting with

Chinese distrust of Russia.

LIVERY STABLE BURNED.
Boston, April 10.—The livery stable of
P. Howard on Warren street,
Frank
Charlestown, was badly damaged by fire
this
morning hut only two of the it)0

wore in tho stable at the
horses which
The
time, were caught in the flames.
loss is estimated at -515,000.

HORRIBLE FIRE TRAGEDY.
Halifax, N. S., April 10.—A lire tragedv occurred at Mull River, Cape Breton,
The house of Alex
Good Friday night.
McDonald, farmer and miller caught fire
while the family of eleven were sleeping
and two lads, aged 7 and 3 years, were
burned to death, while- their father was
while
so seriously injured by the flames
srettiug out other children that he cannot
little
A
girl was badly but not
recover.
fatally injured l>y jumping from a window

The mother and six other children

escaped

tyihurc.

and Men’s Furnishers,

Clothiers

CHILKOOT HORROR INCREASES.

PASSED A FRENCH

Manager

L. CARLETOM,

some sen-

was found in the woods near the Peabody
line at six o’clock
tonight, with every
Indication that she has been brutally
murdered not many hours before. The
the
head was horribly mangled while

Some years ago I had womb trouble
end doctored for a long time, not seeL.
ing any improvement. At times I and V.
would feel well enough, and other
ENGLAND’S GREAT COUP.
times waj miserable. So it went on
Pekin, April 10.—The effect of
until last October, I felt something Britain’s action at Wei-Hai-Wei is Great
already
The Chinese thoroughly
terrible creeping over me, I knew not apparent here.
what, but kept g-etting worse. I can comprehend now the disinterestedness of
her prestige is now higher than
hardly explain my feelings at that England
ever. The Chinese regard Great Britain’s
time.
I was so depressed in spirits actiop as a step which has saved
tho
that I did not wish to live, although I Empire from dismemberment. Numerare reported of a
indications
ous
growing
had everything to live for. Had hys-

teria,
sleep

like this:
“The next time people see Cloutier will
be in the canal.
The man that overheard this surpris-

Constantinople, April 10.—The Armenian Patriarch has sent to the Turkish
relief committee a list of forty churches
wholly or partially destroyed during the
He Axes
recent massacres in Anatolia.
whose paronts
the number of orphans
were killed at 40,000.
GIVES UP AUGUST MEETING.
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Old Orchard, April 10.—Manager M. F.
Portor of the Old Orchard race track has
a stake
meet'
given up trying to arrange
Only four events filled
ing in August.
mil he has declared them off. He will
substitute class raoes for that meeting, to
early in AuFollow the Rigby meeting,

gust.
TO

CURE A COLD IN

ONE DAY

All
lake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
to cure.
druggists refund the money lfit fails
each
tablet.
Ik
L.
Q23c. The genuine has

he

Easy Food

\ Leiter JSudorsi' g the

Sonnd

INCREASE.

Grant, New Limerick, $30 to
Ar^asjp, April 9.—A meeting of the ISO.
Maine stnte committee of the National
REISSUE.
dernoeratio party was held here today,
James E. Smith, North Powrial, $G.
Jhairman C. Vey Holman of Rockland,
Samuel

Twelve of the 16 counties
Plans for the coming
campaign were made. Ex-United States
senator J.W. Hradhury.[aged 96 years, was
committee.
present and addressed the
He also read the following letter from
Mr. Cleveland:
‘Westland, Princeton, N. J., March
35, 1898.
‘Hon. .Tames W. Bradbury,
“My Dear Sir—I am Informed that you
ntend to be present at a conference of
ound money Democrats to beheld at Augusta on the 9th of April.
“I cannot refrain from the expression
if my
gratification in knowing that a
the interest of the time
noveraent in
louored and beneficent doctrines of true
democracy is to receive such valuable
from one who knows so
! mcouragement
veil as you what pure Democracy is, and
vbose ago and long service in its sup
mrt, challenge the respect and confidence
if all who
profess to follow the Deino, ratic flag.
“Those who attend the proposed eon] erence,
will not meet as faotionists.
L’hev aim to restore the Democratic parto
its own, to again blazon upon its
y
lanner
its uodyiDg principles, to lead it
mt of ways that are Strange, and to re] icw their
pledge of devotion to its high
nission. Honor waits upon those engaged
the
n
such a work. They are beyond
their
causation of party disloyalty and
notives are above misrepresentation.
“Yours very truly,
“Drover Cleveland.”

presiding.
were

ORIGINAL, widows, esc.

represented.

Martha J. Child, East Peru, $8.
ELEAZER W.

PORT.

Jam.,
April 9—When
United States Consul Hyatt left Santiago
3e Cuba on
Thursday, one vessel, the
American schooner Eleazer W. Clark,
Captain Goodwin, of Portland, Me-, Was
in theihsrbor with 800 tons of coal for
the railroad.
Consul Hyatt- warned the

captain

THE

J

without

THE OREGON ON HER WAY,
.Lima, Peru, via Galveston,"April ».—•
The United States warship Oregon sailed
inder sealed orders.
destination is Sandy
where she will join
it ter left tonight for

It is

supposed

Point,

her

Magellan,

the Manotta.

Ihe

Valparaiso.

ARCHBISHOP IRELAND GIVES UP.

London, April 9.-Tlie Rome correspondent of the Sunday Special says Arch\
bishop Ireland has cabled to the atioan
is follows:
“I am in despair. There is no longer
war.
iny hope of preventing
ORDERED TO HALIFAX.

—

IMPS

leave

chances.

rEESS.l

Sanford, April 9. Harry 15. Bryant of
t Pico who for a year has been teaching
he Lindsey High school at Shapleigh,
ms bceu elected principal of the Sanford
Jigli so^iool, and will begin his duties

of the schooner to

discharging his cargo. The captain said,
however, he would stay and take his

TO TEACH IN SANFORD.
TSPECIAP TO

CLARK IN A CUBAN

Kingston,

]

uaker Oats
At all grocer". \

only

P:ans of

LIST,

Washington, April 9.—The following
pension changes, resulting from the issue
of March 80, are announced:

Money Democrats.

Easy to Buy, i
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
‘in ?-lb. okas,

THE PENSION

FROM CLEVELAND.

,

Dubl’.u, April 0—The first battalion was
today unexpectedly ordered to sail for
This is an unusual
Halifax on April
jssigpment, since the regiment only recently completed fifteen years foreign serNo explanation ot
the
order fei
rice.

jiven.
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EASTER.

_

Beautiful

A

SECOND

for

Spring Day

the

Festival.
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tions—Beautiful

digestion is
delayed. Slow d;v.-li

8

as

J\

I

fV

J

slow or

{

s

I

NATURE’S GMftE
makes the kidneys, liver, blood,
nerves and brain right, because

\

f
I

A

J
\

I
it overcomes every weakness of
the stomach, and thus helps to
*
build anew every part of the body.
J
IT GURES from Head to Fost

\
f

/

\
1

Jf

prize formula cf Prof. Diri
Crosby, M.D., LL.D., for over thirty year3

Puritana is the

\

at

g

\

C

the head of Dartmouth Medical College.

\

9

I

£

I

some

of tbo churches.

in its Easter dress.
prettily decorated

NEW JERUSALEM.

g

The chancel was very
the memorial.'

with

former members.
Two tall vases
filled with callas were for Mr. and Mrs.
Ascension lilies forWorden York
was inter- Hawley;
gramme arranged for the choir
and Miss May York; lilies for Worden
that
a
manner
pleasin
great
gave
preted
handsome design for Mr.
The decorations were in excellent Joseph Cow;
ure.
and Mrs. Dyer; a beautiful cross for Mrs.
taste and inoluded beautiful memorials
McEwen
and another for Miss Annie
for Mrs. George S. Hay, Philip Kimball,
lilies for Mr. and Mrs. juouuy.
Jobnsen;
Coffin,
Henry
H.
John
Hannaford, Capt.
TA
A1
Dan
\fp«
Z There was a very full attendance at the
iiom
service at 7.80 o’clock and
0. H. Baker, Rev. Mrs. W. B. Hayden, early morning
the church was filled at the regular mornMiss Lora J. Roberts, Mrs. C. D. Livering service. In the afternoon a class ol
more, Henry Homer Hay, Moses 8. Dow
fourteen was confirmed the largest since
and Harry Edwards.
Rev. Mr. Shepherd became the rector.
Tho sacrament of baptism was conferred
The music throughout tho day was most
on two children.
and thoroughly in accord with
was on “The Lord is pleasing
The
sermon
Mr.
it.
gave an excellent disShepherd
Mr. Worcester said Jehovah of
Risen.”
cou rse on the Resurrection.
the Old Testament and Je6us Christ of
FIRST FREE BAPTIST.
tho New Testament is ono and the same

congregation was present at the
morning service yesterday. The fine proA large

J
*

j

.your

\

orations in

g

The complete Puritana treatment
costs but $i.oo. Each package contains a bottle of Puritana, a bottle
of Puritana Pills and a bottle of
Puritana Tablets. Get it of
druggist, or write PURITANA COMpound Co., Concord, N. PI.

m

Resurrection.

comparatively recent date that any Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Baker and Miss
notioe has been taken of Easter, in fact Mary Baker; a kandsomo basket for Mrs.
S. and Miss Georgietta Stnples,
it is but a few years ago that In some of George
the sacred edifices in which at the pres- and a basket for Guy Ripley.
Kov. Mr. Hack’s sermon dwelt upon
ent time the communion tables are loaded
und its lessens. The
with flowers the sight of an Easter lily the resurrection
rendered
or the ronderlng of an Easter anthem published programme was finely
by the choir.
would have been frowned upon.
The day opened bright and mild yesterCONGRESS ST. METHODIST.
hour
ohttrch
day and the streets at the
At the Congress St. Methodist the plat
were filled with crowds of worshippers form was decorated with Easter lilies and
eich one displaying in attire some sign
potted plants. There were no memorials
The musio was fine
of the spring time.
these are devoted to Children's Day.
as
in all the churche3 aDd specially arranged. Rev. Mr.
Berry took for his text “Christ
The programmes were published in Sat- is Risen.”
In the evening there was a
urday’s PRESS and wero fully carried Sunday school concert.
related
all
of
the
texts
The
out.
pastors
ST. PAUL’S.
to the great event in the life of our Saviour. We give l elow an idea of the vdeoThe pretty little St. Paul’s was brave

$

imperfect digestion.

Decorations—

of

#

Blieumatism, Kidney Diseases
and Nervous Prostration are due
to the poisons that result from

f
1

Floral

was a

Perry;

1
J
\
I

bad as no digestion
at all. In one case
in
you are starved,
the other poisoned.

f
\
/

were beautiful memorials.
star, orescent, and baskot
of clover flowers for Earl Clifton Ricker;
two beautiful crosses, one for John True

platform

There

Conscns and the other for Samuel Merrill
were
It
will be
remembered,
The Easter festival was celebrated in the who,
In the drowned several seasons ago; a basket ol
various churohes
yesterday.
Catholic and Episcopal churches the day beautiful golden and white flowers for
is a festival in faot, handed down from Miss Hattie Lisoomb; Easter lilies for
In the Joseph Perry; a graceful tribute to Effle
the earliest days of the church.
star for Walter Soule; designs for
other denominational churohes it is only

|

e n

gestion is about

^.

Large Congrega-

Discourses All Related to

OMfS*

g

The Second Parish pulpit platform was
decorated with pots of tropical plants,
Back of the read
and flowering shrubs.
lng desk was a large white cross. In front
of the

With

FUled

Churches

PARISH.

0

for

TT-

—■

u uit-voiiut

Whe ls!

Man was created to love
divine being.
“Easter” at First Free Baptist chnrch
From
the beginning
to be loved.
was most fittingly observed and the floral
God has revealed Himstlf to his children.
emblems about the alter were quite elabHow could His ohildrcm lovo Him if they
orate.
Suspended over the pulpit wa* a
vouchsafed
Revelation
knew Him not.
framework of smilax and Easter lilies
to man is that Ho would follow them
inside .of whioh was the inscription “I
through all their wanderings and would am the resurrection and the light,” beTo become God
oome to earth to them.
neath whioh was a basket of lilies of the
with us he descended into the world with
valley.
he most external, a human body and
A green aroh waB raised, “Christ is
Heaven was His throne
an eternal mind.
below which was a cross filled
Risen,”
child
The
earth His footstool.
and
with cut flowers and ou either side were
The
and
stature.
Jesus grew in wisdom
and a variety of
Easter lilies, bouquets
Divine life was brought down little by
all in all a most
making
plants
potted
Divine truth was the Father.
little.
pleasing effect. There was a very large
His life was Divine, a Divine humanity,
gathering at the morning service at
to
earth.
down
life
Divine
a
brought
which Rev. Lewis Malvern officiated and
“I have
“Father glorify Thy name.”
theme of his discourse was “The
the
glorifiod Thee on the earth.” New truth Resurrection.” A chorus of 32 voices
down from heaven aglow with
come
The ordinance
sang appropriate hymns.
love at the time of the resurrection. He
of baptism was administered at 3 p.f£m.
Is
His
in
us?
He
risen
Has
is risen.
to about seven new chnrch members and
The
truth taken into our own mlndt ?
an
evening service was hell at which
in the infinitude of
Lord is still hei'O
Rev. Mr. Malvern took for his subject
His love. He is now in our midst when
“Shall we know each other there?” Folin His name.
wo are gathered together
the evening service there was
lowing
The spiritual vision of men was opened
“The
Lord’s
Supper,” also “Hand of
resurrection.
after the
to
see Christ
Fellowship.
Different persons saw Him in different
HIGH STREET.
were
visions
ways as iheir spiritual

t

and

\Ye have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WEE Vi Because they are reliable.

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
$50 and $75
Remington,

$50

Forest City,

$40

Fnlnintitli,

$35
830

i'lirtlanil,

(Juvenile)
Jobbers of Bicycles. Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.
PorelkiEatl Jr.,

ARMS

B. DAVIS

T.

CO,

Ii»3 MIDDLE STREET.
<Itf

mar23

Minute Tapioca |
Always Ready.
Requires No Soaking.

$

|
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EQUAL.
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|

Makes delicious and inexpensive desserts. /L
The genuine is put up by

the.^

V|
^

Whitman Grocery Co.,
Orange, Hass.

%
V

granted to them. We need to learn of His

W

glorification.
the close of the morning service
the saorament of the Holy communion

Also manufacturers of the celebrated
Minute Gelatine.
J,-, For sale &
w
t2> Our little Booklet, over ,10 Dainty j ^7
Desserts,(free) by mail.
j Grocers, fa
g.

At

was

-FOB

ARRIVAL
) Choice
grocery
I Barbadoes molasses
Miunie”
Schr.
) ox.
SALE BY --:

things whioh
siteth

on

the

are

right

where
hand of God.”
above

Christ

Selected

Every Berry
carefully

as

as

the master builder

chooses the most perfect stones
for the
i

unsurpassed tor general
forge

steam

and

Seal Brand Coffee

....

ic-o-'i

O FF1CE:

7b Connsraiai & 70

Exchange Sts

par excellent.

the

apr3

of

joys

drink

a

in

made

Every
himself

of

grand
splendor on

prides

handling the best

goods

sells Chase &

Sanborn’s Seal Brand

97

l-*» Exchange M..

FINE JOB PRINTING A TFEG-ALTY
All orders bit
aUended to.

mail

or

telephone prom:»:l}
septildeodti

one

and two

sealed with

a

Coffee,

pound

and

tee of perfection.

IMMACU-

cathedral presented a scene
Its beautiEaster morn.

rendered

Quimby

reflecting

credit
and his efficient

services wete largely atthe solemn high mass
Fr. Collins of St.
Kev.

especially

vespers.

Mary’s college, Van Buren, was celebrant
o’ the high mass while Rev, Frs. llarry
deacon mil suKclfvw,"
’the scirr.en was pu*..ci o
A.
Barry.
i{,.v
i). j.
O’Brien had charge of all the ceremonies.
Tho services at St. Dominic s and the
church of the Sacred Heart were likewise

Collins

were

respectively.
iiy Rev. I.

cans, grand

seal and guaran-*

THE

CONCEPTION.

Prof.
All the

on

choir.
tended

and

in

finely

alike

grocer who
on

class of

kxcua:«;k,

OF

ful altars and sanotuary were adorned
The array of
with tho richest vesture.
Easter lilies at the side altars gave the
The
great church a truly Easter aspect.
musical programme as already announced
I was

from such material.

rnBJTKBS’

by

The

delight

the Free

Watervillo officiated.
There
was an Easter concert in the
evening by the Sunday school at which
rendered by Given’s orselections were
chestra’ of twelve pieces; recitations by
the primary department; violin solo by
Fred A. Given and an appropriate ad-

LATE

thousands of homes

at

Street Baptist church and on either fide
of the altar were placed Easter lilies to
There were floral
the number of 120.
piece In front of the memorial windows
of Henry B. Hart and Rev. J. T. Champlin, D.[D., and son and the former pastor of the church, Dr. A. T. Dunn of

and congregation.

And it is not strange that

!

attendants at

vf»rv

CATHEDRAL

Above Goats Constant- is
ICLEPHONfc

*

Dr. Dimn. Tho exercises were
Unished by the singing of “All Hail tho
Power of Jesus’ Name,”
by the school

Chase & Sanborn’s

tienniue CykcBs Valley franklin,
English ai.J American Caimel.

wrta

yesterday's morning service

dress

use.

ly

beverage made from

that the

are

On Hand.

of a famous

So it is not to be wondered

(Hcini-Biluiiuiisnis) and
Coals

completion

piece of work.

Fail Assortment of Lehigh an-j FreeS:’.mmg Coais ter Domestic Usa.
Pocahontas

“Festal

FREE ST. BAPTIST.

dlw

I

the

conoiuded by a postlude,
March” by Buck.

Thftro

3IVJ PORTERS.
apro

forces Creek Cumberland

lilies with ferns here and there and those
Mrs. Catherwere the memorial pieces:
Ricker Rollins, roses and Easter
ine
lilies; Mrs. Ingraham, a basket of flowers; Mrs. J. F. Chute, a lyre of roses and

Edith E. Ballantyne; wreath of verse.
Miss
The music was of a high degree of exMarechal Niel was for Miss Francesco
Burbank; a beautiful ealla and wreath cellence and a notable number was Miss
of emulation roses for Mrs. J. D. Pen- Varney’s soprano solo.
The xnuslo was finely rendered by
In the evening the Sunday school had
nell.
Rev. W. F. Berry, of Con- appropriate exercises and a programme
the choir.
prepared whioh included music,
gress Street church, preached an excellent was
“If ye prayer,
sermon from Colosslnns II., 1.
scriptural readings and recitathereby risen with Christ seek those tions by the scholars, all of which was

fill E. ALLEN ft CO-

:l<

Banked up against the chancel rail at
High Street church yesterday were Easter

Williston church was very prettily decorated the principal
being composed of lilies; J. B. Brown, a large cross.
Dr. Fcnn officiated and took tho theme
lilies and ferns. The beautiful memorials
of his morning discourse from 1st Corinwere in remembrance of Mr. L. A. Gray,
a
large pot of azaleas; Easter lilies for thian, 18th chapter and part of the 12th

Barbados Molasses,
2S7 Puncheons,
:J5 ! icrces,
4i> Bids.

celebrated.
WILLISTON.

new seep
FIRST

-»

and imposing.

VAUGHAN ST.
The Vaughan Street Sunday
school
celebrated Ess ter with a concert last evening when thisprogramme was given:

the oflertorie,
gan and viclin

“AndanteReligioso”

ST. LAWRENCE.
by or'
The
charming.
The decorations at this church consisted
Primary Department great
congiegation sang
the closing of
Pastor
palms, ferns, lilies and cot flowers tashymn, “All hail the power of Jesus’
Quartette
tily arranged around the altar, and in

Piano Selection.
Twenty-Third Psalm,
twenty

□

_

Edna Wescott

What is Easter?

Snell and Hazel Duly
Marguerite
8
Florence

Song

Taylor

u

Lowis Eral™™

Recitation,

Dialogue—1 ‘What Shall

We

Bring?”

Primary Department

Winnie Kent
Marguerite Snell and
Myrtle HonBton

Recitation,

Song—I’ve Wondered Oft,

Helen Taylor
Recitation,
Hi'"
Dialogue—Before the Dawn, three Sirls
Song—The Stone is Rolled Away, Wescott
Clarence
Recitation,
F°ur Girls
“On This Glad Day”
Recitation—How To Give,
Carrie Houston
Solo.

_

Pastor

Address,
Collsotion.

A Class
Singing,
“The Easter Bells in the Mist,”
Clement Wescott

Dialogue.
Marguerite

Snell and Hazel Daly

Duet,

Alice Tolman and May Henderson
Winnie Kent
School
Song,
Kimball
Ada
Reading,

Kocitation,

Recitation—Tommy’s Prayer,

Mattie Fraser

Dialogue—He

The

with

A Class

Is Risen,
Bendlction.

CHESTNUT ST.

inspiring

deoorations

oentrul

earnestness.
very line.

covered with spruce, was
and hyacinths and
azalias.
Clusters of lilies were abundant. The choir
railing was adorned with

with) lilies

Many of the memorials
were very
Between the window
lovely.
for Mrs. Washburn and the tablet for explants.

Qov. Israel Washburne, was nlaced a
White azalla tree.
Before the memorial
picture of Mr. and Mrs. Barstow were a
cross and crown
of red and white pinks
and on
tho pedestal red azaiias. For
Mrs. S. E.

Bragdon

there

were

Mayflow-

Other memorials were for Bessie
Waldron, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanwood, Edna L. Farrington, Mary A.
Kendal], Annie II. Buzzeli. Dr. John
Buzzeli, “Father,” Mrs. Elizabeth T.
Short, Mrs. N. G. Fessenden and Frank
Fessenden, Mrs. C. M, Plummer, George
Fooes, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Stanley, Mrs.
A. L. Merry,
Mrs. E. A. Brackett, Mrs.
Win. N. Prince, Mrs. F. O. Sawyer, Mrs.
C.;A. Jones, Mrs. W. Edwin Ulmer and
Mrs. Hattie I. Cushing.
Beneath the memorial picture of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Billings was a beautiful haip. In tho new memorial window
ers.

Mr. George 8. Hunt lilies were arIn most Isrfcistio manner. These
and the translucent mantio of thewindow
made an exosedlngly beautiful picture.
In the evening the Sunday school, assisted
the choir, with Miss Twigg and

programme:

ranged

by

Arthur W. Jordan as soloist,
very fine Easter concert.

Mr.
with bowed heads.
School and Congregation

a

gave

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH.

Prayer.
School
Song of tho Eastertide,
At the Church of the Messiah the serResponsive Scripture Reading.
vices attracted an exceedingly large and
TKn 1-lln cfor Wrtnrr

congregation and the pasIva Whittier apppreclative
Jennie Pcrinton tor, Rev. Mr. Kimmell, preached an eloRecitation,
Anthem—Behold. I Show You a Mystery.
quent sermon on the resurrection and
Double
The Children’s Part,

Easter

Quartette.

Edwin Howell
Six Girls

Morning,

Exercise,

In front of the altar
front of the choir.
was a beautiful bouquet of calla lilies In
memory of Deacon Henry II. Burgess,
whoso memory is greatly revered by this
church. In the morning the pastor, Rev.
Mr.
Wright, preaohed an able discourse
upon the joy and hope of Easter, taking
his text from John 20:16. In the evening
there was
a
delightful Sunday school

Reading—Koble’s

concert

participated in by members of
the school, assisted in the music by the
choir. At both services the choir of twenty voices rendered most excellent music,
under
the
skilful leadership of Mr.
Charles E. Wyer.
Mr. W. H. Davis presided with his oustomary grace at the organ.
tions
Mr.

Morning
were

Henry

and
rendred
F.

decorations were mostly memorials; among others were beautiful red
and white roses for Mr. and Mrs. Mark
P. Emery; pillow roEes for Dr. Gilman;
Mr. and Mrs. MoLellan, Dr.
lilies for
The

Niohols,

its lessons,
upon a text from 1st Cor.XV.-54. The music, which has made the
services at this churoh famous, was beau-

was

there

a

were

recitations

the
the

apthe
and solos

text from the Jthird "chapter of Coiiossians. Four persons were baptized. In
lifting
The music by the choir was exceeding- the evening there was an Easter concert
by the Sunday school.
well rendered and much enjoyed.
sermon

preached

on

an earnest, upthe Resurrection.

ly

GOSPEL MISSION.

STATE STREET.

turned away from the
doors last evening unable to gain admission for want of room. The 6ervicei wore
all appropriate to the Easter event, alHundreds

though

no

were

attempt

was

mode at decora-

tion. as the 20th anniversary of the orgathree weeks
nization will be observed
from yestefday and upon that occasion
the best efforts of the workers are expected. At the 10.30 a. m. service, Rev. S.
F. Pearson took for his Sorlpture lesson
the 16th chapter of St. Mark’s gospel,
and from its teachings presented many
strengthening and helpful thoughts in
connection with the victories for believers

decorations

church were

NOTES.
the Park
Street, the West End
Methodist and West End Congregational
the musio was especially appropriate and
well rendered. At the Friends’ church
there was a very attractive
children’s

by a quartette of the children of the
were present, and by an address
home,
given by Mr. Cummings and singing by
auviou

uiuou

iu

hid

juivicat

occasion.
CONGRESS SQUARE.

The Easter services of 1893 were among
held in this
the most delightful ever
popular church. The attendance was
very large. Many remained standing during all the services. The pastor, Rev.

at

human

SOUTH PORTLAND

George

E. Soule, manager; James McGovern, captain.
They "are to play their
first game Fast Day.
The following well
known talent has been secured:

Harry

Harford, cf; Jack Robinson, lstb; Carey,
ss; Eddie Flavin. If; James McGovernc; George Broughton, 2d b; Cy. Dyer, 3d
b; Doc. Studley, rf; Benny McManus,
p. Other young talent is working out
and it is expected they will have a very
strong team.
exhibition of the
will be
South Portland
High school
given at the Town hall, Tuesday evening
und at the Opera house Wednesday evonjj
It is to consist of a
ing of this week.
The

annual

the Union Opera housa yesterday
special Easter services were held by the
Universalist society at 3.30 p. m. Rev.
Mr. Kimmeil otBoiated, and Miss Mary
sang with tine expression
“Nearer My God to Thee.” Lilies and
azallas were placed about tho room and
three new members joined tho parish,
Mrs. Ira Davis and Mr. and Mrs. James
D.

Thompson,

Lamb.

Bethany Congregational ohurch was
quite elaborately decorated for Easter
services yesterday and lilies, potted plan's
and ferns were around the chancel railRev. A. B. Long preached an able
ing.
sermon, taking for its theme the “Holy
Spirit.” In tho evening an Easter conceit with recitations, etc., was given by
the Sunday school and proved to be cf
SBB
great interest.
At the People’s M. E church, Kov. Mr.

Rev. Dr.
rubber plants.
and stately
Jenkins, the pastor, preached both morn-

MAINE

ing and evening sermonB appropriate to
the day, and organist and choir delight- Items
fully performed their part In the servioes.
The churoh was filled to overflowing at
devoted

each service. The afternoon
to the children, a Sunday school concert
was

being given.

of

interest

was

confirmed at the cathedral Sat-

Blanchard preachod
on “Easter
Thinking on Three Great Duties.” These

urday evening.

were, first, the invigoration cf our faith
in
immortality; second, the enlarging
and ennobling of the remembrances of

At St.Stephen’s church the day was observed with
special services and speciul
music. The pnlplt and reading desk were
with cut flowers, and about
decorated

ST.

STEPHEN’S.

CO.,

consumption.

Gathered

pendents of

for the ravages
druggist. Time should not be wasted before procuring it,
of catarrh are more rapid than usually supposed. Should anyone desire to
consult with Dr. Hartman in regard to his individual case, they may do so by
writing to him at Columbus, Ohio. Ho will gladly advise spocial treatment
directions in
where<’same is necessary, absolutely free of charge. His free
will save many dollars, as all who have
regard to using hi3 famous Pe-ru-na
had occasion to consult a specialist are aware.

of any

W. T. KILBOBI COMPANY.

by

j

Oorist

the Press.

Freeport, April 9.—Mrs. Beck was tho
guest of Mrs. Dr. Spear, in the city, Friday and Saturday.

orchestra,. was in town visiting iriem.'s
last week. The professor has a fine position at Colby academy, New London.
Tho following appointment of teachers
has been made: North Grammar, Benjamin Coliin, A. B., Abbie F. Bailey, assistant; Scuth Grammar, Fannie A.Dunham ; South Primary, Hattto M. Weston;
intermediate, Grace L. Knight; Grove
street Primary, Kmma O. Kilby; Avenue
Primary, Emma C. Sargent; Burr, CarBrackett,
rie L.
Central, Grace M
Mitchell: Collins, Fannie B. Mltcholl;
Gore, Alice I. Dennison; Firing Point,
Belle
Mann; Litchfield, E.
Lida M.
Stanwond; Mast. Lauding, Cornelia T.
E.
Inez
Pleasant
Neck.
Noyes;
Kilby;
Hill, Mary E. Goddard; Porter’s Landing, Jessie McMillan.

Congress Square Hotel.

CARPETS.

|

assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
in
makes
both
the
of
ail
looms
leading
Goods.
Domestic
and
English
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
great
the better grades, selected
care for retail trads^
Our

Winnie Beck returns with Helen Merrill to the Farmington normal school at
the beginning of the next term.
Prof. Lovell has been visiting friends at
Yarmouth the pass week.
Miss Vida Spear rendered a solo at the
entertainment at the Congress street M.

4

CrffODfl

failed is that of Mr. John II. Kuhlnann, of Elk Creek, Neb., who says: “For
I went from doctor to
over a year my wholo system being* chattered by catarrh
doctor and got worse instead of hotter, until I commenced to take Pe-ru-na. I
was soon perfectly cured.
was ablo to go to work again alight at once and
Should I ever feel ill again I will taka Pe-ru-na.”
In the West and South Pe-ru-na has made for itself an enviablo reputation.
It is now for the first time being introduced in New England, and can be bought

FREEPORT.

j

'll!

TOWNS.

departed ones; third, the strengthening of cur spiritual life here and now. In the chancol were potted Easter lilies and
tho dosing part, he uttered the ardent ferns.
and flowers
were arWreaths
wish that Easter might bring peace to all
ranged in the windows, in commemorathe world.
The rauslo
was of a very tion of deceased members of the parish.
b g'l order
and finely rendered. Tho The rector, Rev. Dr. Dalton, preached an
choir was assisted by a chorus of 10 and Easter sermon
in tho
morning from
by Mr. Given and his violin. The open- Math. 88:1. In the afternoon the anniing anthem by Noven was inspiring. Tho versary of the Snnday school was celeTO THE 1’iJLI.IC.
contralto solo, “The Lord is Risen,” was brated with carols, emblems, the reading
stirring. The organ prelude and po3t- of the annnal reports and addresses by
Knowing Chamberlain’s Conyli Remlude and accompaniments were fine, and rector and superintendent.
edy to be a medeoine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
PINE STREET METHODIST.
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
hereafter warrant every bottle
FOii CLEANING
Yellow and white were the prevailing will
and will refund the money
at tho Pine bought of us,
decorations
altar
colors
in
the
do! Ilf'S,
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
Easter lilies
street Methodist churoh.
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
carpets,
and jonquils in clusters, large bouquets IV. Iloseltiue. 387 Congress St., Edward
glassware,
and upon
the stalks were artistically \V. Stevens, 107 Portland St.,
King S.
brass work,
The
background was com- Raymond, Cumberland Mills, ffm. Oxarranged.
11.
P.
021
S.
nard,
Congress St.,
Goold,
laces,
posed of ferns and rubber plants.
Congress Square Hotel.
curtains,
The pastor, Rev. P. G. Rogers,preached
A CARD.
In the forenoon, his discourse relating to
marble,
music was
tho
resurrection.
We guarantee every bottle of ChamSpecial
•loss
rendered by tho organist and choir. In berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Dianhoea
anything,
the evening a Sunday school concert was Remedy and will refund the money to
one who is not satisfied after using
given, an orchestra participating in the any
it. It is the most successful medicine in
occasion.
the world for bowel complatnts, both fm
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Thousands of lives Hcseltine * Co., 387 Congress St., Ed“Little colds.”
sacrificed every year. Dr. Wood’s Nor- ward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
Cumberland Mdls, Wm. Oxway Pine Syrup cures little colds, cures S. Raymond,
big colds too, down to the very verge of nard, 921 Congress St., II. P. S. Goold,
PHILADELPHIA
&

PELS
Of Grocftrr.

in V-ha incula ISntnrr

of the body. It is therefore not s’yango that any of tho great vital organs are
Catarrh changes a.ll of the life-giving secretions of
liable to become affected.
which destroy and inflame every part with which
fluids
into
the body
scalding
follows it relentthey come in contact. Pe-ru-na is an enemy of catarrh and
it generates, from the system.
which
seer’lions
the
poisonous
lessly, driving
As a singlo instance of the value -"i Pe-ru-na in a case where the poisonous
nature of catarrh became apparel S’e take pleasure in quoting a letter from
he says:
Mr. John D. Hirdlor, of Garfield gtnsas. To use his own words,
1
flr whole body was broken out. All the
j had to carry my wife to and fi\;
medicines I gave her and all thfi- doctors who saw her, were of no avail.
is now
Finally I saw Po-ru-na advertised. We gave it a trial. The eruption
is
now
she
and
her
sixtyalthough
body,
My wife has new strength Ip
gone.
three years old she feels as young as though she were thirty.”
Another instance of a caso where Pe-ru-na cured where everything else

E. church, by special invitation on Wednesday evening, and was heartily encored
by an appreciative audience.
ducted by Bishop Neely. In the evening
Mr. Enos P. Allen will rent his house
sermon was preached by Dr. Wilthe
of EaBt street.
in
the
been
has
who
assisting
liams.
Mrs. Julian kiidv is earing lor the InEpiscopal churches during Lent. The ser- fant child of Mrs. James Doughty.
Mrs. Alice Pratt and Miss Richardson
were all of gteaSi interest and tho
vices
music especially Ana, The chancel was were the guests of Mrs. Geo. A. Porter
Misses Pratt and Richardweek.
decorated with Easier lillos, and in many last
son are teachers at Vassar college.
window* were floral
the memorial
of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Marston are emoffering contributed hf tafflftlies of the de- ployed at the factory of L. M. Bailey.
the founder of Lovell’s
Prof. Lovell,
ceased members of the parish. A class
of 11

He

scription. Pe-ru-na cures catarrh. Catarrh is a disease of
the membrane®. The mucous mom-

senior

At

race.

has devoted his
life to the study
and cure of catarrh. That his
efforts have not
been wasted is
by the thousands of people
madewelland happy
by his treatment.
Pe-ru-na is the name
which Dr. Hartman ha3
given to his favorite pre-

The South Portland baseball tsam has
teen organized under new management,

the

Dr.

our

stubborn disease.
Dr. Hartman is a
benefactor to the

concert in the evening.

exceedingly

Scripture
Dexter, consisting
part
readings, reoitations,
dialogues, vocal
Large audiences attended the Easter serand instrumental music, in which all ao- vices at St. Luko’s cathedral. Early comquitted themselves with much credit. munion was celebrated at 7 o’clock by
Kev. Mr. Cummings of the “Little Wan- Dean SlllR. A-t iu.au me murmng prayer
derers’ Home’’ of Boston accompanied and holy communion service was con-

LUO uniuiou,

physician, you are neglecting a chance that
perhaps is the only one
left you to get rid of
this d istressing and

At

State street Holmes, the pastor, preached an approbeautiful. Easter priate sermon on the Rosurrection, and
marguerites and at Brown’s Hill church an Easter conlilies, ferns, azalias,
cineraria were tastefully arranged about cert was given in the evening by the Suntho altar, while on either side were tall day school connected with the society.
The

At the conclusion of the evening serIn the evein the glorious resurreotion.
vice, Mr. Kotzschmar gave an organ rening an Easter concert .was given by the -oital whilo every member of the large
children of the Gospel Mission Sunday
audience remained to hear.
school, under the direction of Rev. H. F.
ST. LUKE’S.
in
of

of the

sufferer from catarrh ? If you
5, and do not know this

selecupon the chimes by
Merrill, with his usual

EASTER SERVICES.

large gathering at
Easter Sunday school concert, and
reoitations and singing were highly
Besides
singing by
preciated.
There

Nowhall; forget-me-nots school,

Perkins

O you know of Dr. S. B. Hartman,
of Columbus, Ohio ? Are you a

skill.

Knight.

Fiorenoe Wish, Inez Harmon, Ray
azalias for Mr. by
for Ralph
Farnham;
Lynch, Mrs. Shaw, Blanche Fernald,
Thomas; crosses of white azalias for the
Elinor Davis, Nonie Floyd, Cordis HodgClapp family; white roses for Dr. Hill
Mabel Cushing.
beautiful memorials. don,
and many other
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
There was a large green cross back of the
At the First Baptist ohurch the pulpit
pnlpit and a beautiful bunch of pink
The music rests of platform was adorned with potted plants
roses on the pulpit.
Appropriate
the choir were [decorated with jonquils lp bloom and Easter lilies.
ohorus choir.
and ferns and a bunch of day-break pinks music was furnished by the
Mr.
Rev.
Ayres, the pastor, took his
on the organ.
Mr.

Dr. Hartman's Pe-ru-na Cures Catarrh.

evening special

Easter Hymn,
Mrs. F. H. Ilazelton
under the direction of
The Easter Morning,
Ladies’ Chorus tifully rendered
The
Mr. Cressey, organist and director.
Easter Offering.
Easter Exercise—Christ is Risen,
singing was made especially interesting debate, recitations and a drama, “The
Junior Scholars with the assistance of Mrs. I'. W. Shaw, Chronothanatoletron.
A pleasing musiMiss Rena Marston
Solo—Easter Lilies,
The cal programme is also provided.
addition to the regular choir.
Rev. Charles A. Littlefield in
Address,
Large crowds visited the new cafe and
Easter Carol—On Wings of Living eight, decorations of the reading desk were very
Double Quartette beautiful, comprising bouquets of choice theatre at the Cape Cottage yesterday
Sohool
Our Saviour Lives,
the ears of the Cape electric road
flowers and palms and potted plants In and
Miss Grace E. W'arren
Heoitation,
On
the communion table, were taxed to their utmost to accommoSchool profusion.
Shout Aloud! Christ is Risen!
and three .extra cars
passengers
in front of the desk, were very elegant date
Doxology and Benediction.
in memory of Benjamin were kept going nearly all day.
E ster lilies
FIRST PARISH.

Miss

A Ian Who Is Devoting Himself to the Cure of
America’s Worst Disease.

for

church decorates on
Chostnut Street
Children's Day as is common with the
churches.
A fine Sunday
Methodist
school concert, relating to F,aster howevThis was the
er, was given last night.

Silence,
Gloria,

The

were

cross,

adorned

^
I Rena Esler potted

Pcnit.iinn

Motion Song,
“PUU

name,’’

was

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT,
will show the same care in selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Port1®®"*

i. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
Free St.
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Congress Street.

]

to parley when they believe, as
they undoubtedly do, that they are on
AND
the eve of realizing complete suocess,
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Spain must have been fully aware of
Subscription Rates.
the slit;! t chance of the acceptance of her
Daily (in advance) $C per year; $3 for six
offer when she made it, and therefore it
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
is altogether probable, that she put it
The Daily is delivered every morning by
out with no
real expectation that it
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
would be accepted, and perhaps with no
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not In advance), invariably at the desire that it should be, but simply for
the purpose of j utting herself In better
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published position
with tho powers of
Europe.
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months; Her unyielding attitude had alienated
DO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- the
Her
sympathy of all of them.
tion of six weeks.
sho
of
an
concession
armistice,
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
will
bring
undoubtedly,
short periods may have tho addresses cf their hopes
Cbera
and prompt
to
her
support
papers changed as olten as desired.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*

their influence with
our
government to induce it to modify
its demands.
This, we believe, is the
chief significance of Spain s action. AnA
other object may be to gain time.
some

Advertising Ra tes,

FUNERAL OF MARK P.

array,

of them to

use

In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for ono month. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other d. y advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one large part ot Spain’s fleet are still sevweok or $2.50 for one month.
eral thousand miles away from Cuba,
“A square" is a space of the width of a col- and some of her most powerful battleumn and one inch long.
ships are yet needing repairs to make
Special Notices, ou first page, one-tlilrd addi- them effective.
Every day’s delay now
tional.
is to be her advantage and to our disadAuction
and
$2.00
Sales,
per
Amusements
Three insertions or less, vantage.
square each week.
We imagine that this latest move of
$1.50 per square.
will not mako much impression
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed Spain
with other paid notices. ID cents per line each upon our Congress, unless It be accompa-

naJWCUL.

EMEBX.

The funeral of the late Hon. Mark P.
Emery took place at the First Parish
church at 11 o’clock Saturday. The offioiating clergymen were Rev. John Carroll
Perkins, Rev. Dr. Dunn of Watervule,
and Rev. Di. Dalton. The old choir or
the church was present and sang, and
Mr. Kotzsehmar presided at the organ. It
was an audience of old friends.
After a selection by the choir, led bv
Mr. Shaw, a touching prayer was offered
by the pastor.
The opening address was delivered l’y
Rev. John Carroll Perkins, who spoke of
the high character,
long life and Christian devotion of Mr. Emery.
Rev. Dr. Dunn, president of the Maine
Bible Society, said Mr. Emery hud high
ideals, clear conceptions as to duty, posi
live convictions as to right.
Dr. Dunn said he became acquainted
with Mr. Emery in the early days of his
ministry in this city. Mr. Emery was
then a trustee of the Reform balieol. and
he saw how his heart was in the work.
His interest iu the work of the Bible society was great, as great as his love for
the church of Christ.
Not only the little
Baptist church at Buxton Centre, but
many other churches reoelved proofs of
his interest.
Dr. Dalton touohingiy referred to the
he received
from Mr
late message
Emery, closing with the words so sugges“I love the Gospel.”
tive of his life:
Let that spirit be the spirit of all, for it
what
Is
is not
preached, but what is
real
practiced that determines the
strength of the religious feeling of the
world.
Rev. Dr. Dunn spoke of Mr. Emery as
fast
a good type of the generation that is
leaving us, a generation to which was
committed largely the work of making
Portland what it is today, and we may
well pray for men like him to lift high
the standard of private virtue.
The services closed with singing by the
choir and the benediction by the pastor.
The
floral offerings were beautiful.
The
honorary pull bearers were Hon.
Frederick Robie, W. W. Brown. Kiq.,
Hon. Fred FI. Richards, Hon. J. W. Symonds, lion. Win. G. Davis, Hon. G. A.
Emery of Saco, A. Little, Esq and Henry P. Cox, Esq.
Mr. Emery’s remains were taken to
Buxton for interment, on the 12.80 train,
a
special car being provided for the

Denver City
Railroad Company I

THE

1st MORTGAGE BONDS.

Its recent attacks upon the President
have been outrageously indecent.
be.

Bo

Held

request of the holders of a large
the above bonds, the undersigned
have consented to act as a committee for the
protection of the Interests of the bondholders,
and hereby request the deposit of said bonds
with the central trust com pan y of
NEW YORK, 54 WALL STREET, NEW
YORK CITY, under the terms of a bondholders’ agreement, copies of which can be obtained from the Trust Company on and after
March 28,1898.
Negotiable certificates will be issued for
bonds deposited.
F. P. OLCOTT,
Chairman.
WM. L. BULL,
K
(HAN. H. ME HIM AN,
DAVID 8. BAKER,
ARTHUR K. HUNT,
Committee.

ADRIAN H. JOUNE, Counsel.
J. N. WALLACE. Secretary, 54 Wall St., N. Y.

apr5dlw,fc*

If war breaks out, a special session of
the Maine legislature will undoubtedly Mellen street.
There is no money which
be necessary.
There was a large attendance and concan bo legally used by the Governor and siderable
important business was tranmilitary authorities to provide for the sacted under the guidance of Mrs. Noah
c nergenoles which war may bring, and Burgess, vice-president.
The rational organization committee,
none can
bo had except through action
which conducts meetings at various times
by the legislature. The session need not in nearly all tho states of the Union, has
bo long or expensive, and of course it been invited by tbe State Equal Suffrage
would bo uuwise to call it until war club to visit Portland May 13 and 14.
At the meeting Saturday various comactually breaks out. After that it cannot mittees were
appointed to havo superviscalled
too
i.J
quickly.
ion over tho needs of the convention.
The national organization committee
The President still adheres to his de- Includes
among ether well known womcision not to recommend the recognition en, Susan B. Anthony, Rev. Anna Shaw,
Chapman Catt, and Mary
of the
insurgent government at this Mrs. Carrie with
such women on the list
G Hay, and
time, and it is to be hoped that Congress of
it
would be next to impossispeakers
If ble for the meetings to be anything but
will follow his lead in this respect.
we recognize them now we shall have to very interesting.
is now 73
Miss Anthony
Although
we
have
hand Cuba over to it when
years of age, her intelligent r.nd oratorical
driven out the Spaniards, and when we
as
and there
are
as
ever,
vigorous
powers
become fully acquainted with its charac- is no doubt that she will bo given a grand
ter this vve may not be able to do with reception in Portland.
After tbe regular business tbe club listany reasonable assurance that peace and ened to the
paper, “All Men are Created
order may be maintained on the island. Equal,”
by Mrs. Lyman Kelson, who
Furthermore it is clear enough that this rather sides with Bellamy in tho idea of
latest book, “Equality.” The paper
government has few if any of the ele- his
provoked considerable discussion which
ments
which in the practice of “other was
participateu in by Ur. Sulton of Ellsnations
and of our own have been re- worth and Mrs. Jordan and Mrs. Fletcher.
garded as essential to recognition.
The
present officers of tho Portland
It is not at all probable that Congress Equal Suffrage Club are:
President—Mias Elizabeth Rines.
will reach definite action upon the Cuban
Vice-President—Mrs. Noah Burgess.
question today, or indeed for several
Recording Secretary—Miss Margaret
days. There is a division of 'opinion in Lauzhlin.
both branches as to the recognition of the
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. W. S.
Cuban republic. The President, in his Gardiner.
Tteasurer—Miss Louise Tltcomb.
and suggest
message, will oppose it,
The club is in a very flourishing conarmed
intervention merely.
But the
dition, and new members are continually
now is that there will he
a
outlook
being added,
The local officers of the State Associstrong movement to add recognition to
ation are:
this may precipitate
intervention, and
President—Mrs. Charles Day.
a long
debate. The offer of an armistice
Vice-President—Mrs. Etta S. Osgood.
also
discussion.
provoke
by Spain may
GOOD FOR THE STATE.
Of course it is within the hounds of possibility that all differences may be laid
aside, and the members, with practical Mt. Waldo Granite Contract Will Employ
unanimity, conclude to follow the PresiHnndreds of Men for S-veral Years.
dent’s
lead, but that is not the present
outlook.
THE PROPOSED

ARMISTICE.

At the earnest solicitation of the Pope
and nnder pressure from the
powers,
Spain has instructed Gen. Blanoo to tender the

Cuban

insurgents an armistice.
is an agreement for a
An armistice
temporary cessation of hostilities, and of
oourso both parties to the pending contest must agree to it before it can become
effective. That is, the Cuban insurgents
must accept Gen. Blanco’s tender before
the armistice will be any more than a
The insurgents have always
proposal.
protested that they would enter into no
arrangement with Spain for a temporary
cessation of hostilities wbioh did not oarry with it a guaranty of independence,
and they have reiterated that.;determiuation within a very short time. Certainly
of hostilities now, unless it
a cessation
understood that Spain would not renew the war again, would be a strategical
mistake for the insurgents. The rainy
season is now close at hand when the acwere

climated insurgents have a great advantage over the unacclimated troops of
Spain.
By consenting to an armistice
until the fall thoy would entirely lose
and would give Spain
that advantage,
time to make preparations for the recruitment of her army and {for its better equipment, besides saviDg her troops
to a large degree from the terrible ravages
that yellow fever is sure to make if they
the field during the hot
remain in
their own army
Moreover
months.

would be sure to melt away through the
long period of reaction. It is therefore
scarcely possible that Gomez will listen
a moment to Blanoo's tender unless'some
extremely powerful pressure is brought

to bear on him. No doubt the Pope, who
has been largely instrumental in bringing
the Spanish government to the point of
making the offer, will use his influence
to

but
that

induce the insurgents
it
is
exceedingly

accept it,
tmprobahle

to

or
other
influthat
any
to inwill
he potent enough
duce men who have fought so long and
so much as
Gomez and his
suffered
ence

Eastern Maine citizens may congratulate themselves on the announcement that
the Mt. Waldo granite
quarries, in
Frankfort, will cut the stone for the new
postoffice building in Chicago, according
United
to the contract awarded by the
States Treasury Department on Monday.
John Pierce; of the Mt. Waldo company,
and his brothers, secured the contract in
the face of keen competition, and Bangor
people will reap a great benefit from the
consequent industry down the river.
The contract involves more than a million dollars. The stono will be cut at
500 or COO
Mt. Waldo, and will employ
men for something like threo years in the
seen
that the
It
can
be
cutting."
plainly
contract will be a benefit to that section

DAYTON,
WHITE,
OUTING,

Hangor merchants will be likely to feel
the effects of the contract and numerous
families in the vicinity of Frankfort are
rejoicing at the chappy prospects. Such
contracts ns theso are valuable because
nearly the entire amount of capital expended in fulfilling them stays within
the state of Maine
Tog it her with his three brothers, John
Mt. Waldo
Pierce owns one half of the
quarries iu Frankfort, John T. Howe, of
Frankfort, owning the other half.
THE

CASE OF AMANDA JOSEPHS.

Augusta, Aplrl 9.—Amanda Josephs,
the Armenian woman who is charged
with committing infanticide at Vassalboro, will plead guilty of manslaughter
in the Kennebec Superior court and take
be in line
a light sentence, which will
with public sentiment that she should be
dealt lonientlv with.
■
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“Infant

chafing

yields quickly

to
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25 and 50c. per box.
At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

AT $29.00 AND
u

RESOURCES.
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first class

Estates in Trust.

Exchange

Open

St.

every

WOODBURY

THE

the estate ot

Gor, Middle &

I

QUICK

:

SELLING.

We quote you a few prices of our many

bargains

to be had at

store

our

Best Fore

Quarter Lamb,

Tripe,

3 lb Pork Sausage.
10 lb tub Pure lard,

7c to 8c
8o lb, 4 lb for 25c
25c

59
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PORTLAND,

Tel. 228-5.

|

LAMBERT,
dst

Some

well known Mining

and

51 f

i '*1

to

and

taken the less $
no increase
of premium is ever made. Ask now
'ft} for facts and figures.
i®

f

MAN
TO HIS TRADE.
..
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|
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w
w
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iVOTICE.
All persons are forbidden to trust ray son Lovd
W. I'uriuton on my account, as I shad claim
none of Ills waixes, or pay any bills contracted
by him after tins date.
A1.BERT If. FUliINTON.
Portland, April 1st, 1808.
aple dlmo*

Williams Indian Pile
Ointment is n sure cure
forPIt.ES. It absorbs’
tumors. Stops itch Inc.
GIVES RELIEF. SOf.
-md Ml. At Brugiists.

For sale

by J.

E. Goold* Co,

lunsd&Wdf

CO., Auctioneers.

Constabla's Sals cf Merchants' Fruiecio

Coupon Cu. Stock
AXJOTIOMT,

m..

Exchange St.. I shall sell at auction the stock
good' consisting of lamps, stands, musical
Inslrumjuts, tables, clocks, rugs, hall stand,
silver plated ware, one showcase and many other articl'A
WILLIAM J. DYE If,
Constable of Cortland.
apridfl1
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in Government Bonds.

go.

Anctioscers and Commission Herotoah
Investment

Securities

a

Salssraom 40 Exchange Street.
C.

F. O. BiiKLET
marhi

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,

W.

ALLEN
t(

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.

You

afford to

your
indulge yourself
Having consolidated with the Portland
family in the luxury of a good weekly newsSafe Deposit Company, the Portland
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
Trust Company now offers its patrons You can get both of these publications with
for
facilities
and the public unequaled
almost a library of good novels for $5 $er year.
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
can

or

•

The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consoliand the most
dated company is such that all financial world-famed for its^brightness
a wider
I complete Genera?
"^'ly—covering
the
business can be transacted under
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
same

roof.

and
dtf

niar3i_

women

cf culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS,

$ 150,000
THIRTY YEAR i PER CENT
OF THE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the

above bonds

are

GUARANTEED
by

a

236 page

Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of*short
stories, poems, burlesques, wicCft'^bits, etc.
Subscription price, $3 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
Cents. All sent postpaid.
t—

—

1.

1,--

—

Portland Water Co.

-FOB SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to
TOIV.Y TOPICS,
908 Fifth Avenue, Xow York*

6— TIIF SALE OF A SOL'I.. By C. M. S. McLelfan.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
9— THE
By Captain Alfred

Thompson.
10—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
xi—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Rissell.
12-AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Giiliat.
*3—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynna,
*4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendrec.
WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
10— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL.
By L. II. Bickford,
17—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold K. Vynne.
SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leo::.
9.F IHE MAN.
By Champion Bissell.
ao-THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita VivantJ
Chartres.
1STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynat,
as—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION.
By John GilUat.
wARtyr TO LOVE. Bv Joanna E. Wood.

Portland, Me.
dtf

EVERY...I

He had been a
by a business acquaintance who expressed a high opinion of them.
condition that apgood deal troubled with what he described as a norvous, bilious
or
work
from time to time by high pressure
special mental
peared to be brought onsuch
as would be cosainon at periods of unusual nervous tenactivity or excitement,
the moone—at
sion. It became his practice at such times to take a Tabule—just
when. A
ment that ne observed the. difficulty approaching. It made no difference
The
only noticefavorable result was invariably apparent within twenty minutes.
able effect was that he always telt all right in twenty minutes if he took the Tabule ;
to a bad
led
and
while if be did not, the nervous, uncomfortable feeling intensified
afternoon and tired evening. He now carries them with him all the time, but doesn t
first.
Nowadays
as
he
did
at
have occasion to apply to them anything like as often
there are frequent periods of from a week to ten days, or even two weeks, during
which he finds that he has no occasion whatever to make use of the Tabules, but
still carries them in his pocket just the same, so that they may be ready if an occasion occurs.

sooner

AUCTION SARRS.

BAILEY &

0.

■A.1"

invested

Surplus

82 Exchange St..

R I P A N S TABILES

but, once fixed,

T. C. McGOULDRIC, Manager.
aprll
_tl3t

——————————^———

Euilding.)

feb28

adequate E

St., Portland, Me.

Bankers.

A gentleman long connected with the artistic advertising department of the Youth's
Companion, Boston, relates that he had his attention called to

% crue through carrying a contract to
•
•f its maturity.
$
Business men admit the value and E
%
importance of Life Insurance? it is «•
® an exception to find one uninsured, &

Congress

a.

Electrical

and steady men with *500
go with them to share equally in the
proceeds from Hydraulic Machinery that can
Each man gets ills
do tile work of 500 men.
passage, food, mining outfit and house to live
fn. The Company are offering a small quantity
of their stock at 50 cents on the *1. which gives
the public that cannot go to Alaska a good
chance of sharing in the enterprise.
The Treasurer of the company is a well
known Trust Company.
Write or call for particulars and prospectus to
HANffOUTH BLOCK, OS EX16
SHAW.
CHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME., or to
ABliAMS & CO., 30c EQUITABLE BUILDaprsdtit*
ING, BOSTON. MASS.

||

JQj/

M. Stelnerl & Sons Go.,

STAN DISH WATER &

Engineers owning very valuable mining properliave incorporated a company to work
claims in the Sunrise district of Alaska.
They

in force three years and before any ®
discontinuance of premium payments, j§'
but the most satisfactory returns ac- ^

977

—

Surplus. 100,000
100,000
Stockholders’ Liability

ties

By present Union Mutual plans, a sp
policy is guaranteed to have specified *
1 cash values if surrendered after being ^

appli-

April 13th. at 10o'clock
Capital.$100,000 ON WEDNESDAY,
nt store of F. O. Bailey & Company, No.

No Uncertainty.

No Prospecting.

now want 20 robust

%Company.

THE

T>„

ALASKA.

SOME
SHORT

*

on

cation to

—

—

|;

Sousa

cor^imentary Keservea seats

Cashier-

feb7dtf

|

Weber

Aeriol Piano.

'K

Provincial
drafts drawn on National
Bunk
of England, London, in largo or
rates.
current
for
o»lo
at
email amounts,
Current Accounts received on favorable
ferine.
CorreApondenc9 solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
to
transact
those wishing
Backing busivhla
of any
ness
description through
Bunk.

%
f

W

SURPLUS

AND

Interest Fnid on
TIME : BE POSITS.

Cong

w

MAINE,

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

24 Wilmot Street.

aprs

Terrschak

Concert,

de

March—S ing Cotton,

jyg;__dlJ

and silver ware.

each

fl1 ffcfi

188 Middle St., Portland, Me.

wholly

Casco National Bank

8 l-2c to 0c Eg
Roast of Beef,
8c, 10c to 12c
12 l-2c H
Bast Round Steak,
12 l-2c
Fine pure R'o Coffee,
25c
to 70c
Formosa
Choice
Tea,
25c H
3 Ibe good Cooking Raisins,
12 l-2o
Best Cal. Apricots,
10c lb m
Pure Rasp, and Straw. Jam#,

I JOHNSON &

Suppe
Wallace

Aeolian Grand.

rX?3E3CjE3 ==

STEPHEN R. SMALL Preside it
MARSHALL R. GODINS.

of insurance is carried by
the Union Mutual Upon the
lives of Maine people; amount constantly
Insure
with this popular Home
increasing.

PART IL
Overture-Poet and Peasant,
Aeolian Grand.
Grand ®5lka de Concert,
Aeriol Piano.

m

70c H

Whole flams,

Waldteufel

Smith
Faust—Fautaste Brillant,
Aeolian Grand.
New
Seventh Regiment March—Marks tela
Aeolian Grand.

InvitatiSS to the Dance—

Specialty.

-

r»71

application.

Bartlett

Waltz—EstredlaniLha,
Aeriol Piano.

Murilhs^yiSegro

Nice Corned Beef,
2c, 4c and 6c M
25c H
10 bars Best Laundry Soap,
10c to 12c H
Best Leg of Lamb,

Some

»

4s.

Biddeford,

Capital

FOREIGN DRAFTS
dtt

H

meeting.
ARTHUR W. PIERCE, See'y.
aprlldst

Portland, Attaint.

4s.

a_

(Portland Savings Bank

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

Thomas

Aeolian Grand.
Polka tte Concert,
r
Aeolian Grand.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

fore the

The

PART I.

Overtn?$>-Raymond.

••

ItVASf !?€!

The annual meeting of the Deering Board of
Trade will be held at the City Council rooms,
Woodfords, Maine., on Wednesday, April 13th.
1898. at 8 o’oloek B. M. for the purpose of
electing officers for the ensuing year and for
any other business that may legally come be-

an

FB.OGRA1VLMJB.

No. 89 Exchange St.,

Exchange Sts.

18!»8,

AT 3 O'CLOCK, P. M.

HAS REMOVED TO

BANKERS,

ANNEAL MEETING.

few possess

AEOLIAN RECITAL,
Wednesday, April 1311*,

4s.

Portland Trust Co.
MOULTON,

&

CAPITAL

JEBEMIAH F. GHINDLE, late of Yarmouth,
in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and
elven bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement; and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JOANN B. GRIN DUE.
aplldlaw3wM*
Yarmouth, April 6, 1898.

fj

FREE..!

4s.

R.,

Merrimack County,
N. H.,

on

p-m. and from Rudyard KiDllng April
19th, <$ 4.30 p. m.
Singly Ticset*. 50 o‘». Course Ticket*
75 clB* Tickets for sal at Lor•wo
mg. Shci-t & Harmon’s, Frank B. Clark’s and
Lord’s ender ths Columbia.

F.

evening. d8t

GOOD BUYING

18 lbs fine Granulated Sugar,
$1,00
90c bu
Best Hebron Potatoes,
25c
90c
New Maple Syrup,
qt,
gal
15c bottle
New Native Honey,
00c
5 gal. can filled with oil,
Western 12 l-2c
Eastern Eggs, Ho.
10c
3 lb tin Grated Pineapple,
10c
3 lb tin fine panned Rhubarb,
12c
New large Silver Prunes,
25c
6 1’os California Prunes,
25o
3 lbs Evaporated Apricots,
25c
3 lbs Evaporated Peaches,
25c
4 plrgs Best Soiled Oats,
25c
10 lbs Best Rolled Oats,
10c
New English Walnuts,

subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of

amount.
the cost ?

Maine Central R.

Second Advent Church, Aprl 12th

at 4.30

SELOON McCOBB,

Alliance

A. BELLOWS
res*! selections from Robert Browning

IT1H8. JOHN

by In ths

NANSEN,

ooor._

Prices

By Invitation of the Fir*t Parish
Will

on

FRIDTJOF
JVSISS MARY

12,636.14
760,334.39

Deposits.

into it.

feb9

Administratrix’s Notice.

j®

Heading of Paper

DR.

—

R. S. DM & CO,

Sealed proposals for building pipo sewers in
Avon and Morning streets, and the Western
promenade will bo received at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works, City Hall, until « ednesday, the 13th day of April, 1898. at
12 o'clock m., when they will be publicly opened
and read. The successful bidder will he required to give a bond in a sum and with sureties satisfae ory to the Commissioner ot' Public
fulfillment
Works. B to Oinsure the proper
the
contract.
tile
conditions "of
of
be
must
Blanks on which
proposals
further
information
and
made, specifications
said com
cau be obtained at the office of the
missioner, who reserves the light co reject any
or nil bids, should he deem it for the interest of
the city so to do. Bids should he marked ‘Froposals'for Sowers” aud addressed to GEO. NEEitN ALD, Commissioner of Public Works.
g-Haurll
diit

though

UNIVERSALIS!1
FIRST
CHURCH,
Tuesday Evening, April 12,1898.

Capital Stock. S 100,000.00
100,000.00
Surplus.
less expenses
Undivided Profits,
and taxes paid.Z
800.81
323,498.38
Sinking Funds ror Corporations

Notice to Contractors.

IF£ INSURANCE covers these
contingencies, and may be pos'">>^-^sessed by the annua! payS ment of a small sum of money.

THE LAST STROKE.

LIABILITIES.

$25.00

|
lady

81,297,169.72

AT

#

A Kellexof the Cuban Rebellion. Scenic Equipment Unequalled. Company Unsurpaseed*
PlfICES— Evening, 26-35-50-750. Matinee, 25-35-50C. Seats on sale Saturday. N. S. Every
attending and occupying a 50c seat at the Wed. Mat will receive a souvenir spoon ol tko MAINE,

Portland Water Co.,

1898.

31st,

9

FLYERS

PARK

Business,

Loans and Discounts. 8 369,204.20
Government Bonds.
202.400.00
Municipal and other Bonds. 267,218.00
Sinking Funds Investments. 294.281.96
Trust Investments.
12,381.14
Cash on hand and In Banks.
151,684.42

mentioned

9

fine line of sundries and

9:

I

YORK”

Spanish Treagjj^ry Truthfully I>gpictf?d

Great

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

&

Cuban* Ifur Play,

.be

WM. G. DAVIS, President.
H. BUTLEK, Secretary.

I'OKTLAND, MAINE.
aprlldlw

insurance Company,

IU.

UUJlIljl*

•

of

BO ND S.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

are

Farcical

YEW

NUPEItB CAST OF COMEDY STARS.

“FOR FREE CUBA” [ ♦

*1,297,169.72

Sold by the Package, Ounce, or FoundAlso Separate Colors to choose from. Write
for Catalogue.
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Chicag0|

above

Close of

march

Cannot bo beaten for the price.

That is what the

Union mutual Effe

Mrs. J. E. Cleaves,
Supt. National Hospital,

CRAWFORDS

UC1M1

IIIVIU

We have

powder |
I have great faith in
it, and always use it.”

at the

from which to select your 1898 mount? Call and
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|
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mittee

TRUST COMPANY

MONARCH,

Cun you find n bettor line than

“K. & W. Choice Mixture”

I

A

I

OF

Under the auspices of Congress Square
Annex. Tickets 25 cts. For sale by the com*
apredat
and at the

CONDITION

PORTLAND

ORIENT,

ELMORE,
PIERCE,
FEATHERSTONE.

“SWEET PEAS”

OI Hit) Siaie.

PULSE

ITNANCIAt._.__

GREAT EASTERN,

of ilac most splendidly colored

0W$

C. C. TUKESBUKY, Manager.
Here of 0. N. BEHTuAM’S

-OF THE-

50 VARIETIES
Known to the Seed Trade.

OF

STATEMENT

repair shop.

The Portland Equal Suffrage club met
Saturday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock at the
on
residence of Mrs. George C. Frye

“TIIE

T

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Here

Time

At the
amount of

PRESS.

present stylo of journalism after war has
Meetings To
begun it will stand a good chance of be- Interesting
Next Month.
to
and
will
deserve
richly
ing suppressed,

I

APR. 13.

m

Insertion.
nied
by such representations as will
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, make it
very certain that tho armistice
each
insertion.
lino
per
is only a jireliraiuary to final and comsimilar
advert
For
Sale
and
To
Let,
Wants,
plete withdrawal from Cuba. Nobody
tlsements, 25 cents per week In advance, for
to Spain’s letting herself
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- would object
that
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- down easily, and if it should appear
tisements not paid in advance, will bo charged her intention was eventually to retire from
at regular rates.
Cuba, and that the delay was for the purIn Maine State Press—$1.00 per square prese of gradually accustoming the Spanfor flrst Insertion, and 50 cents per square for ish
people to the idea of giving up her
ea U subsequent insertion.
sovereignty over that island so as to avert
Address all communications relating to subthe danger of revolution at home, no
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
the united States would urge the
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street, aoubt
to accept the armistice, but
Me.
insurgents
Portland,
without some
very
strong assurance
that this is Spain’s purpose and strong mourners.
guarantees that It will be cirried out,
Half the ills that man is heir to come
our
Congress will pay little attention to
from indigestion. Burdock Blood BitSpain’s proposal.
ters strengthens and tones the stomach;
MONDAY, Al’DIL 11.
makes indigestion impossible.
SUFFRAGE.
EQUAL
If the New York Journal continues its
25 cents

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

©

We frequently

$

come

!

“

|
i)

.

hare customer*

to us with copy and nay

1

1
S
©

Put it in attractive form and

|

make the price reasonable"

|

la such

case*

the work i*

ajway*

y

satisfactory *nd bring* twoellent y
iff results.
y
«
fl>
THE THURSTON PRINT,

|

PORTLAND. ME.

|I

CITY OF PORTLAND,
NOTICE.
Parents are requested to call the attention of
their children :o the following ordinance:
“Any person or persous who shall be guilty
of defacing any building or buildings, fence,
sign, or other property in the ciiy by cutting,
breaking, daubing with paint, or in any other
way defacing or Injuring the same, or who shall
throw any stones, chips, or any other thing
against any building or buildings, with intent
to injure the same, or to annoy or disturb any
person who may be therein, shall forfeit and pay
a sum not less than live dollars nor more than
twenty dollars."
The objects of this notice Is to warn boys or
others who are at present marking on fences
and buildings with chalk nr other material, that
if found, out they will he prosecuted according
l’er Order.
to law,
GEO. W. SYLVESTER,
City Marshal,
Apr. 9th, 1898.
dlw
aptg

nsswn
IS THE TIME TO BUY |
STOCK
win TliC-

“COPPER KING”
ARIZONA.
BEFORE^ PRICE ADVA^lito
from 3 to IO

Stock has gone
20, 20 to 60 ots. in less
to
than 0 months, will soon go
Has now 4000
411 OO per share;
number
A
limited
holders.
stook
of shares now offered at SOets. per
“hare.-Write tor prospectus and full
This

‘, “10 to

particulars,
E. K.

to

MOORB, Fisoal Agent, |

1313 Lexington Ave.BrookIyn,N.Y.
api'8

;

d4w

|
I

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

the flower emblems about the altar was
a memorial for Mrs. H. N. Chaffey.

DEERING.

13AYE-MARXEAU-GERARDY.
grand recital is announced by those
great artists, Ysaye, Jfitrteau, Laehaume
and Gerardy, to take place at the Jefferson theatre.
The great success of the
Boston concerts
in which Mme. Ysaye
and Gerardy participated indicated that
the music-loving public is always eager
a
to grasp an opportunity of hearing
all-star
number of
celebrities or an

I

combination whenever

coming

concert

presented

and this

certainly affords such

a

chanco.

“THE PULSE OP NEW YORK.”
its
This favorite comedy drama, now in

FREE

CHURCH.

The services at the Free Congregational
church were appropriate to tlio
observance of Easter.
About the pulpit was
a display of potted plants and cut flowers

arranged very tastily. The morning service was devoted largely to the special
The
Eastor musio by the choir.
pro-

morning service has been
previously published. The pastor, Rev.
T. M. Davies, preaohed from the test 1st
gramme of the

“Christ who hath
2:10
verse.
abolished death.”
In the evening the
to
booked
appear
seventh year, which is
young people of the Snday school particiat the Portland theatre next Wednesday,
pated In an appropriate Easter concert.
audience
to
the
largest
doubt
no
play
will
The
following programme was carried
meets
The
always
piece
of the season.
out:
A carol service for Easter entitled
is
it
as
reception,
most
hearty
a
with
built 6oiely to amuse, and is a standard “Eister Lilies.”
favorite throughout the United States. Hymn—Uolden Harps Are Sounding,
Sunday School
Many new features have been introduced
Barnett
Improves with Welcome,
ifis season, and the play
Stel'a May hew, William H. Lang,
age.
of Scripture and Prayer,
Reading
and
the
V.
Bond,
Madge Maitland, II.
Choir
preoocious Thompson Tots are the reign- A nthem—Easter Triumph.
will receive a
and
vaudeville
features,
ing
Reading,
Responsive
1
nearty reception. The “Pulse” always
Mr, A. H. Small and School
goes with a dash and never fails to evoke Responsive Service—Psalm 24,
the
and
If
of
Choir and School
laughter
applause.
peals
“Pulse” sustuns its reputation
here, Reoitation-A Buried Seed, Julia Barnett
there is not the shadow of a doubt but Recitation—The Surer Token, Alice Dow
will be in Carol-Sing Easter Heralds,
School
that the “House Full” sign
Remember that it is for one night Recitation—Easter Lilies,.Charlie Bocher
use.
lSth.
Popular
only, Wednesday, April
Responsive Reading,
Mr. A. H. Small and School
prices, 15, P5, 35, 50 cents and the sale of
School
osats opens Monday at the box office.
Carol—Christ Has Arisen,
THE LAST STROKE.
“The Last Stroke,” which comes to the
Jefferson theatre Tuesday and Wednesa
and
special souvenir bargain
matinee Wednesday, is a new melodrama,
Vinpinn fm* ifr.a t.hpnifl th0 CubttD StrOfffflC.
ocThe reception it received upon the
oasion of its first presentation in New
York has, itj is claimed, never been
enthusiasm.
of
point
equalled in
the
During a recent engagement at
enthusiasm
same
ha
Boston
theeatre,
after
night,revailed
night
has
Jacob
giv
Litt,
[anager
a superb stag9
Last Stroke"
en “The
are
scenes
Cuban
The
represettiDg.
sented’with rare fidelity and aro extremeof the
All
and
beautiful
picturesque.
ly
massive scenery gotten up for the New
be
se8n
will
here,
York run of the piece
and the oompany engaged for the production of the play is probnbly the strongest
and most complete melodramatic organization travelling.
A beautiful souvenir spoon of the battleship Maine will be presented to each
l«dy occupying a 59-cent seat at the mati-

day,

£

nee

Wednesday.
THE COOL COLLEGIANS.

Tim.

Recitation—Easter Day Offering,

Sadie nmlth

Recitation-Burst Into Bloom,

Harriet

Responsive Reading,

i:„™l_All Ts Made

Knight
School

New.

Leila Smith
School
Carol—The Crown of Victory,
Recitation—Nature’s Sepulcher Is
Alice B. Farnham
Breaking,
Maud Smith
Recitation,

Recitation—Easter Tokens,

Addie Anderson
Solo and Chorus—Hail! Beautiful Moon,
Ethel Whitney and School
Bessie A. Bailey
Recitation—New Life,
the Boys From the Home.

Song—Bv
Recitation-Nature’s Easter,

Arthur Elgee
Eva E. Cilley

Recitation—He Liveth,
Offertory.

Hymn—Crown

Many

With

Him

School

Crowns,

Primary Exercise—Easter Lessons.
The Gladness for Resurrection Day,

Nina Barnett

Tell Us the Easter Story,

■

MBS. BELLOWS’S READINGS.
Mrs. John A. Bellows has kindly consented to give two readings by invitation
of the First Parish alliance at the Second Advent chnrch on the afternoonb of
April 12th and 19th. Her selections on
the first occasion will bo from Browning
and the second afternoon will be devoted
Nothto the works of Rudyard Kipling.
ing need be said to Portland people of the
of
the
and
inline elocution and
grace
terest which accompany an interprets
Tion of literature at Mrs. Bellows's hands.
It is hoped the attendance will be large
For particulars sec adverand oneral.
tisement.
AEOLIAN RECITAL.
The people of Portland are to be treated
to another series of free Aeolian recitals,
Steinert & Sons
at the warerooms of M.
The first
Co., No. 517 Congress street.
of the series will occur on Wednesday afat
three
o’clook.
ternoon, April 1, 1898,
It is safe tojsay, that all who have heard
this
the beautiful music produced by
will avail themwonderful intrument,
to
listen
to
of
this
it
selves
opportunity
For further particulars see their
again.
advertisement in the entertainment colTho following programme will be
umn.
rendered:

Overture—Raymond,

Aeolian Grand.
Polka de Concert.
Aeolian Grand.

Waltz—Estrediantina,
Aeriol Piano.
Faust—Fantasie Brilliant,,
Aeolian Grand.
New York Seventh Regiment
Aeolian Grand.
Overture—Poet and Peasant.
Aeolian Grand.
Grand Polka de Concert,
Aeriol Piano.
Murillo—Allegro de Concert,
Aeolian Grand.
Invitation to the dr.noe,
Aeriol Piano.

Thomas

Georgia Elgee
Class

firil Song,

Waidteufel
Smith

March,

Markstein

Suppe
Wallace
Terschak
Weber

Sousa
FOR THE MONUMENT FUND.

rehearsal on Thursday
evening, April 14th in Bosworth Post
of
the
chorus
under the direction of
hall,
Prof. J. E. Ward of Deering. 'ihe chorus
Ss to givo a grand concert early in May
at either tho Jefferson or City hall, the
proceeds of which are to be devoted to
ihe “Maine Monument
Fund.”
a

NOTES.
front of the Jefferson theatre prevery patriotic appearance, being
handsomely decorated with flags.hunting,
The
etc., in honor of the Cuban play,
Last Stroke,”
The
sents

a

MOCK TRIAL.
The young gentlemen of the Y. P. S.
C. E. of tho Second Parish church, will
give a “Mock Trial” at the church vesMuch
interest is
try this evening.
of
the
memon
felt
the
part
this Is the first entertainment of
the kind ever given by tho society and
nothing in the way of time has been

bers,

the

lor Mrs. John A. Stevens, lilies, Alpheus
A>den; pinks, Clarence Hooper; Spires,
Sumner Swett; roses, Rufus Dunham;
Easter lilies and pinks, Mrs. Stevens;
lilies, Mrs. Rufus Morrill; roses, Alexander M. Parker. In tho evening the Sunday school observed the day wtih an ap

propriate

Easter concert.

CLARK

Mi;auKiAJj

Itching piles?

ajsiHumsj,

Memorial Methodist
Clark
the.
the pulpit in the morning was
ocoupied by Rev. Walter Canham of Old
Orchard, in the absence of the pastor
Rev. J. R. Clifford who was detained at
Rev.
home owing to his recent illness.
At

Mr. Canham

Novel' mind if phj'sicians have failed to cure you
Try
No
Doans Ointment.
tliere.
st
re.
•0 cents, t.t

preached

an

able

sermon on

The
have been held in
the evening owing to the illness of tho
untll next Sunwas postponed
;he

subject of the Resurrection.
which wus to

pastor
Jay evening.
WOOD FORDS CONGREGATIONAL.
Tho

services

of

the^day

at the Wood-

Congregational church were highly
ippropriate to Easter. The church pulpit
of
potted
was decorated by a display
’ords

an
arob
of
plants and cut flowers, ana
the pastor,
jvergreen. In tho morning

Wilson, preached a sermon
takjn the subject of the Resurrection,
£6tb. 8th verse.
ing his text from Acts
a thing
in‘Why should it be thought
Rev

E. P.

credible with you that God should laise
The inusio was especially
the dead.”
of the day.
ippropriate to the observance
were noted
Among the ‘list of memorials
Mable
;ho following: Pinks, Scott and
M. Morrill;
Clarence
lilies,
Leighton;
Clinton A. Woodbury; Easter
izaliasf
John M. Adams; spirea, Mrs.

lilies,

Julia A. Hall; azalius, Jennie I. Seely;
In the evenHyacinths, Frank Clienery.
school held an Easter
ing the Sunday
of which was
conoert the

programme
Saturday’s papers.
TRINITY CHAPEL.

published

in

The services at Trinity Episcopal chapel
j( Woodfords were in keeping with the
usual observance of the closing of Lent.
At the morning service the rector, Rev.
Charles T. Ogden,
sermon from
the

Alnhonso
suit. The
plaintiff,
Mosher, asks for an injunction against shapter,
Mary (.Coidshoulder for alleged defama- the son
tion of character. The suit is for $10,000.
rection
civil

appropriate

sermon

on

profusion

and the concert was admirably carried out.
With the floral display appeared a memorial in recognition of the recent death
of one of the members of the society, Mrs.
ers,

Fannie A. Huston.
Workmen

are

engaged

in laying the

foundation for the wooden structure to
be erected at Woodfo-ds on the Isite of
The
old Wheeler plumbing shop.
tho

building is to be made into three small
stores.
The street commissioner’s men are engaged in repairing the gravel sidewalks
throughout the city, and placing them in
condition for summer use.
the Woodfords
Rev. E. P. Wilson of
Congregational church announced from
the pulpit
yesterday that he had been

granted

a

month’s vacation by the parish
spend it in the Houth. The
be supplied during his ab-

and would
pulpit will
sence.

The membors of Hose 3, Morrill's Corhoid a grand ball on Tuesday
evening in Red Men’s ball, Morrill’s Corner, are to

The annual i meeting of the Board of
Trade will be held on Wednesday evening
at the City Council chamber. Woodfords.
In the renort of the citv eovernment
meeting of Friday evening, the report or
Mr. Ebon E. Hand appointed by the lost
city government to see what could be
done in the way of securing a reduction
of the insurance rates for Daering, was
omitted. Mr. Hand reported as having
made the examination and that he was
informed that the principal thing to be
done was to secure the amounts paid out
during the past live years in Josses, also
ihe
the nature of the fires and present
Insurance
claims to the New England
Exchange and they could then consider
the claim to a reduction of the rate. Mr.
informaHand recommends that if this
tion is to be obtained that some person be
exceed $100
employed at an expense Dot toand
ascerto make a canvas of the city
losses
the
exact
holders
tain from property
Rand
Mr.
bre.
from
reports
sustained
that the Insurance Exohange expressed
their approval of the equipment of the
fire department, but urged that in order
to secure a greater reduction in insurance
more
several
be
rates there should
hydrants, an extension ladder truck at
of
several
Woodfords, and the purchase
thousand more feet of hose to replace the
old and worn out hose. They also recommend a small adder truck for Morrill’s
Corner.
The whole number of deaths of persons
recorded in Deer'ng during 1897 was 137.
The iirst three months of last yoar there
were thirty-five deaths recorded and for
were
there
the same period this year

twenty.

preached

an

eloquent

text, Romans, 1st
“And declared to be
4th verse:
of God with power by the resurfrom the dead.” At 3.30 in tho

afternoon the ritual service for the chilThe special
dren’s festival was observed.
Raster music was well rendered and particularly appropriate to the day. Among

THOMAS A. HAYWOOD.
The many friends of Thomas A. Haywood will be pained to learn of his death,
which occurred at his late residence on
Madison street late Saturday night. He
was a son of W’illiam and the late Eliza
beth Haywood, and v.'as 82 years old.
MARRIAGEIn Lamninc, April 2, Erastns F. Walker of
Lamoiue aua Aliss Persis M. Brown of Frank(111

In Orlanrt. April 3, Fred F. Getehcll and Miss
Hattie L. Harriman.
•,
III Atlantic, April 3, Adelbert I,. Bridges and
Miss Vivian M. ltowe. botli ol Swans Island.
Herbert
A. Wing
1.
Ill Curtis Corner. April
and Mrs. Albina V. Knowles, both of Leeds.
of
F.
Wentworth
Orln
4.
In Morrill. Agril
Waldo and Mias Maggie A. MoClenuan of Hav01

The weather to-day
is likely to be fair.

Portland, April 11, 1898.

of Bar-

PLENTY
gains
Monday,
to-

for

day's,

“Forty

Sale.

Special

chances” to save money
on
merchandise that
we’re

sure

want-

are

you

ing.
We cannot attempt description in this column.
The following list is the
briefest

possible

enumer-

ation of what may be expected in to-day's offer-

ing:
Room.

Draperies
Fifty pairs
muslin

of

white

Chamber

Curanu

tarns, stripes, ngures

spots, full size, ruffled
all round, to go at 79c a
Great

pair.

cut

genuine

Tooth Powder Botwith

tles,

gold

lined

top,

at 58c.

silver

sterling

bayadere stripe Necktie
Ribbons, assorted colors,
down

marked

19c,

One

women’s

of

lot

hemstitched

Handkerchiefs,

at three for 25c.

Linens Counter.
One lot of extra large
size German Huck Towbeen 38c.

An odd lot of tassel
Fringes, all colors, at 10c
been 12c and 18c.

yard,

Needlework Counter.

Pillows, in

One lot of

square crepe cases, with
ruffle, at 19c, been 29c.
Neckwear Counter, Women

Handkerchiefs,

at

12c.

counter,

same

linen,
Cape Collars,

of pure

turn

a

lot

point,

at oc,

were

In this clty.Aprtl 9,Thomas A., eon of William
Ehzaueth Hay woo 1, aged 32
and the late
yeai s. 6 mouths"
please copy.
papers
[Salem
In this city, April 10, William I,.,son ol Frederick L. and M. K. Coolbroth, aged 7 years o
months 26 days.
[ Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No. 21 Brackett street.
In this city. April 10. Patrick, son of Bartley
and Hannah Feeney, aged 9 years 1 month and
18 days.

[Not.ice’of funeral hereafter.!

In Heeling. April
man, aged 75 years.

9, suddenly, George C Cod-

[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at Trinity Chapel, Woodlord. Friends and relatives of the family aro respectlully Invited to
attend.
In Standish, April 8. John A Cole, aged 29
years, 10 months.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2 o’ck

at his late residence.
In East Baldwin, April 9. Orville Sawyer,
aged 53 years 11 months 5 days.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o clock.]
Palis. April 1. Robert II. Jackson, aged
19 years 11 months.
In South Paris, March 31, Thomas H. Barreit, aired 43 years.
In Oxford. March 31. Mary, (laughter of the
late 1). P. Eaton, aged 24 years.
In South Paris, April 3. Mrs. Emelins Robinson. aged 70 years 10 months.
In West Paris, April 1. Nathaniel Young, aged
about r,5 years.
In Ellsworth. April 2. Fred S. Glover ol West
Sumner, aged about 32 years.
In Bangor, April 1, Hanson Gray, aged 70
years.

ill

In Bangor. Aprii 2, Harry Dow Curtis, aged
years.
In Bangor. April 3, George F. Gould, aged 49
years 8 months.
In Orriugton. April 3, Capt. A. B. Pierce, aged
20

One lot of

Skirts Counter.

tint

ivory

Lace

One

lot

widths

of

linen

assorted

of

hand-made

at 12c

Lace

o n

yard.

a

Leather Goods Counter.
An
r a

Bags,
cloth,

lot

assorted
1d

a

”

Corsets Counter.
One lot of “R. & G.”

Corsets, black and white,
at 75c,
marked down
from $1.
Gloves.
A small lot of

of
braid

with

of

black
em-

go at half
been 02c to

$1.25.
Goods Counter.

a me

14c,
s, at
at 25c.

sold

everywhere

$1.29,

at

finish,

marked down from
colors
assorted

$1.75;

Trimmings.
Five styles

of

18c

'_•

Counter.
of

T w enty pieces
French Flannel and silk
striped Madrasses, dain-

ty, stylish patterns, specially

ior

nt

Biuriwiusis

light weight

stockinette Dress Shields,
at 8c a pair, been 12 l-2c.

and dresses for

women

at 15c

lot of

a

fancy

Dresses,

Gingham

three

to

one

marked

38c,

at

for

down from 50c. Also a
lot of children’s Reefer

Jackets, all wool, navy
trimmed
blue
flannel,
with white braid, very
for children

two to four years, at 75c;
made to sell for $1.25.

An assorted lot of fancy stripe lisle and Scotch

Hosiery,

cotton

plaid

men's,

marked

39c,

at

wo-

Shirtwaists, at 50c,
been $1 and $1.25.

Childrens Hosiery Counter.
One lot of boys’ fancy
Scotch mixed wool Stockat

ings,

50c;

sizes 7 to 91-2.

One lot of fine

lisle

Swiss

Un-

Also

a

pants,

with

at the

same

lot of knee

yoke bands,
price.

liquid

have

ever

anything

ofless

than 36c.

MOORE & CO.

OWEN,

MOORE & CO.

yard

§0

wash and do up

easily,

A lot of

f

boys’ Jersey

25c.;

yard

quality

yard

42 inch bleach7c

ed cotton.

Lockwood bleached
yards wide,

2

9c

quality,

ed cotton, 12c

Lockwood bleached
1-4 yards wide,

by 90 inches,
9- 4
by 90 inches,
81
9- 4 or
by 99 inches.
90
10- 4 or
by 99 inches,
or

72

45e

or

81

50c

all

not

55c

60c

yard

cotton, 2
12c

yard

cotton,
14c

yard

New Bedford Sheets.
9- 4

2

81

or

10- 4

or

90c
by 99 inches,
by 99 inches, $1,00

90

New Bedford cotton is without
doubt the finest cotton made tor
sheets.

Pillow

Slips.
largest line

we

ever car-

Lockwood bleached cotton. ried,
!6c yard
1-2 yards wide,
Alexandria.
42

Hemstitched Sheets.

45

by
by

38 1-2 inches.

10c

yd.

12 l-2c

yd.

38 1 -2 inches,

We have just put in a line of
hemstitched sheets made from
the very best branch of cotton,

Langdon.

Dwight—Hemstitched.

Langdon—Hemstitched.

9- 4 or 81

10c, 12 l-2c and

were

6c

by 99 inches,
by 99 inches,

10- 4 or 90

ribbed Shirts and Drawers, at

36 inch bleach-

Finer quality 36 inch bleachThis cotton Is made with a fine
3e yard round thread and is too well
ed cotton,
known to need any description:
Fine quality 42 inch bleach-

Childrens Underwear.

45

65c

42

70c

45

New Bedford—Hemstitched.
9- 4 or 81 by 99 inches, $1.00
10- 4 or 90 by 99 inches, $1.13

by 38

by
by

1-2 inches.

15c

38 1-2 inches.

18c

38 1-2 inches,

20c

New Bedford—Hemstitched.
42
45

by
by

38 1-2 inches,

25c

38 1-2 inches.

30c

sizes in the lot.

Special Value in Table Linen.

Basement.
A lot of

and pepper

imported
Bottles, with

salt

silver plated tops, at 15c,
been 25c.
One lot of J apanese
and Cream

Sugar

Sets,

at 19c.

lot of

One
straw

We shall offer
greatest values in Table
It is an all linen
show.
Coin
Spot, Fleur
Daisy,

straps, at
lar price $ 1.48.

as

long

as

today and during

week

the

one

of tt»

fortune to

good
Linen it has ever been
Damask, full 66 inches wide in Clover Leaf,
d’lis, Damasse figure and other
We shail sell rAwell worth 75c yd.
our

yj
uUu !**•

it lasts for

J apanese

extension

with

Is

choice patterns.
it

Baskets,
98c, regu-

of

One lot
Lampassorted
shades,
colors, at

21c, regular price 35c.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Bed ticking—full
4-4 and 5-4 Hemstitched Damfeather proof,
ranted
and
1.63
each
ask Covers. $1.25

Fringed Chenille Covers, 1 1-4
50c each
yards square,
11-4 White

Blankets—bright

colored borders,

Crochet

ready

Quilts—all

for use,

AUBURN, ME.

width—war13c

Drapery Muslin, yard
ures and

spots,

wide

12 1-2c

Handsome Cretonnes in

yd.
figyd.

new

8c, 12 l-2cyd.
50c pair designs,
for
Rods
Brass Extension
48c pair
10c each
Sash Curtains,

hemmed

Scrubbing

or

Floor Cloths—all

79c each hemmed—22 in.
square, 4 for 25c

Good Bed Puffs filled with clean
$1.25
white cotton. 72x72 in.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT, with

at
we

or

or

The

Drawers, all
21c, the best

value

Good quality

Underwear, Knitted.

Shirts and

sizes,

7- 4

8- 4

Dwight Sheets.

ed cotton,

38c, marked down

Auburn Trust Go.,

of

Standard Sheets.

8- 4

Good

light
weight Shetland mixed
lot

14c

Gray Blankets.
sea-

son’s

One

yard

Bleached Cottons.

down from 50c.

Shirtwaists Counter.
An odd lot of last

2

1 lc

same

Hosiery.

yard to-day, actually
Also

5c yd.

unbleaehed.

yards wide,

counter, a lot
of celluloid Shoe Lifts,
assorted colors, at 9c,
marked down from 15c.

15c,

description.

64 by 90 Inches,
150
72 by
378
Inches,
Lockwood unbleached, 2 1-4
9- 4 or 81 by 90 inches.
42<i
12c yard
yards wide,
These sheets are made from a
fine strong thread cotton and will
Lockwood unbleachad. 2 1-2

Notions Counter.

50c.

$1.50.

Housekeeping

lengths,

Lockwood
yards wide,

marked down from 17c.

at

walking Gloves,
$1.12, marked down

same

wide, slate, brown and
white, at 12 l-2c a yard,

from

of every

of

Lockwood 40 inch UnMpached Cotton In

fine, silk finTaffeta, 36 inches

One lot of

buyers

to

yard wide ^bleached Cotton
in short lengehs from two ti fifteen yards In
a piece—perfect in every W£$? and exactly|the
same cotton as yon buy from the piece, 4c yd,

n_j...
v/t/tvri/ier.

ish

offer §jreat induce-

Lock woo fc

black

Gimps,
yard, been 25c.

a

shall

we

ments

silk and worsted
at

through the

continuing

goods

brated

A lot of Adler’s cele-

Infants' Outfits

week

at

ribbed,
thread,
dervests, high neck, short
sleeves and V neck, at
36c, marked down from

from

And

1

for

right

women,
been $1.75.

10c Cotton

Batting, full weight,
8c roll

in our
There are hundreds of articles not mentioned here,
can save money the coming
which
on
you
Housekeeping department

week.

Boxes for Rent.
inches,

Size 2 o-4x5x22
2 0-4x10x22

OWEN,

u r a

and

$1.25,

and

blacks.

fered for

Toilet Goods
One lot of

sizes

t

n a

Men's Underwear.

One lot of embossed
Monogram Picture
Fr

"Magbutton Gloves,

nobby style,

Shopping

made

broidery, to
price to-day,
Fancy

Skirts,

um-

shape, piped ruffle
and cambric facing, at
$2.19, were $3.

years,

Tore h

Edges,

of all wool

moreen

children

Laces Counter.

sticks;

At

worth 25c.

at 10c.

Tidies,

,,

77 years.
In Poland. March 81, liineline Emery, wife
of William Stacy, aged G5 years.
In Poland, April 1. Orrln A. Scliellinger, aged
64 vears 11 months.
Ill Poland. April 2, Lizzie A. Smith, aged 60
years 0 months.
Ill Bath. April 1, Jerry Shannon, aged 69 yrs,
Iu North Lubee, March 30, Addle V. Mahur.
aged 34 years.
In Belfast, March 30. Richard Gay, aged 03
years.

98c, been $1.36.

a

“C4 i

cam-

Nightgowns, Bishop
style, lace trimmed, at

n\0 children, to go

15c.

Antique Russian
HeAd dH

lot of fine

s

One lot of pure white
J apanese
hemstitched

fine

A lot of

with Yah lace and ribbon,
at 48c, been 62c and 75c.

five

covers,
men

T

Two styles of cambric
Corset Covers, trimjned

lot

TODAY

Umbrellas, steel
rods, paragon frame, silk

been 46c—sizes 16

a

BEGINNING

serge

at

Men's Gloves Counter.

cer

field.

29c,

men’s

Shirts,

Dress

Glace

March 30. J. W. Taylor of Mer- Embroideries Counter.
in SmlthfleM.
Mildred A. Cole ol SinitliOeid.

and Miss
In Litchfield Corner. March 30, Fred L. Danforth and Miss Annie M. Gaytou, both ol Litch-

white

gioni”

Silks Cotinter.

At

ciaII urli

i£3e,

at

els, pure linen,

silk

Hiberdashery.

'—*#>&£=:

'.■""■

fast black.

One lot of Union silk

cream

of

34c, marked

at

Umbrellas Counter.

Paper and
lopes, embossed, not
printed, “Portland,
Maine,” fine goods, to go
at 18c a box to-day.

needlewrouglit

11

initial,

i t h

w

are

Enve-

lot

■

down from 50c—both lots

at

brella

linen

pure

a

One lot of fine
laid

black

Handkerckiefs.

s m a

genuine

Trays,
18c, regular price 25c.
Stationery Counter.

One

from 30c.

at 19c, marked
down from 25c. Also a
small lot of silk plated

sole,

Half-hose,

One lot of
celluloid Pin

a

heels and double

spliced

cake.

left of

Hosiery Counter.

s

One lot of fine combed
Maco
Half-liose, high

Rose”

la

bric
pure silk

One lot of

Men

Soap, made by AlWrisley, at 5c a

len B.

Also

Ribbons.

at

Toilet

de

only.
Underwear, Muslin.

Jewelry Counter.

glass

“Savon

to 18

bargain.

One lot of

“Crcoleum,” a tar preparation, for disinfecting,
at 11c a
bottle, regular
price 17c. One lot of
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“Immortality.”

In the evening commencing at 6.30 tho
children and young people of the Sunday
an appropriate concert the
school gave
programme of which has previously appeared in these columns. The pulpit was
of potted plants and cut flowa

regular quarterly April 3b_

morning service
communion service waB held.
Among
the list of memorials about the church
pulpit were the following: Easter lilies

as

spared toward making the entertainment
a decided
success as will undoubtedly be
shown to those who will attend. It is a

an

Whitman have
Rev. and Mrs. H. S.
in the
returned from their recent trip
South.
The residents on Woodfords street who
several years ago built a private sewer
rear
of the houses on
on the land at the
the northerly side of the street, have employed Mr. Charles Murphy to clean out
the same and to built an extension of four
hundred feet, carrying the pipe across
lots to the ravine where it enters a cove.
By the addition of this pipo the most of
the houses on tho northerly side of the
street will be accommodated and several
ALL SOULS’ UNIVERSALIS!’.
of those on the southerly side.
At the annual meeting of Hose 8, OakAll Souls’
observed at
Easter was
dale, held Saturday evening, the followUniversalist church as on previous years,
ing officers were elected for the ensuing
in ail appropriate manner. In Iront of, .year: Foreman, S. H. Brown; clerk, 0.
the following
appointand about the pulpit was a display of E. Bangs, and
ments were made: Assistant foreman, P.
choice
potted plants and cut flowers, E. Simmons; hydrantmen, George E.
including several memorials. The musi- Allen, II. H. White; pipemen, if. T.
which has been prev- Johnson, Arnold Holden, Perry E. Simcal programme
Fred J. Jewett; hosemen, G. E.
iously published, was carriBd out by the mons, F. C. Thornton, C. O Waterman,
Bangs,
The pastor, Rev. F. !'. Nelson, W. S.
choir.
It was
.Loveitt, A. W. Andrews.
preached an effective sermon on the sub- voted to hold an entertainment and supOadkale hall, Thursday evening,
ject “Immortality.” At the close of the per at

concert

March—King Cotton,
There is to be

..

church
Bartlett

Easter services were held at the Woodfords Universalist society yesterday afternoon and evening, the pastor preaching

ner.

Responsive Reading.
Radiation—At His Dear Feet,

aster Story,
....
for the ’98 class play will be
Evelyn Smith, Addie McCoy
the
at
on
sale
Tuesday
principals’
placed
Reoltation by boy with ehcoon,
The
Harry Weed
office in the High school building.
Alice Little
play is to be given Friday, April 15. It ^ong
Mildred Cotton
is a farce comedy in two acts, with many Recitation—Butterfly,
Class
comical
situations arising through the Butterfly Song,
conspiracy of “The Cool Collegians
Boy and girl with bulbs,
Howard Anderson, Bessie Bailey
against the unsuspecting aunt. There
A.lice Little
are
numerous
opportunities for clever Song,
Blanche Pulton
acting and the rehearsals have shown Recitation—Lilies,
Menville Weed
unexpected ability on the part of the par- Recitation-Lily Bells,
Class
ticipants to take advantage of these op- Song
Edna Dike, Millard Weed
portunities. Between the acts musio will Recitation,
Pastor
be furnished by the newly formed High Benediction,
A pleasant evening
sohool orchestra.
NORTH DEERING SOCIETY.
may be anticipated by those who attend.
newly
North Deering society, tho
The
THE OLD HOMESTEAD.
church society, held appropriate
organized
Denman
Thompson’s beautiful play,
services yesterday afternoon at
Easter
“The Old Homestead,” will bo presented
The pastor.
three o’clock in Maple hall.
at the Jefferson Theatre next Friday and
M. Davies, deli vered an eloquent
Saturday evening with special matinee Rev. T.
This play is too well-known sermon, and the music under the direcaturday.
4 theatre-goers to need an extended no- tion
Mrs. J. F. Barrett, was well
of
me for
anyone who has Feen it once is
In the evening the
to tho day.
adapted
anxious to go again, and the
unly too
assisted in
of
the
society
be
at
young people
Jefferson will
probably
packed
an Easter concert.
every performance.
Seats

UNIVERSALIS!'.

WOODS ORDS

A
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at $5.00 per year.
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CHAPTER XV—Continued,
“Ah,” she sighed, ‘I am lonely, dull,
for a month or so to visit my
Through my perturbed mind there to Russia and to transact some
legal busisurged vivid recollections of recent events relatives,
inscrutable ness connected with my poor father’s esof Ella’s beauty, and of the
tate.
mystery surrounding her. It was amazreturn?” I
“But is it safe for you to
ing, to say the least, that this handsome hazarded.
and
so
romantic
had
been
girl, whose life
.“Not unlesss you will procure me a
full of tragedy, should thus make veilod
This you can do if you will,”
allegations and denounce as vile and passport.
she
answered earnestly.
loved.
worthless tho woman I so deeply

ulterior motive was
That she hai
Hi course apparent, but although I debated vsithin my6elf its probable causa, 1 utterly failed to arrive at any satisfactory
conclusion. One fact was, however, impressed upon me during our subsequent
conversation—namely, that Sonia win in
possession of the secret that Ella withheld
from me. That the pretty Russian had
known Mrs. Laing and Ella intimately I
could not doubt from what she told me
regarding them, yet I did not fail to dewhenever
tcot in her voice a harshness
she sboke of them, the more so when she
mentioned the name of my well-beloved.
Oncq, in trying to determine the cau-e of
this I felt inclined to attribute it to jealousy', but when I reflected that I had seen
tionia only once before, and that I knew
absolutely nothing of her except what she
herself bad told lue. I scouted the idea.
It was plain, too, that she had been intimately acquaints^ with Dudley, for she
b coke of him familiarly, smiled at his little eccentricities, and expressed tho most
heartfelt regret at hi*
mysterious and
tragic end. Times Without number,
when she had sunk batik ihto her chair, I
tried to induce her to ia:part to me something moreTegarding tbj> woman I loved,
but she declined. She warned me by conbut
stant utterances to be circumspect,
regarding the past preserved a silence

fron“You would be arrested on the
tier,” I said. “Is it wise to run such
risk?”
“Of course the passport must not be in
“You
on.
my own Jname,” she went
alone oan obtain one from your friend at
the Empassy.
I shook my head dubiously, feeling assured that I could never induce Verbliouto issue a false passport to a
dovitch
woman he had denounced as ...a dangerous
criminal.
“Ah, yon will try, will you not?” she
implored, rising and ;gripping my arm.
in
“It is necessary that I should he
Petersburg within fourteen days from
now, in order to give instructions regarding my late father’s property. His brother,Smy uncle, is endeavoring to oheat me
of it, and I must return, or I shall lose
everything. Hshall be ruined utterly.”
She spoke so rapidly, and upon her pale
face was a look so wistful, that I felt assured she was in earnest. Hers was not
the face of a malefaotor, but rather that
of a modest girl whose spirit „„had been
broken by her bereavement.
“I obtained your immunty from arrest
said.
here in England, it is true,” I
“But I fear that in my efforts to obtain
for you a falsa passport I shall fail. If
the police discover you within Russian
territory,'.then nothing can save you .from

wandered around

“But they will not find me,” she cried
hastily. “Obtain for me a passport that
and
will carry me across the ;; frontier,
within an hour I shall be as dead to the
the
stones
in
wall.
as
the
police
This expression she had involuntarily
let drop 6truck me as distinctly curious.
as
It certainly was not such a phrase
would be used by any but a constant
fugitive from justioe. Indeed, it was
really the parlanoe of an habitual criminal. Again I remained silent in doubt.
“Will you try?” she asked, intensely in
earnest.
an"If it is your wish I will try,” I
swered. “But [.only in return for one
service.
“Well.” she Inquired sharply.
“That when I bring you the passport
you will tell me truthfully and honestly
the gro unds whereon you allege that Ella
Lain g is my enemy.
She knit her brow for a few brief secondss, as if the possibility of my ^demand
had never occurred to her.
Then, suddenly smiling, she answered, extending her

some

rigid apd severe.
Presently, as my

eyes

Siberia.

well-fufnlshefl room, I noticed, standing upon thq piano a photograph-frame of
I
oxydized silver dontalnlng a portrait.
likethe

looked at it astouhded for it was tho
She noticed my
ness of my dead friend.
attention attraoted by it, and rising in
to °me, and
silence Drought it across
taking it from its frame, said:
convince
will
you that
“This perhaps
Mr. Ogle was my friend.
I took the portrait from her hand, and
read on the hack in his well-known handwriting the words: “From Dudley to
dearest Sonia."
before
No cony of this portrait had I
From the edit I of flight tweed he
seen.
not
have
been
he
knew
that
popld
wore X
prior
Photographed longer than a month
O his death, nnd It seemed likely that he
'pad had this takeh specially for her.
Although fofifl of telling me of his
flirtationsihe bad never spoken of his acyet
quaintance with this pretty refugee, had
from her remarks I knew that they
several
years.
been, frienc sjfor
Long and earnestly I looked at the picture, then handed it back to her without
comment Truth to tell even this countorfnit, nresentmant Ailed me with a fierce
not
.Lora
hatred against him, for had
Maybury been absolutely correct in reto
the
marking that everything pointed
conclusion that he was a spy? Indeed,
his association with this pretty Russian
who had perhaps fascinated him was another fact that seemed now to confirm my
increasing suspicions. It was a romantic
story that Sonia told me, but what evidence did I possess that she was actually
The {.warrant issued
a political refugee?
her
arrest of
from Petersburg lor the
father and herself was for the bmurder of
a foroign woman who,
according to the
depositions that my friend at the Russian
had
been enticed to
showed
me,
Embassy
city and
a house in a low quarter of the
strangled with a silken cord. No hint
“wanted"
;.rd been given gthat ;the pair
now
were “apostles of dynamite, “and I
remembered that when I had suggested it
to my friend he laughed, declaring that
I was utterly mistaken. I recolleoted that
t le words he used were—
“They are not revolutionists, but a precocious’ pair of criminals who, from time
to time, have made enormous coups. No
has told you
doubt the charming girl
some ingenious fiction or other about her
father’s patriotism, but I should advise
proverbial
you to take it all with the
grain of salt. They are the only two of
now rean utterly unscrupulous gang
maining at liberty, and If your Government will give them up we will rid society of them by burying them deep in one
of our Siberian mines. But as you have
come with this offer to readjust the little
diplomatic friotion in return for their
liberty I will urge my chief to accept it;
nevertheless, do not forget that this
action of yours will set at liberOy a pair
of the most fearless and ingenious harpies
in Europe."
As I sat opposite her, watching her serecurred to
ductive smiles, these words
me, and I wondered whether tfco allegation of the.Seor&ary of the Embassy was
I recollected, also, when with tears
true.
in those brilliant eyes, she had besought
behalf,
me to intercede on her father’s
how she told me distinctly that Sekerzhinski, the Chief of Police, haa made
charges against them cruel and false. Cer
talnly when she had come to me humbly
Imploring the protection of th* British
’government against the
persewitiou of
her aoeusers she had none of ths swagger
>f the adventuress. Even now, dmssed in
except
plain mourning with no jewelrf rememshe single golden bangle which £
we
befM'e
worn
when
had
met,
she
bered
could not bring myslf to think ehat she
Was actually the desperate criminal that
toy friend Paul Verblioudovitcii would
have me believe.
Knowing, as I did, how tla Czar’s
emissaries followed and captures by all
manner of subtle devices those expected
of revolutionary conspiracy, I we.s again
convinced, as I had been two ye&rs ago,
that Sonia was a conspirator against the
was
life of his Majesty.» She certainly
not a common criminal. As she* chatted
to me, young, refined, sad-eyed, sgsre was
in her faoojunmistakable traces CJ anxiety
and suffering. Finding that she absolute
ly refused to say anything further regarding the woman I adored, I began to question her as to her own happiness and

l

fa tare.

hand,

“It's a bargain. But,
remember, I
within fourteen
must be in Petersburg

days.”

“I shall not

Ianswered,
forget,”
t\r\
nfmAot fn

anrlHan vncAlm

tA

mtr

with a
AKtnin

the permit allowing this
strange but
handsome girl to re-enter her
native
land, and thus learn the truth regarding
“I
shall
call
on
Vermy well-beloved.
blloudovltch tomorrow.”
“You are good to me,
m’sieur, very
and unhappy now that my father is no
longer alive. Together we shared months
of terrible hardship, of semi-starvation,
hiding in the frozen wilds of the North,
and ever pushing forward
through the
great lonely land towards the goal of freedom. Often and often we were compelled
mere
to exist on roots and leaves, and
than onoe we were compelled to fnoe death”
and she shuddered. “The recollection of
that terrible journey is to me like some
hideous nightmare, for to escape detection
we often travelled by night, in terror of
the wolves and guided only by the brilliant stars high in the bright frosty sky.
The knowledge of our fate if caught, the
mines In far Siberia, held us In dread and
hastened our footsteps. Thus, clad ODly
in tattered rags, we weDt forward shivering, knowing that to halt meant certain
death. Not until after three long months
of suffering did we reach
Stockholm,
where we once more awakened to the joys
of life, but then, alasl they bad in them
the dregs of bitterness.
Two days after
regaining our liberty the news reached us
that my poor mother had
died at
the
road-side while chained to a gang of desperate convicts on their long and weary
journey to Lake Baikal the most dreaded
distriot in all Asiatic Russia. The
Almighty spared her the horrors of the
fever-infected etapes and the gloom and
torture of
the mines,
but from that
moment my poor father,
heart-broken,
grew oareless of the future, and it was
he
endeavored to
only for my sake that
elude the blood-hounds of the Czar.”
“Vo you live here,
in this house,
alone?” I asked.
“No,” she replied. “I have Petrouchka
and his wife Akoulina, who were our servant* in Petersburg for many years, in
nddition to the English maid who admitted you. ’'
“Then you are not quite alone.” I said.
“Besides, you ought Dot to be unhappy,
for you have enough money to live comfortably, and you should try and forget
your sad bereavement.”
“Alas, I cannot forget.” she said, still
speaking in French. “It is impossible.
I am exiled here in your oountry, while
all my relatives and friends are so far
away. I cannot go into your society, for
I have no
chaperon; besides English
puzzles me sc. I shall never learn it,
never.
Oh, it is so difficult.”
“Yes,” I admitted, laughing. “But
not ao nuzzling as your
own
Russian,
with all its bewildering letters.”
She smiled, but there was a touch of
wistful sadness in her
handsome face
when, after a slight pause, she looked at
me

earnestly, saying:

“It

bcause I am
that I asked you

was

happy

so

lonely and

to

come

un-

here to-

night.

“To be your

Run fin or

wnc

.Tnhn

calculated to set a man’s mind at rest.”
“Ah, no. I have only told you in order
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the: well known cooking expert, lecturer and authority on
pure food, says: “Cottolene is a pure and unadulterated M
article, and a much more healthful product than lard, and as
I a. substitute for the same I heartily recommend it. ”

j?

|

^

George C. Bunn died at her home
Saco street at about 10 o’clock Thursday night with heart disease, with wblcl:
she had been
suffering for several yTears.
■She was apparently as well as ever Thurscay, having fult no touch of tho trouble
for s:orao time. She was taken
suddenly
ill in the evening and died about 15 minutes after, ibo deceased leaves a husband
Sirs.

and

vegetable oil combined with wholesome beef u
suet, ar.d is unequalcd for shortening and frying
purposes. It makes your food light, appetizing, M
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pure

j! digestible.
The penning Cottolene Is sold everywhere In
J

one to ten pound
trade-marks—‘‘(\ttloleue” and slrrr's head
in entton-plant, wreath—on every tin.
Not guaranteed if sold in
any other way. Made only by

yellow tins, with

on-

E’AiRHAisrc cojipasv,
St. Louis.
New York.
Montreal.

Tin r!. n.

Chicago.
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Arrangements are being pe fected fot
holding a conumdrum tea under the auspices of the Bachelor Maids in the vestry
of tho Universalis* church on Thursday
evening, April 14.
A special meeting of Cloudman Post,
G. A. If., was called yesterday afternoon
to make arrangements for attending the
funeral services of their late comrade,

Capt.

Quinby.

Isaac F.

The students of the parochial schools
are to hold an entertainment
Wednesday
evening at the Parochial school assembly
hall. The programme will include the
presentation of two dramas, one in English and the other in the Trench language
There are also to be recitations in English
and French.
There is to he a concert at the Methodist church on Wednesday evening by the
Aeolian Male quartette of Lewiston, assisted by Mr. Menander Bennett, reader.
The Cleaves Killer, Co. M, National
Guards, are to be inspected Friday evening April 15, by Inspector General Newcomb of Eastport.
A horso belonging to Mr. Nelson Libby
The animal was
ran away Friday night.
harnessed to a wagon containing a young
nine
of
or
lhe child
years.
eight
girl

N

HEART”

Spring Wheat

PATENT BREAD FLOUR
_

LET.

FOR

Forty words inserted nnder this head
one week for 25
cents, cash in advance.

mills are all modern and all
equipped with the latest improved millOur

SALE -To close
pOUhouse
situated No.

estate, a 2 1-2 story
G South St. Deermg,
containing 13 finished rooms, divided into two
rents which let lor §13.00 and §12.00 per month;
has Sebago water and steam heat. Lot 100x110.
stable with same.
Inquire of A. C.
LIBLY 6c CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange St.
apr 11-4

^Jdsood

WO LET—Double house, (new) each rent entireiy separate and containing
parlor,
dining room, kitchen, four sleeping rooms, bath
and nice pantry; hot and eold water, open
plumbing, furnace heat.
Very suuny and
pleasant; on line of electrics. Price §16 per
month.
References required.
Apply at 72
OCEAN ST., Woodfords.
11-1

first class location,
will be sold at a great discount from cost.
The present owner has other business demanding his whole attention, and it must be sold; a
opening; for this business. Call on N. S.
GARDINER, 17G 1-2 Middle St., room 1. 11-t

IIOR

£opd

If

FOR

FOR

BENJAMIN SIIaW,

money back if it doesn’t suit.

ASS’N.
NORTH DAKOTA MILLING
aprsdeodim

ExcUange

511-2

St.

7-1

RENT—An ideal suburban
residence, containing 3 5 rooms with steam
heat, largo barn, hennery, and other out-buildings, with 36 acres of land; within two minutes
walk of trolley cars. Satisfactory terms. Real
estate office First National Bank. FREDKRICK S.

street.

FeRy* i(g&fe£atoBXik

POROUS

I

PLASTER

j

\

|

r|

VAILL.__8-1

silver plated
HANDSOME
with beautifully embosed design

spoons.
of the
battleship Maine in. howl. Every lady should
have one. Sample mailed for 10c. Special terms
to agents. H. A. PALMER & CO., 10G Milk St.,
souvenir

a

7.1

LET—House with

O

families

Jr

or

13 rooms,

boarding

for

two

one or

lodging, Danforth

or

Roston.

ot. near High St., $20 and water: flat 5 rooms.
2 story, 230 Middle St., $15; 5
rooms, 4 story, $8;
1 rebD st.. 4 rooms, $10. N. S. GAKDIN ER, eg 1-2 Middle
7-1
St., Room 1.

5,'OK SALE—Elegant

LET—A flat of 5 rooms and bath, hot and
rg* O cold
water, very sunny, in good repair,
price $13 per month. Inquire of L. M. WAT12
Monument
SON,
Sq., or J. C. LEIGHTON, 37

CtOR SALE—One of the most desirable houses

WALDRON & CO- 180 Middle

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

consisting

WESTBROOK.

WILL

were held and
music had been arranged for the
occasion.
The platform of Warren church was
appropriately decorated with flowers anii
plants. There were memorial flowers for

A

of

one

"TLASKA!!—If you

are going to Alaska, write
-A at once for latest information, books and
We
maps of the "Gold Fields;” mailed free.
are sending another expedition into the “GoldNo man ought to go alone or in a
en North.”
The advantage of
company of two or three.
being one of a large fparry of skilled Now England men with expert miners, can not be overestimated.
Our Secretary. W. H.
with
W e have
an expedition of 20, is now in Alaska.
had experience and know just what is required.
ALASKA-YIJKON-KLONDIKE GOLD sYN-

LET—A

very pleasant sunny room,
with alcove adjoining; heat, bath room,
TO
etc.
129
5-1
Spring street.

Alice J. Weeks and Joseph G.
The pastor, Rev. William G.

preached

an

morning on
A special service

was

held

for the

jfiew

I

speaking
of

benefit
of the new
cn
the church, when the pastor spoke
“Temptations and how to meet them.”
At the Univeisalisi church which was

Kow

wheels, by three considerations

of

An

great importance to bicycle buyers,

“Name, Quality, Price”
I

All of these

are

guaranteed

to

purchasers

men

of

Name

reputation, known
spected tho world over,

and

re-

must

be

sold

by

and

■—>

mr'Atained.

legitimate

Quality
■

---

ever

RAMBLERS

dealers

are

R

Rev. Thomas B.
Payne officiated and was assisted by Rev.
J.
C. Phelan.
Tho pall bearers were:
Honorary, Jeremiah R. Andrews, Lewis
P. Warren, John Brown, Dwinal Pride:
ictive, Capt. Hebron Mayhew, Lieut.
friends.

Charles Graham.

Frank Adams, James

I

Assos'Jmeait

a

RENTS—7

MARRY ME,

always been the highest
-better this season than
has

jj

before.

fair,

one

people

are

willing

to pay

g

to be safe.”

I

coln Park.
business or

Square.

¥¥7ANTED—An energetic
▼ f

ore

HELP

man to

place

Deerlng

our

line with store and mill trade; must *be
who has unquestioned faith in his ability to

AN

or

goods;

Oil, CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.

9-1

machine
sewing
having experience preCO.. 148 Middle st. 5-2

to LOAN—On
MONEY
Real Estate at
mortgages

first
and second
as low rate of
on
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or anv olher good securities. Inquire of A,
U. LIBBY & CO., 42^ Exchange St.26-4

On Congress street, between
Brown street and Geo. C. Shaw’s, a lady’s

LOST—Watch.
nell’s

TilpnQA

nt. P

J

and receive reward.

Pt*n.

9-1

Bernard

dog,
LOST—Saint
white paws, white tip

WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
503 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery stare, as we manufacture our goods
md can therefore
give bottom prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
11-3
pictures.

yellow leg,four
tail, white nose,
If tile parties who
one

on

white

breast,

name

Don.

public is earnestly invited
call and inspect Ramblers.

The
to

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Frea Sf.
aprOJtf

5

a.

si

on

building purposes:

quire of A. C. LIBBY &

b* sold ar once.
InCO., 42 Va Exchange St.
9-1

_

close an estate.
The substantial three story brick residence 138
Bine street, containing 12 rooms with steam
heat, stable and all modern improvements;
lately been put in first-class repair. Terms satisfactory. For particulars apply lo FEEDER.
ICK ROBIE, First National Bank, or Real Es9-1
tate Office. FREDERICK S. VAILL,

FOR

SALE—To

take him through Knightville, will
leave at l)nig Store at that place they will save
c-1
trouble.
we«e seen to

Work*

Furnished.

tuy uesuripiioii or receive mo aouic
on rooms for sale on commission.

k

<•

Maine K»-j.
1>10 and
or other Maine regim-nts.

(.

<d

LOOK

Barerv,

FRANCES F. APPLEBY. Chiropodist,
will irent all diseases of the lcet every
iuesday during the mouth of April free of
2-4
iliargo. at 559 Congress St., Room l.

8 i

imitations._fri
a

summer

A
I'o

j

SHORT & HAR1QN

.’
.ei;j.,!i

cottage in

Hit.

This is tile prettiest Spoon ever put outlie
Call and see it. McKth. M.Y, lhe
market.
marlhdif
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.

inarlOdtf

,.are.

tie

*,
ly
wi-civ ..»r

..

s'.

,,..*rrleu

ii

awisii

Hiad
ndvanc.w.

<i«r livn.

i»

W A XTKD-By a man da years
old. uinlers'a: ns care ofhor.es and geniral work on gciitli m ill's p.iieo or would do
: m-ral larin work mr tile season, strlcily temAddress
in-atc. nest retern cos tarnished.
H C.. No. a>Ureen Si., Augusta,

n'lTUATiOX
1

Me._0-1

LADY of refinement. 3 years old. desires a
siluailonas housekeeper ill a widower’s
amily where llieie are cliildreu. is a line house
liest of
teeper. a good cook, and economical,
Address
efereuces furnished and required.
c-1
V. B.
No. 38 Ureen St., Augusta. Me.
■

4

:\

DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and

1,M>R SALE—Elegant

sunny, pays
Will be sold ‘if taken

$7000.

$5500,

has moved out
is very
large, being 45x125.
BO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
as owner

at

disgenerative organs
S&o? cither sex,
% such as Nervous
nervous
eases of the

SV1SLLS
Piano Tuner,

for

onco

of town. Lot
DALTON &
5-2

Glen wood avenue (the best),
Peering Highlan s, a new, modern
two flat house, with steam
hear, open tire-

HOUSE—On

places, broad piazzas,
large bay widows,
views, open plumbing,'front and back
entrances, cellars and heaters entirely s parate (think or it).
Only one minute to electric

fine

cars.

Every

A
known convenience.
permanent 10 per cent investment or an elegant home and an income of $250 per year.
1 rice right and terms to suit
you. DALTON
& CO., 473 1-2 Congress street.
5-2

modern
cottage
Ij^OR SALE—Handsome,
Diamond Island. Every
such

on Griat
venience and

con-

luxury

as

bath

sewer,

running water, broad piazza, open
fireplace,corner lot.one-quaiieracre of land;
room,

two minutes from wharf, beautiful
shade
trees, view simply wonderful, 7 good rooms,
We will sell for $1200 and
a 11 furnished.
make
payments easy. DALTON & CO.,
478 1-2 Congress street.
5-2
mHE ELEGANT

building

are
street, in the r*it\-

MODERN RESIDENCE we
on Forest aven e (the best
This house will rcnntnfn

eight finished rooms and bath room, hot
water heat, open fireplace, double parlor on
main street, every modern convenience and
luxury, and the location is unsurpassed.
Our price inclu es grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything ready tor occupancy. Our
price is $1000 lower than you would suppose
we could sell for.
DALTON & CO., 47X1-2
5-2
Congress street.
renting property in Tortland. Modern three fiat house on St.
Lawrence street. Each fiat contains 7 rooms
and hath room; separate entrances, beaten
and cellars for each fiat;
fireplaces,
open
large bay windows,hard wood floors, elec trio
beds, papered throughout. A permanent 12
Trice
per cent investment and gilt edged.
right and terms easy. DALTON
CO.,478 1-J
5-2
Congress street.

HOUSE—Greatest

STORY HOUSE and 5000 feet of
Alba street,
eering, lor $2,100.
cemented cellar,
ay winbath
brood
dows,
room, Sebago
pi zzas,
water, double
parlors, hard pine floors,
high and sightly; a fine home at a very low
suit
Terms to
you;
price.
only three
and eleefiic c;t»s.
minutes to sclioois, store
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 5-2
Furnace

heat,

SALE—Second hand wagons cheap.
Parsons, Lowdown wagon,
good as
new; suitable for milk or butcher’s business.
Milk wagon regular hangs low;
laundry or
peddlars’ wagon. BRADLEY & SMALL, 35
Treble street.
5-1
SALE—At

Woodfoids, single house of

Ij^OReight cellar,
rooms, furnace,

cemented

Sebago,

piazza,

good lot, excellent neighborhood, sunny and pleasanr; hamly to
everywhere; £8000; terms easy.
WATSON,
12 Monument

5-1
square._
SALE—Bay mare 7 years old, weighs
900 lbs., sired by Dauntless; sound and

FOR

kind, not afraid of steam o electrics, and
safe fo- lady to drive. Apply to J. H. COX,
V. S., Cape Elizabeth, or BABBIDGE stable.
5-1

TO LET Hotel Rockingham.
Lewiston, Me. Furnished throughout;
capacity 100 guests; possession given imniifliSALE

FOR

ately.

or

Apply

to DR. A. F.

IRISH, Lewiston.

SALE—A tarrn of 200 acres, 7 miles from
*|?OR
Lewiston, cuts CO tons of hay. large bearing orchard, large amount of pine timber, buildings first class, stock and tools to go with farm.
Address F. A. BRIGGS, North Auburn, Me
12

SALE-Horse shoeing business,including
stock and tools, 2 fires. 2 anvils, 5 vises and
ether tools; plentv of shoes; established 10
years; plenty of work for 2men; in city of one
hundred thousand, near Boston.
Trice $400
cash. Address L. A. SMITH, 239 Allston St.,

I^OR

Cambrldgeport,

Mass.

29-2

WEDDiWG

RiNGsT

Two
hundred to select from. All weight*
and sizes.
10, 14 aud 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Mo-

KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marisdtf

Eggs for hatching, from buff leg1
CiUOICE
home stock, every pullet is pure buff color.
My cockerel came from K. G. Bufflnton. Fai}
River, and is a cood bird. Eggs $2 for 33; $ii
M.

for 40.

E. AVERILL, Freeport, Me.

24-2

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches.

A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All
AU
Trices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
marlOdtc
Square.

Styles.'

SALE—Pine Clapboards.
Now is the
time to buy pine clapboards as 1 am closing them out it spruce prices iu order to make

FOR

room for
as a

pine

It will pay you to use
spring stock.
matter of paint sticking.
DAVID E.
So. Water boro. Me.
mar 18 4

liUSSELL,

FOR SALE-Farm known
FARM
••Sturdivant Farm,”
Cumberland,
about 05
woodland

the

m

con-

and
tillage,
pasture. It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
hen house, ice house, and with cemented c liar
under main house. Buildings In good repair.
Pleasantly situated, witnin three minutes walk
ol railroad station, and live minutes of Port
laud and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapled to raise garden truck,
strawasparagus, raspberries, blackberries,
berries, and other small fruit for the market
Terms reasonable.
Inquire of s. L. STROUT
on the premises, or A. A. STROUT. 3!) ExmarlO-4
change St., Portland, lie.
tains

acres,

Mi OR SALE—Or lease, a let of land at the West
A
End. corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4.224 feet. Apply to 10. H AltLOYY, 919 Congress St.
jan25dtf

FOR

SALE—Two-story house and stable

FOR

SALE—One

con-

nected, at AVoodfords. 12 rooms arranged
for one or two families, cemented cellar, large
lot. good neighborhood, furnace heat.
Easy
terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD, US Ex0-1
change street, Portland. Me.
new

Stanhope top earrings

has cushion tires, is verv stylish and will be
sold rtslf. Gin bo sten at SAWYER’S stable,
c*l
097 Congress St.

rOU SA Lit—Pigeons.
s

let’s

at

o

t;

'homer

A few
liens,

blooded Belgium and other
prices reasonable, iiiquav of
No 15 Spring St., \t couiords,
muu-.eaUous promptly attended

pair of tumbbred from full
noted strains;
'Y. E. SCOTT,
tic.

to..

Alt

eom-

6 1

t oil SALE—Eggs for hatching, barred PlymA
outh Rock, brown egg strain, .horn Boston

prize winning stock, lsus. Incubator lo s a
American
womid see my
IV ANTED—Situation by and
specialty. Write tor prices or callLocks
reliable
as
is
T»
who
exeluman
eapahl
stock. 1 breed Barren Flyiaomli
Falmouth. P.
working house keeper, or to work in small sivelv. HOWARD DU R-S,

all

?*’Prostration,
Failing or Lost
uufouk AND aftbiTcsing
computed.
Emissions, x outndebts
to
or
said
of
by
any
Manhood,Impotencv,Nightly
That the payment
ful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use oi ToDebtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
bacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
property bv him are lorbidden by law.
W ith every $5 order we give a writThat a meeting of tile creditors ol said Debtor Insanity.
ten
there
arc
sufii
guarantee to cure or refund
case
In
their
and
debts,
to prove
for
Sold
at
ent assets to authorize tno same u choose one MOTT’S # 1 MO per box, 0 boxes Cleveland, Ohio.
CHEMICAL COMPANY,
will lie held at
or more assignees of his estate,
at Probate For sale at
a Court of Insolvency to he Holden
II. P. S. GoolcVs drug Store.
Court Koom. ill said Portland, in said County of
Cumberland, on the 18th (lay of April,
A D., 1898. at 10 o'clocK in the forenoon.
H. E.
Given under my hand the date first above
V,'ritieU'
C. I.. BUCKXAM,
Court of Order slate at Chandler’s Musl“ Store 431
as Messenger of the
Deputy Sheriff,
Congress street.
Insolvency for sairl County of Cumberland.

apr4&il

■

■:

Pearls,
Engage-

Largest
eliding liing' a specialty.
McKENNEY, toe Jeweler,
ty.

5-1

maracodtf

Office of Ite Sheriff of Cumberland County
Cumberland ss,
of Maine,
State
April
2d, A. D., 1898.
is to give notice that on the I6th dav
of March, A. D„ 1898, a Warrant m
Insolvency was issued out of me Court of Insoloi Cumberland, against
vency for said County
the estate of
WILLIAM A. ELUEE of Portland,
I adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petiwhich
petition
said debtor.
of
tion
on llie ICtli day of March, A. D„
was filed
on
claims
is
to be
date
interest
1893, to which

THOUSAND RINGS

m-!i t from.
Diamonds, Opals,
and all o.hor precious stones.

e

YV Cumberland county, near Sebugo Lake
preferred. State number of rooms and pi b e.
Address, D, 1\ O. Box 467.

ouu-

RS.
Rf
1-2.

price will tie
STORE. 92

»*’ANTED—Ladies to wear me genuine Del
» v
he
sarte Corset. No breaking or ru ling.
most durable and stylish corset on tic market.
!*s.
Perfect fie gaarantced by an expert hi.tv.
C. TRACEY, Oeneral Agent, 19 Boyd
Beware

um

GOSS &
VV1 LSON. Auctioneers. 18 Free St.19-3

IN-1 the history
WANTED—The
Maine Regiment,
5 Maine Regimen..
iu.onh 7 Maine
29

city.

OTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
lor household goods or store fixtures of

N

a

■

1

nniiiv where there ere
lress S. 51., Press Offiee.

no

cihklreu.

Au5 1

AVAN XKI1--ITC3I ALt. lIKI.r.

Forty
>ne

Intfrtoil miner tbt.
heml
word..
lor 25 cento. cRoh in mlvotiro

week

experienced
U'ANTED-Several
ladies’ shoes. Top stitcning
in.

Ho.

stitchers on
anti closing

SllAW. GODINU SHOE CO., Spriugvale,
J l-l

STTANTED—Waitress at 133 Park street.
V r
Kelercnces required.o-i
ANTED—A young lady
»V
11

as genera', office
clerk, must understand stenography, good
quick and correct at figures. Address
ti-l
i., this office.

jenman.

1

new. three flat block
at No. G9 St. Lawrence street. Has seven
bath room
rooms on a flat, open fireplaces,
on each floor,
finished in cypress and hard
ten
pine, very
per cent on

phone

LOST AND FOUND.

Pinrtpr

ires~of

LK—Cheap.
land
mated
F""OR SAChurch
street, Peering, suitable fo*
must

FOR

MONEY LOANED on 1st and 2nd mortgages,
d* real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
bonds and good collateral security.
Notes
discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a year
and upwards according to security.
W. 1’.
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
185 Middle street.
_uiai29 4

more

diver watoli

RON E. MOURE. Peering Centre.

and
Graphophones, reSALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders.
horns, tubes, recorders,
ladders.
ana
plank
ladders,
step
carrying cases, knives, belts springs and all ladders of other kinds, for masons, plas“1000 Records in
talking machine supplies.
terers,
painters,
paper
hangers,
housekeepers,
stock” Graphophones and Gramophones to le<- a 1 of
own manufacture.
REUBEN \VESC. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Con- COTT,my
131 Lincoln St, foot of Myrtle
Telegress St.manti-4
338-4.
25 4

WANTED—A man to drive team and work
on a farm: steady work and good pay to
right party. FRANK ROBINSON, N. Deer6-1
ing.

WANTED—25
hands; those
MANF.

Bakery.6-1

PHONOGRAPHS
cords, blanks,

lady of good

fered. KING

one

cane

address to travel and
appomt agents. S40 per month and expenses. P. W. ZIEGLER 6i Co., 215 Locust
e>t., Philadelphia.
apr6wed&sat4t

\\

1"

s

wear

RYAN—The blind musician, 101 Federal
Portland, Me. Chairs repaired with
and basket seats; send orders to police
station; all work guaranteed first class. Cornet
and Harmonica Solosist
Agent for the improved Windsor collar and cuff.4-2

competition;

BROOKS

citihandsome

WJ.St,,

secure business m the face of keen
no time to experiment with one who merely
a good paying permahe can sell
nent
for the right man. Address THE

hopes
position

MAINE—Every patriotic

of our
souvenir, pin back, Medallions, special design,
in memory of the lost battleship named after
their Slate. Sample, 4c, in stamps. Special
terms to agents. A. A. PALMER & CO., ISO
Milk street. B ston.
6-1
Xj OTICE—Having kept employment office for
x’
the past 15 years in Poi tlaud, thanking the
public for past iavors, I would still retain your
patronage. I have on hand, cooks, second
and nursery girls for private families, men and
women help for all branches of hotel work.
MRS. PALMER, 399 1-2 Congress Street, over

mar22dtf
WANTED—MALE

private family

zen

ELLIE,

P

9 to 8, on health,
matters.7-1

Sittings dairy from

BATTLESHIP
should

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds. Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Pines a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument

ANTED—To hire

Good

THIS

only.

Price-$60
is

D1CATE, PORTLAND. ME.S-2_
ARVILLE. Magnetic Clairvoyant
Lillian
and Palnnst. 79 Franklin St., opposite Lin-

to 9 roo s each. No. 14 Spruce St.,
No. 165 Pearl, No. 190 High. No. 95 Gray,
No. 1 Sherman. No. 172 Brackett, No. 8o6 Congress, No. 66 Melbourne, No. 171 Neal. We
have the largest list of rents to let m Portland.
Real Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
7-1

Itlessenser’s Notice.

F.

funeral services over the remains
the late Capt. Isaac F. Quinby was
relil at his late residence yesterday afternoon.
There was a largo attendanie of
relatives and

Exleitsive

LORING,

BICYCLES

Rev. Silas N. Adams, pastor of
the Westbrook Congregational church,
nfficiated.

Jeffrey,

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

street.

ISAAC

the lower harbor and the most desirable place on the
Cape, will lease,for a term of years. F. H.
HARFORD, 31 1-2 Exchange street, Portland,
Maine.
5-1

paid. COLESWORTHY
Exchange street.

Beady.

Estimates and

£

form was decorated with potted plants
and flowers.
The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Seorge C. Dunn were held yesterday afternoon
at her late residence on Saco

CAPT.

1898

popular

Hanson.
An excellent concert was given by tho
members of the Sunday school at tho
Methodist church last evening. The plat-

OF

far

Low Prices.

Jackson, Mrs. C. R Goodcll, Mr. and
Mrs. John Cloudman, George H. Andrews, Louise May Johnson and EmiIy_C.

FUNERAL

Designs

ARE SECURED,

at six p. m.
members in

fronting

acres

1

AND LOYALTY

Weeks.

Mann,
interesting sermon in the
the subject, “Our Hope.”

on

hotel, eighteen

1?OR

as

PUBLIC
CONFIDENCE

inserted tinder till* head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

forty words

5-1

No.

SALE—In Peering on good street and
good neighborhood, house of g rooms, b tin
summer kiichen, cemented cellar, stable, large
lot with lawn house, excellent combination
heater in cellar. Terms easy if desired. MY

IjUOR

MISCELLANEOUS.

large front room, a’cove, with bay window; good closet room, bath room on same
floor; will let reasonable to permanent tenant. Ap^ly 125 Park street, S. F. PEARSON.

YV--

Percy L. Cloudman, Deacon Newcomb,

St.6-l_

DOE SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
and stable attached, at South Freeport. A
very desirable summer residence; also about 5
acres laud.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Pier.
marlC-4

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.
marlildtf

Shore road at
CITY of PORTLAND, ME. TO LET—Cliff Cottage the
Cape Elizabeth; large enough for small

Assessors’ lYSotice.

new

Forty words Inserted under thl* hea. d
one tteek for 25 cenrs. cash in advance.

*on Franklin St., between Congress and
Cumberland, 13 rooms, 2 families with bath
room for each, ample heat, including open fires
fkJEW, TWO
land on
and in perfect repair inside and out. W. II. i_K

6-1

rooms

7-1

residence. 15 rooms
and bath, steam heat and open fires, hot
and cold water, is fitted for 2 families, lo.ooo eet
land, on Deering Highlands, full sight of Portland and surrounding country, handy lo cars.
W. II. WALDRON & CO., nso Middle St. o-l

BENJAMIN SHAW,6-1

of

nttet

x

rooms

LET—A suite

nouse

42 1-2 Exchanve St.

with 3 unfurnished
bed rooms. Fifty dollars per month, Sebago
extra, one year or more to a desirable family.

TO

siorv

com-

RENT—Fully furnished modern twojj'ORstory
brick house on State St., four living

St.

r-z

plele,
very cheap as owner lias
other business to attend to. A rare ctiance for
with
sm
11
capital to secure a good payparty
ing business. Inquire of A. C. L1BB Y & CO.,

each,

$9
$G per month, also a
lower tenement of 6 rooms at $8 per month.
DR. DOW, 5071-2 Congress St. 7-i

Morning

goon

SALE—Restaurant No. 88 Exchange St.,
first class, and everything
FORlocation
will be sold

Inquire of

and four sleeping

a

for one family, containing 9'rooms, lias seA
liago water and water closets, lot 35x120, situated No. 158 Grant St, Anyone looking for a
medium priced house for a home, will pav them
to tnvestisate. Inquire of A. C LIBBY & GO.,
42 1-2 Exchange St.
7-1

mo LET—Lower rent No. 5 Laurel St., con■L
taming 7 rooms and bath, price $15; lower
rent No. 50 Brackett Si. of 5 rooms, $8: also
lower rent No. 80 Salem st.: all contain Sebago
water and are pleasantly located. I. quire of
A. C. LIBBY & Cu., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
7-1
rooms

71

om-r.

3®*

LET—Two small houses of 5
rjPO one
at
and one at

SALE OR

Ij’OR

WO LET—Lower flat No. C9 Spruce St., seven
1
rooms, bath, steam heat, laundry, etc., in
per/ect repair, rent §25 per month. Apply at
once. ADAM P. LEIGHTON, 283 >.t. John St.,
under West End Hotel.
7-1
WO LET—House No. 12 Prospect St., 9 rooms.
A
Iuquire of F. & C. B. NASH CO., 390 Fore

«risy,

special

SALE—Restaurant,

TO

BENSON'S

churches, special services

an

OR SALE—Two story frame house in good
repair, cemented cellar, two tenements of
ing machinery.
LET—A flrst-class furnished cottage of G rooms now rented at §10.50 per month each;
feet.
2145
Price §2250: centrally losquare
seven rooms at Simonton's Cove, So. Port“GOLD HEART” is not an S2 per
land; also one of six rooms at Forest City cated. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange
St.
11-1
cent Patent. Our location gives us the landing, Peaks Island.
Apply to TRUE
BROS.. 394 Fore St.9-lw*-tf
pick of the wheat grown in the great
OR S \ LE—On Mellen. near Cumberland St.
L'Olt KENT—Store No. 211 Brackett St., cor(anil adjoinining land recently purchased
Red River Valley.
*
ner of Dow, for many years occupied as a
by Mr. George S. Payson) a lot of land 47xioo;
“GOLD HEART” has a reputation to fancy goods store, with two adjoining rooms also lots on Portland, Grant and Sherman Sts.
suitable for light housekeeping il desired, rent a;various prices.
BENJAMIN SHAW,511-2
make. It cannot he sold on its past moderate. For
ll-l
particulars apply Real Estate Exchange St.
record. IVe ship East all of our oil Office, First National Lank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL,
7-1
SALE—One upright Brownell boiler. 15
to be milled by our comwheat
grade
lip., 2 inch tubes, 30 inch grate, and one 8
RENT—On Congress St., Congress Sq., lip. upright climax engine with automatic govpetitors.
No
a house finely situated for a physician or
ernor; in excellent condition and daily use
“GOLD HEART” is guaranteed to be private residence. Occupant of above would reasonable
Andress ENGINE,
offer refused.
H-l
of
the
furnishings, etc. Box 1557, Press Office.
the best quality of Patent Flour.
Your aelittU or a portion

R0 f’jllSS

t

words Inserted under this head
week for 23 rents cash in advance.

1

aprlltf

No. I Hard North Dakota
Fife Wheat.
Scotch

FOll SALE,

SALE.

Forty
®ne

WO LET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
nine rooms, exclusive of batli room and
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
choice apples. On line of electrics.
Will he
rented to a family without children.
Address
or call 01 PLEASANT ST., Woouiords, Me.

IS MADE FROM

B., September 4, 1820, being the son ol
the Rev. Joshua Bunting. He acquired
his early
education in his native city,
later graduating
from the Drummond
street medical
school in Glasgow, Scotland. Returning
to this country he attended
lectures at the Boston Medioal
sohool in
1849, and later at the Crosby
street school of medicine, New York, under Dr. Valentine Mott.
He first practiced at Bangor, where he
remained for three years. He next pracThe horse rounded the
ticed in Montreal, Can., and while there top of her voice.
of bridge and Brown streets,
became acquainted with Alexis St. Mar- corners
The horse ran for
lie
ran.
down
which
tin, who,through the accidental discharga half mile making several abrupt
ELY'S CREAM BALM is a positive care.
ing of a gun, was left with an opening fully
turns in the street all right, until Anally
into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
into the stomach, through which it was
he
turned into the yard of Mr. G. H. Applyat
the
of
to
watch
cents
Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
possible
process
digesstreet.
The child was
on Brown
Kelsen,
ELY BROTHERS. 56 YVarrun St.® Kew York City.
tion. He recognized the value of this man
not thrown out and was still clinging to
to science,and travelled with him through
the horse entered
the
the Central and Southern States, visit- the reins when
ing the hospitals and medical colleges in yard.
jp‘CCO<^=>0}00<t^3»000-<S3»000«5S=s»000<G=»09 06<S=5»000«^j
Dramatic
The
Westbrook
club
are
every city of importance, ar.d then went to
"
the drama, “The Trustee”
present
are made for
«
abroad with him, In the same way, visitThe
at
Westbrook”, Fast night for
ing the medical colleges and hospitals of the benefit of the
of
class
W.
graduating
London, Paris, Italy, Spain, Germany, H. S.
Belgium, Denmark and Russia. For this
a lady of 43 years, residPowers,
Mary
work he
received many distinguished
on tho Windham road, aied early Sathonors from the orown heads of the dif- ng
as tho result of a stoke o
ferent countries of Europe, among them urday morning
Miss Powers was born at Port
paralysis.
being the legion of honor of France.
Neuf. Canada, but has resided in WestThe
succeeding 16 years Dr. Bunting brook for the past twelve years.
a positive cure for Muscular Rheu- fl
spent in travelling, visiting every civilized portion of the glol)6, spending conDUCK POND.
s
mutism, Backache, Sciatica, Pleusiderable time in the hospitals of London,
Kidney affections and all aches A
Mr. C. P. Sawyer came
very near
Paris
and Berlin, and
subsequently
and. pains. Manufacturers standing »
losing his barn by lire Saturday night. A
some time under the world-renowned phyhorse kicked over his lantern, causing an ? a guarantee of merit. Insist upon a |
sioiaD, Dr. McKenzie of London. ReBENSON. Only the genuine effec- ft
explosion. The flames
spread rapidly
turning to this country he first located in and
but for the prompt action of
those g tive. Price 25c. Refuse substitutes,
Cleveland. Ohio; thence going to Detroit,
g
got
and successively Niagara Falls and New present the flames would have soon
In May, 3891, he wont to Port- beyond control, as there was quite a
York.
but quick work saved it
with
land, Me. He was compelled to give up breeze,
account of ill scarcely any damage.
on
his practice there
health and declining years. Dr. BuntWIT /NO WISDOM
ing was married to Elizabeth Cowling,
in RG8, who
In Cambridge, England,
survives him. He also leaves two sons,
Fall of Respect.
William A. Bunting of this place, and
The Assessors of the City of Portland
Herbert C. Bunting of Portland.
Susan—Lor, Miss Ella, I wonder you’ve
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
tho ’eart to play, and you just in youi taxation in said city, that they will be in
SUDDEN DEATH OF GEORGE C. mourning for your poor uncle!
session every secular day, from the first to
CODMAN.
Miss Ella—lion’t be silly, Susan 1 Can’t the fifteentn clay of April, inclusive, at their
room in
City Hall, from nine to twelve
on the black
o’clock in the forenoon and from two to
Mr. George C. Codman, residing at II you see I’m only playing
Paul’s.
notes?—St.
four o’clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
Ocean street, Woodfords, died very sudof receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.
denly Saturday at 1.15 p. m., while sent- “Some of us will smart for it.”
Mr.
in
reading.
ed In a chair engaged
Much Ado About Nothing, Act V. Scene I.
Administrators, Executors, Trustees, Etc.
Codman has been in feeble health for two
Pond’s Extract removes all
Not much!
And all persons are hereby notified to
and for the past year has
or three years
make and bring to said As essors true and
smarting.
been an invalid. Within a few months
perfect lists of all their polls .and estates,
he had lost control of his vocal organs
real or personal, or held by them as guardEow It Originated.
ian, executor, administrator and trustee or
and liis
tongue had become partially
“What started th’ fight at th’ vegetable otherwise, on the first day of April, 1898, and
paralyzed.
be prepared tojnake oath to the truth of tlie
Death was due to heart disease. Mr. party?”
same.
Codman was the son of Win. Codman,
wanted to know if the
“Somebody
Estates Distributed.
who was for many years engaged in merHardup brothers came as beets?”—Clevecantil business in Portland. He comes of
And when estates of
persons deceased
land
Leador.
have been divided during the past year, or
good parentage, being the grandson of
hands
from
Smith
of
Portland
have
Rev. Peter Thatcher
changed
any cause, the
Mr. Codman obtained his education in ENTRIES CLOSED FOR RIGBY FAIR executor, administrator or other persons into give notice
aie
warned
terested,
hereby
the public schools of Portland, his native
The second race meeting to be held at of such change, and in default of such notice
city, where he was born 75 years ago.
will be held under the law to pay the tax
he assessed
When quite a young man, he iocated in Rigby park this coming season will
although 6uch estate has been
Westbrook, nnd was for a long time agent on August 22-26. This is fair week hut wholly distributed and paid over.
and cashier of the Westbrook Manufac- whether or not the
Persons Doomed.
racing will be a featuring company. In later years he was
And any person who neglects to comply
the Casco National, the ture of the New England fair or of a Rigemployed by
Portland and the Maine Savings banks. by fair it is not yet known.
At any rate with this notice will be Doomed to a tax according ’o the laws of the State and be
He was an expert accountant, and at in- the second
promises well and the hatred of the right to make application to
meeting
several
tervals has been employed
by
Assessors or County Commissioners for
the
entries which closed on Saturday are very
well-known business firms to audit their
any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows
There
will be nine stake that he was unable to oifer such lists within
accounts
promising.
Mr.
Codman has been a resident of races, the total entries of'which are
166 the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the
Deering for over 40 years and when Deer- and all of them good horses and old fav- Assessors’
office on application.
ire
smeu
a
ui
Yvescuroua
pan,
lug whs
oix
B3^*Jn no case where the Assessors have
the town ns selectman for several years uribea nere, wicn many new ones.
been put to the disagreeable neces.sity of
of
fill
and
the
stake
events
didn’t
oiuss
and for two years was its treasurer. His
The making a doom will the possession of govwife died four or five years ago and there events will be substituted at $1,00(1.
eminent bonds or deposits in the savings
two largest classes are the 3.35 and 2.40
are no immediate relatives living.
banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation of
trots, and tho 8.39 pace, there being about such doom.
The fastest race
20 entries in each event.
WALTER L. LEFAVOR, )
is the 2.OS pace in which there uro eight
HORACE A. HALLETT, [ Assessors.
entries.
Altogether there will be nine
AI51AL M. SMITH.
)
stake events slid six class races.
mar31
dl5t
I| Easter Sunday was well observed in
Westbrook
yesterday as it always is.
cf
most
There were flowers
in
the

The

is

children.

seven

old.
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QUINBY.

|

MISCEI.I.AFtEOTl'E-

are Aembers o:
R., of which tin

Saccarappa

terv.

1’KESS.J

horn in Sf.

whom

deceased^

the age of 78 years.
Hr

of

pest, G. A.

was a member.
The members
of the Gram!
Army attended in a body
and
contacted their ceremony.
Th<
burial was in the old
ceme

Gilead, Maine, April 9.—Dr. John Golding Bunting, one of the oldest physicians
in the state,
died here this evening at

companoion—eh?” I obdecorated there were memorserved, laughing. “Well, what you have handsomoly
told me regarding El 11a Laing is scarcely ials for Leander Valentine, Mr3. Zebulon

COTTOLKNE.

*

TO THE

all

Cloudman

DR. JOHN GOLDING BUNTING.
SPECIAL

Banks,

E.

that you should be forewarned. Let that
utpass; yet remember the words I have
some
tsred, proof of which you shall have me a
do
day. The fact is I want you to
favor. I am tired of this exilo from my
exfriends, I have no one as companion
cept old Akoulina, and I want to r turnl
good,” she cried joyfully. “In return
will toll you one thing even now. H 5-0"
doubt what I say regarding the woman
you love, look calmly into her face, pressing her hand ailectionately the while,
with
and ask her if sue knows anyone
diamond eyes.
“Is Diamond Kyes a pet name';” I inquired. I was puzzled, for I had a faint
consciousness of having heard that designation before, but to
whom applied I
knew not.
“Discover for yourself,” she answered,
smiling. “I have given you the clue,
follow :t, and seek the truth.”
Many times during our subsequent conversation I besought her to tell me something further, but she would not, and at
last, after remaining with her over an
hour I left, promising I would at once set
about obtaining the passport she desired.
Hers was a strange personality, yet I, by
some .vague intuition, felt myself on the
was convinced
verge of a ^discovery. I
that she knew of the theft of the secret
and
if
she
could,
wished, imconvention,
part to me some startling truth.
(To be Continued.)

O. Address North

Peering._6-1

TUOIi SALE OR TO LET—Fine cozy cots'
steamer
ptge’at S nitli Freeport near
broad piazzas,
landing- seven large airy rooms,
beautiful drives, tine fishing and sailing, delightful loeali n for health and quiet. Ap.dy to ,s.
mat'16-4
1; KELSEY. Portland Pier._
SALE—.1 steam Holding Engines at 117
St.
B. -i. Vv’ll.l.AMD.
in-4

iORCommercial

SALE—E'arm in Bethel. Maine, I29acres
land. 2 1-2 story house, shed an I two
Barns all in good condition, good orchard, an l
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200000 ieet of pine timlr-r. About two miles
lroni Bethel village, and known a, the Edward
A. Capon farm; will be sold 011 favorable terms
or may he exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIL'EN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
nurfi-tf
Portland, Me.

S’OKgood

\
i

\

WAR TALK.
Ibe

Naval

Brigade

Now Certain in

Maine.
Gov. Powers Says-The Emergency
Can

Coi'p. Ready

lie

for Work—What
Dune With Kilos—The National Guard

*

Getting Ready.
It may now bo regarded as settled that
Nlaine will soon be enrolled among the
states which have created naval reserves
as a part of their militia system. The desire for the establishment of a reserve it
sections of the state
widespread in those ocean
and this sentiwhich border on the
mint has found expression in the interest
Portland
and
in
shown in the project
Bath where steps have already been taken
to perfect uu organziation. Bisewhere the
PRBSj.rS prints the opinions of the mayors
coast eilies all of
number of tue
of a
whom are heartily in favor of the establishment of tne reserve. In Bath the senthere Hit
timent is particularly strong,
naval veterans of the late war have laker
a hand in the movement and ottered theii
The plan ot procedure, which
services.
will probably ke followed, is to have tin
reserve organized by an act of the legisla
ture, as it is legarued as practically
certain tha: the law makers will he convened in siecial session it war breaks out
and there seems now little or no ground
for Hoping lor peace.
In reply to a telegram sent him Saturday ty the PRKrks
UO/VUJUi

JIUtlliCJ.

Gi-iG

Kgisjauuu

nwum

EMERGENCY CORPS READY.
to

be Called Out

during the Next

Week.
■t

Q. Saturday the chiefs of the emergency
corps which has been

organized

in

this

city by Major Hoxie, the chief engineer,
received a hint from that official that they
might he called upon at any time after
Monday lor quick and effective work.
This means real busines and the gentle-

men who have idontitied themselves with
this corps expect to be the first people to
be called to me assistance of the government from this city.
was
It
repartee! on Saturday from a
most reliable source, although Mr. G. W.
did not confirm the story,
T. Goding
notified the
ti at the eh .iucer officers
marine division of this corps to get ready
tor work some time the first of the comMr. Goding has provided far
ing week.
the engineers a lighter of large size, sevThese
eral row boats and a tow boat.
will be used right off in placing the miDes
Mr.
to
the
harbor.
the
in
approaches
Goding was told that this lighter would
surely be needed on Monday and Tuesday
and that when it was asked for it would
have to be furnished in a hurry. The men
to go with it would also be required to he
on “hand promptly as Major Hoxie and his
assistants have no idea of being taken
u awares here
by any
stray
Spanish

privateer.

The ten members of the

United States

engineer corps from Willett’s Point have
been getting the mines in readiness to go
imo

uuu

miio

mu uui

U11

uvi.li

loaded with
tho same material which
made a wreck of the battleship AJaine atid
which
the engineer officers
the lighter
told Mr. Uoding to have in readiness tor
instant, service will be used to carry these
mines
Into tho harbor when they
out
aro needed there.
The wires and anchorhave
also
been overhauled and aro
ages
ready for nee and it will not take these
experienced men very long to make our
city as safe from Spanish warships as iB
the town of Uorhain.
The auxiliary engineer division of. this
emergency corps will probably have plenty of work to do along tho coast of Maine
jnst as soon as war is declared. At the
momh of the Kennebec sand fortifications
aro to be
J thrown up, at Rockland and
the other towns along tho coast similar
work of this kind is to be done and these
engineers will find their services in demand. Maine is to fce well taken care of,
there is no question of that and Major
Hoxie of tho regular engineers who is in
charge of the work will make the fur fly
when the proper time arrives for quick
and efficient work.
Very shortly a signal station will be
located at the end ot Capo Elizabeth to
signal the approach of any suspicious
looking vessel. These stations wit! be in
charge of signal officers of the United
States army and it will be their duty to
keep Washington informed of all that is

happening along

our coast.

KITES IN WAR.
A Talk With Mr. Charles H. lamson About
Their U*e.

as

SUBMARINE EXPLOSIONS.
They

Siun

FOR WAR.

to

WV.

convened it war was declared, Governor
Powers said:
“It seems to me that I
should call an extra session immediately." If the legislature is oonvenea a hill
will be presented lor the organization oi
It has been
u
naval brigade in Maine.
conclusively shown that ihe Governor
license organinow has the uutboiity to
zations for tho manning of vessels for the
defence of the coast hut with the law
makers in ses ion the best way would be
auto have tho naval reserve regularly
thorized by statute enactment, it is probable that the hiil which will be presented
for tiie formation of the Maine Naval
Heserve will be based on the MassachuThe Massachusetts reserve is
setts law.
the oldest in the country and the plan
on
which it is conducted has been found
As modified
to work well iu practice.
to meet the requiiements in Maiue, it
would prot ids lor a brigade to consist of
two bataiiions, tho bataiiions to be composed of lrom two to four divisions. The
urigade would he commanded b.v a captain, a rank iu the naval service wnieh
corresponds to that of colonel in the
army. Each ot the bataiiions would i>3
under
the charge of a lieutenant coma rank
corresponding to that
mander,
Each division
of major in the army.
would have three officers, a lieutenant iu
and an
lieutenant
a
junior
command,
These three officers correspond
ensign.
to the captain and two lieutenants of a
The strength of a
military company.
division is about 55. The law will probafor
bly provide
eight divisions in the
Maine naval reserve when it is on a war
looting, four divitiens 10 each batalliou.
This would ho only the war footing,
however.
In time of peace it is not
thought that it would be possible to
maintain eight divisions and it might not
be desirable, even if possible. Of course
if the navul reserve is lormed uow it will
probably be on a war footing, for it looks
as if all the men that, could
be obtained
would be needed. In addition to the oroutlined
the
naval
militia in
ganization
the several states have a number of special
corps such us an engineering corps, a signal corps, etc., but the Dumber and rank
them varies
of the men connected witli
greatly in the several states.

Kxpecls

the success of attempts to
use kites
in warfare. He pointed out
that the direction of the flight of a kite
was dependent
on the
wind, and that
t “ere must be a wind of considerable
st ength
to lift the kite at all.
Still,
with the conditions right, Mr. Lamson
was of the opinion that kites might be of
some value lor signalling or perhaps for
carrying cameras aloft for the purpose of
obtaining photographs of the position of
an
enemy. As to dropping explosives
from a kite, Mr. Lamson said that it
would be a simple matter to send up the
explosives and detach them from the kite,
but it would be a very different proposition to drop them where they would do
the most good, or rather, the most harm.
In fact a kite being a somewhat unruly
servant when in the upper air, it might
bo necessary for its owner to do some,tall
scrambling to get out from under if they
tried the plan of dropping death in this
way. Mr. Lamson said that from the
deck of a ship it might bo possible to
rasie a kite in sucli a way that its flight
would bring it over the deck of an enemy's vessel. The movement of the vessel
from which the kite was sent up would
be sufficiently rapid to take the place of a
breeze, and by manoeuvring the air ship
might bo gotten over the position of the
water ship which it was intended to destroy. Mr Lamson made it plain, however, that he spoke of these tilings only
as interesting
possibilities. He has no
expectation that any of them will be
A kite in the air would
about.
brought
stand a good deal of peppering with
small arms provided the frame work was
When that happened, hownot injured.
ever, down would come the kite.

sanguine

15ut,

Ilo

No:

Kill

the

Maine

FIMMIALANMOIIIERCIAL

Troops Must Be Made Ready.
THE

PRESS.]

Augusta, April 9.—The following important orders were issued by Adjutant
General itichards today:
STATE OF MAINE.
Adjutant Ganoral’s Office,
Augusta, April 8, 1898.

Quotations of StflDlfi Products

Parisian, (Br) Barrett, Liverpoolin the II
.Steamship
& A Allan.
Bteamsiiip Manhattan. Bennett, New York—

J B

l.eadintr Markets.
New Tork Stock null Money

xxi
niui'
kj.
Cluing tuo yj
for a
and that application

imio

ui

nai,

il»e.el.

LONOON. Steamship Annaldale—£0,779 fcu
do iwn
peas 14,4*6 bdls shocks 3 cs samples 46 36
logs
mowers 2 wrater weelj 4 do machinery
42,64« pkgs lumber 1175 pcs deals 42 pkgs agr
cheese
r
do
3
30
cs
butt
*350
do
effects
imp
260 do canned good 1360 do splints la bbls anpies 89.866 bush oats 12,489 sacks flour 66 b s
nrovs 126 cs canned me ts 240 catile.

surgeon may
be made when a smaller number of men
than previously necessary has been
enCaptain George H. Blake has seen the listed.
V. All companies and corps will, until
result of explosions in the waters in the
hold
further
meetings for
tropics and knows something of the way theoreticalorders,
and practical Instruction at
in which the fish are affected by them. least
should war be declared
Imports.
What he says about it hastherefore a bear- these semi-weekly,
meetings will be held nightly exLouisl)u»'c,CB. Schr W J* Palmer—2871 tons
ing on the report of the Spanish court oept Sunday. Instructions of companies
coal to G T %.
of inquiry into the cause of the disaster
will be under the direction of regimental
HUMACOA.I’R. Schr F A Rice—203 puns 39
to the Maine, the court reporting that it
commanders.
tcsmolasses to Milliken & Tomlinson.
must have been an interior explosion,
VI. Commanding officers of companies
LIVERPOOL. NEG. Steamship Peruvianbecause there were no dead fish found und
corps will adopt such means as may 17 pugs nnlee to J E Prindle ..20 casks china
floating on the waters afterward. Mr. seem best fop calling
their men together clay to order 3 bales hides and 1 do leather toH
Blake said to a PRESS man: "Eight or
in case of necessity.
P Garland Co.
nine years ago when I was in Santa quickly
VII. All State military property will
Domingo, there was work in progress be kept in the armories.
Gram Uuocntion%
Every article
there to Improve the harbor by blasting will
be placed in the best possible condiCHICAGO BO Alt I) OP Hi v ;i
awuy a large amount of rock which bad tion for service in the Held.
Fri ay’s quotations.
fallen Into the water from the high cliffs
VIII.
Officers and enlisted men will
WH K*
by which a part of the harbor is hounded. make such arrangements as may be necMay
April
July.
The men engaged in the work lowered
105
to enable them to leave their homes Ooenmi.
84
essary
the dynamite used in the blasting to the
105
losing............103%
84%
for service of indeflnato durasuddenly
bottom of the bay, and it was then ex'• *IL
tion.
ploded, the force of the explosion being
By order of the Comroander-in-Chief,
May
April
sufficient to break the massos of rock into
JOHN T. RICHARDS,
29(4
30'%
'p-■ ng.
fragments sufficiently small to permit of
30
Coin:.
31 %
Adjutant-General.
29%
their being removed.
I was watching
OATH
Other ordders issued today were as folthe work one duy, and noticed after one
May
April
of the discharges that the surface of the lows:
23
25%
Opentng..,.
water was covered with fishes apparently
in (losing..[25%
All badges or other insignia won
23%
26%
dead. When I spoke to the foreman about
target practice will be the personal proPORK.
it, he said that the fishes were not dead. perty of those winning them, and when
Jail.
May.
were
stunned
the
force
of
the
will be Opening.
They
returns
9 75
by
taken up in property
9 82
explosion and would' come round ail dropped from the same as expended. The Closing.
right. This I found to be the case. The next property return will be rendered
Saturday’s quotations.;
effcot of the explosion which destroyed
VF *T ff. * T
May 31.
the Maine in the light of what I saw at
Mch.
July.
May
insignia may be worn
Badges and
Ssnta Domingo might not have killed
85
106
coat
is
not
.«•■•••
uniform
when
blouss
Opening*..*
upon the
106
84»/a
OiO.siug..
any fish, and if they were stunned they issued.
had plenty of time to resume their norRequisitions will be at once submitted
mal condition before daylight.”
July
May.
by the company commanders for sufficient Opening. April
31%
29%
haversacks, haversack straps, canteens Ciosing. 129%
PREPARING THE GUARD.
31%
29Va
and canteen straps to bring the number
OATH.
Adjutant General John T. Riobards, of of eaoh, for which they are accountable
Mch.
May.
July.
Gardiner, of the Maine National Guard, up to 47.
25’/.
23%
ipenlng......
was In Bangor on Friday noon on his reA company clerk hereafter will be paid
23Va
25%
„.25%
C'oslug..
turn from Houlton, where he went on the amount
permitted by the law only
1'OKO.
Thursday to confer with Govenor Powers upon the Certificate of his company comMay.
regarding the action to be taken with the mander that he has properly performed Opening..
9 90
Maine troops in case of war and also his duties,
which certificates must be Closing.
9 87
commander
the
during the present emergency.
regimental
approved by
Gen. Richards says that the results of after consultation with the adjutant.
Boston ntocn Marsat.
the coDlerence are very satisfactory. It is
enlisted men having
The following
The following were i the
closing quotaintended to have the Maine guard in con- made application for their di-charge, apatRoston:
tions
of
stocks
dition to meet any emergency that may
proved by their company and regimental Mexican Central 4s.
61
arise. ^Gov. Powers gave him fail au- commander, have
been honorably dis- Atchison, Top. 5e Santa Fe. R. new. 11%
thority to enlist the Guard of the State to charged :
Boston A Maine.163
the full limit allowed by law—GO men
...f....
First Regiment—William H. Jeffrey,
aopfd
126
and three officers per company. Impor- Co. A, .Portland; Orriu O. Dinsmore, Maine Central.
Pacific.
2oye
tant orders covering the plan evolved by Frank H.
Read, John B. Nadeau, Pcrlpy Union
the Governor and Gen. Richards will be Goodwin, Auburn; Harry E. Crockett, Gnion;Pacific pfd.52%
American Bell.2*7%
issued within three or four days.
The Norway; Fred M. Scribner,
Augusta; American | Sugar. common.118%
guard is in a very saitsfatory condition, Edward F. Glover, Rockland; Frank 11. Sugar, [old. t,.
.10s
and its equipment is fairly complete. Nugent, Michael J. O’Day, Co. L, Port- Cell Mass, old.....
Gen. Richards has authority to proceed land.
no commo
..
to the arrangement of a few details which
Term of service expired and honorably Flint 5c Pere Marq.
will make tho equipment complete.
discharged:
New York Stock Marker.
Gen. Richards will conttnuo the work
First Regiment—Zophirin N. Pepin,
of preparation, as outlined in Houlton Henry P. Seymour, Biddeford; AlexanNEW YORK. April. 9.
Thursday night, with as little delay as der MoKone, Co. L, Portlund.
The following are to-day ’s opening and clospossible.
Ambulance Corps—Percy F. Jones.
of
stocks:
ing quotations
Tho increase in the strengh of the
First Regiment—Deceased, Bernard S.
Opening. Closing
Maine troops means that 250 new inert
Portland.
Delaware & Lackawanna.
Shelvey,
will be added, and that arms and uniof
the
the
service:
&
17%
good
Philadelphia Reading. 17%
Discharged for
forms must bo suplied to them immediFirst Regiment—George W. O’Donnell, Jersey Central.
ately.—Bangor Whig.
Alfred T. Wa-’e, William M. Wallace, Delaware 5c Hudson.
Erie.
Co. L, Portland.
U. OF M. STUDENTS ACT.
St. Paul. 89%
r9%
Amublance Corps—H. D. Hathaway, C.. B. Si Q. 93
9<%
On Friday morning the students of the J. A. Emmons, Lewiston.
Rook Island. 85 %
85%
F.
University of Maine attended the mass
Crossman,
119
Northwestern.1.119
Corps—Benjamin
Signal
meeting called after chapel to consider Portland.
Omaha.
Ontario & Western.
the matter of tendering their services to
BOOTHBAY LADS28
Cleve.Cinn., Chicago & S:. Louis 28
the government in case of
war with
P.
H. Canada Southern.
Boatewain
Bath, April 9.
Spain. The meeting was an impressive
on
the New York Central.111%
arrived
N.
U. S.
110%
nnfi
Dr. Harris. »,r, t,h« mnnoef r»f ♦Ho Smith,
this
from
morning Lake Shore.
boat
Boothbay
students, called the meeting to order with
61 %
N orthern Pacific pfd. 6' %
a
squad of seven young American
and “America” was sung. H. I. Libby,
lol%
Tobacco.K>2%
enlisted at the
who
recruiting
men
5 7
of Biddeford, was made chairman, and
U. S. Leather pfd. 57%
ablewore
an
office in Boothbay. They
Southern Ity.
remarks were then made by several of the
high Southern Ry pfd. 27'
bodied set of fellows and were in
26%
alumni members of the faculty, by Presi4»'/8
4»'/8
spirits at The prospects of their service LOUIS « JSasu.
dent Harris and others.
20
for Uncle Sam. They left on the noon Tenn. Coal & Iron. 20
A committee consisting of Messrs. S.
16%
train for Boston and will seo their first Wabash pfd. 16%
C. Dillingham, of Portland, A. D. T.
Paciilc. 26%
26%
service on the recruiting
ship Wabash. MissouriMail.
24
of
North
24
and
Pacific
H.
L.
Scarboro,
Libby,
The
recruiting office In Boothbay was Union Pacific. 29%
19%
White, of Portland, all Seniors and offi- closed last night.
Lieut. John Herbert, Atclllnson i>f.
cers in tho cadet battalion, was appointed
tha recruiting officer, went to Rockland Western Union.
to circulate a paper among the students
aro
inn
07%
Manhattan.97%
till?
following
morning.
for signatures of all those willing to an118%
Edward Sugar.118%
names of the boys who enlisted:
their country in case of
swer the call of
Poor, George YV. Bovd,Herbert Woodward.
Cotton Markets.
emergency of this kind.
Ambrose
Harris,' Hyman Riggs and
The committee will report at a meeting
11 Telegraph.
Frank YYebber.
to bo held this morninir. It is evident
APRIL 9, 1828.
YORK—The
Cotton market, to-nav
that many will sign the paper.
NEW
TO GUARD THE KENNEBECclosed steady; middling uplands at 6 8-1G; do
gulf at G 7-I6ci sales 349 bales.
SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOService
See
Portland
May
Troop*
LUTION.
There.
Boston rronuce Market.
..

..

—

NOT THE FREIGHT EXPECTED INBRUNSWICK.
Montreal, April 9.—When a United
States customs official openod the door
of a bonded freight car bound from an
Alabama point to Brunswick Me., hero,
today. 13 emaciated negroes crawled out.
They had been without food or water
Some of them had to
for several days.
The car had
be taken to the hospital.
been sealed at Cincinnati last Sunday.
their
way.
The men were beating

In these clays of flying machines and
ubmarina boats the possible uses of kites
in warfare have not been overlooked.
RHEUMATISM CURED.
Mr. Charles H. Lamson, of this city, has
made some of the most sucessful of the
My wife has used Chamberlain’s Pain
kites which are now being used to aid
with great relief,
the scientists in their work of exploring Balm for rheumatism
as a splendid
Uhere is now on exhibition and I can recommend it
the clcuds.
rheumatism and other
for
at the meeting of the International Aero- liniment
nautical committee in Strasburg photo- household use for which we have found
graphs of the Kite which Mr. Lamson it valuable.—IV. J. Cuyleb, Red Creek,
made 1 »st season for the use of the Blue N. V.
Hill observatory, and which, with the
Mr. Cuvier is one of tlio leading merassistance of two smaller kites sent part chants of this village and one of the
cord
the
on
way up to relieve the strain
most prominent nen in this vicinity.—
on the lar^e kite, has attained a height of W.
G. PmiM'iN, Editor Red Creek Her11,847 feet, which breaks the kite record. ald.
For sale by I). IV. Ileseltine, 387
Mr. Lamson was completing a duplicate
IV. Stevens, 107
of this kite for his own use when a Congress St., Edward
PRESS man called on him one day last Portland St., King S. Raymond, Cumberland
Mills, Win. Oxnard, 921 Congress
week and nsked what, if any, were the
uses
to which tho kite could bo put in St., II. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Hocase of war.
Mr. Lamson was not very tel,

Portland national guardsmen will have
plenty of fun if war is declared. About
the first thing that will happen will he
the sending of Captain Jero Baker, one
informed of the national
best
guard offloers to the mouth of the Kennebec river and with him will go somo sixty
At this point and near old
picked men.
Fort
Popham the engineer corps will
kind of entrenchments
some
throw up
and it will be Captain Baker’s duty to
protect tho working crew and garrison
tho fort after it is completed until relieved
by regular troops or volunteers.
The company of infantrymen coming
western
from a
here
post to supthe
on
batteries
Cape,
port tho
will he supplemented by a detachment
and
the
Portland battalion
from tho
Biddcford companies.
Westbrook and
In all probability the Portland national
guardsmen will be used right around
this city and along the Maine coast.
in
Here is whero the training received
former years will begin to tell and when
the nationul government comos to test
this state it will not be
of
the guard
Old guardsmon are apfound wanting.
plying for admission to the Portland companies every day and they will soon be
of the

on

a

war

footing.

DEATH

THE

RATE.

deaths in Portland
during the week which ended Saturday
The deaths were duo to:
noon.
AppoThere

were

eighteen

lexy (4), cancer, gastroenteritis, general
debility, 2; heart disease,inanition, meningitis, nephritis,fperitonitis (2), pneumonia, pulmonary oedema,
surgicui
shock, typhoid lever.
Accidents
quency on the

stings, sprains.
Oil relieves the] pain instantly.
safe without if

Alfred Race.
Sch Sadie Corey,
Lowe, Bangor-S W Thaxter & to.
Sch Seth Nyman, Itice, Jonesboro-J H Blake
Sch Napol'on, Itice. Jonesboro-J H Blaae.
Sch BrambalJ,
Calais—Doten Grain

Sch Victory,
in j? Co.

Itomick,

Rockland—Paris Flour-

Clara & Mabel. Leeman, New Harbor—J
II Blake.
Sch Cinderella.
Munroe, Round Pond—J B
Blake.
Sell Posa K, Davis,
Georgetown, Me—F A
Waidron & Co.
SUNDAY’. April 10*
Arrived.

Stoaniphip Labrador,

Erskine,

I.iverpool—

& Blaine
Steamers. salmoiv and Tift out Boston
In effec
Oct.

On and after March 28. steamers leave Portland Pier for Mackwortli’s and Falmouth.
Cousen’s, Cheheaguo and Bustlu’s Islands, So.
Freeport and Porter’s Landing at li.on n. m.
For Harpswell Center Mondays and Tuesdays
Return
leave Harpswell Center
at 3 p.m.
Tuesdays and Wednesdays at tia. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth, 8.45 a. m.; leave
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. in.; leave Chebeague,
7.35 a. in.; leave Bustln’s, 7.15 a. in.; leave So.
Freeport, 7.00 a. in.; Porter’s Landing, 0.45 a. m.
BENJAMIN M. SKAHUKY,
General Manager.
rapriWdtf

—

J1IHECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Bcstcn every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Piute e,phi 1 every Wednesday and

ior

Scarboro

v

i

M’NDAI TRAINS.

Ported, Mt. Deseri and Mschias Stbf. Co.

Through ?!cfcets to all points tor sale at Union
Station.
D. .1. FL&rfDKRS. G. F. & T. A.. Boston,
GEO. H iBOMPaON, Tloltet Agent, Portlaud.

Saturday.

_

Thomas, Lynn.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES

Bid fm Liverpool 9th, steamer Vancouver,
.Jones, Pori land.
.Arat Cardiff Apl !>, barqne Clara b McGllvery,

Lynch, Liverpool.

Memoranda.

Thomas, Mareli 22—Barque J II Bowers.
Maeiine, from Buenos Ayres tor Boston, came
In here 18th lor repairs to rigging.
She sailed
again to-day. She has a cargo of 37,600 dry
St

Dally Line, Sundays Excepted.
“Prank Jones.”
thb new AND PALATIAL STEAM Bits
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1898. will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at n p. m., on
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.. for
Str.

Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Macliiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
General Manager.
marisdtf

hides.

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN
Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs Carrie C Ware,

St John. NB; Anna W Barker, Maine port; Nile
from Ivey West ; Menewa, Pendleton, Providence.
Ar Sth. schs Sarah Eaton, Hortgklus, Amboy
for Calais: Helen G King, DeYoung, Calais;

Mabel Hall. Barrlett, Rockland.
Ar Otn. sells Ellen M Mitehell. Small, Q 'aco;
Wm Todd, Campbell,Calais: E H King, Hilliard
Kastport; S 11 sawyer, Kelley, Jonesport; Jolin
Bracewell, Beuson, Sullivan; Hattie Godfrey,
Slrout. Whiting; E G Willard, Gilbert. Rookland; Northern Light, Robbins. New Bedford.
Cid mil. soils John Paul, Poss, for Mobile via
Key West; Scotia. Davis. Pensacola; Maggie G
Hart, Carlisle, Fernandlna.
Sid Sth, ship Governor ltobie. for Hong Kong;
sclisHoratio L Baker, Wilmington; SFHitchcock,-.
In Hart Island Roads 9th, schs John I Snow,
Norton, Kennebec; John Booth, Emmons, Long
Cove; Geo Bird, Gray, and Addle Schlaffer,
Aylward, Rockland; Freddie YV Alton,Caudage
do; Edw Lameycr, Beal, do.
Passed Hell Gate 8th, schs Emma M Fox.
New York for Gloucester: S S Kendall, do for
New Bediord ; Elizabeth M Cook, Jersey City
for Calais: Mary F Flke, Amhov (or Eastport.
Passed Hell Gate Sth, sell Sarah Eaton, from
Amboy for Calais.
BOSTON-Ar 8th, schs Mabel E Goss. Pasebal. Greens Landing; Annie L Wilder. Greenlaw, and Ripley. Banks. Rockpnrt: Josie Hook.
Ulmer, Bangor; Abraham Richardson. Nickerson, New York: Kolon, Frye. Promised Land.
Ar 9th, schs C W Dexter. Martin and Native
American. Cole. Calais: Mary S Wonsan, Gilbert,•Portland; Olive T Whittier, Whin lor. Irom
Sagua; T W Dunn, Ross, Apalaehicola; Hattie
C Luce, Heal, Norfolk: Charleston, Erskine.
Orland; Hattie C Luce. Heal. Norfolk: Addle
Sawyer, Norwood. Philadelphia: Robert Pettis,
Pinkltain. Boothliay: W H DoVYlti, Harrington,
Damarlsootta; Hiram, Hatton, and Clara I’inamore, Brown. Sr Andrews, NB.
Cld Sth. sell Uranus, Clark. Hillsboro; Davhl
P Davis. Davis, for Kennebec and Washington.
Cld 9tl), sells Kolcn. Frye, Sand River, NS;
Fraulen. Stevens. Dorchester, NB. via Portland
Alice M Colburn, McLeod. Norfolk.
Sid sth, sells Wm Churchill, for Clarks Island
and New York; Calvin F Baker, for Kennebec
and New York.
Passed Highland Light 9th. schs Ella Crowell,
New Yorkfor Rockland; W S Jordan. Philadelphia for Salem; A Hoaton, New York for Rooklaud; A YV Ellis, —.
BILOXI, Miss—Ar 7th, sell Carrie Slrnng,
Strong, st Jago.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 8th, sch Lucy A Davis,
MaKuwn. New York.
Sid sth. sens J YV Halano. Dodge for Boston;
Almeda YVilley. Dodge, New York ; Willie L
Newton. Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Sid 8th, sch Morris W Child.
Beek, Key YVest.
Ar um, soli J P Blackman. Ross, Bath.
BATH—Ar am. sens Normandy.Merry, Philadelphia; Dandetta & Joanna, Wallace, Portland; J 11 Edmunds. Simmons, Boston; Wm
Mason. Crowell, and J H Tiilyer, Frenoli, do;
Dreadnought, Allen, do.
BOOTHBAY-HAKBOjj-Ar 9th, schs Annie
Sargent. Rockland; Danl Webster, Peniaqulu,
Frank G Rich. Boston; Reuben Eastman, do;
Gamecock, Mlllbrldge, all for a harbor.
Sid 9th, sens Little Lizzie. Boston: Maggie
Hurley, do; Leading Bteeze, Penobscot.
Passsd 8th, sch l.evvis H
CAPE HENRY
Goward. Haines, Washington for Key West.
HEAD—Ar
6tb, sch Charles E Balch,
COX
Crocker, Norfolk.
A—Sid
FERNANDIN
7th, sch D D Haskell.
Eaton. New York.
schs
M C Moseley, from
HY'ANNIS—Sid 8tli,
New York lor Wlscasset; Pochasser, Herrick,
Portland.
At Bass River Sth. sch City of Augusta, from
Norfolk lor Boston, (and sidled.)
Passed Sth, schs Elvira J French, and Mary
—

E Palmer.
a

r-KtOVVTl rp_DM Til,

«ol,a Dhna W IVnl.

DOMINION LINE.

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
season tor connection with earliest trams for

vice.

Liverpool.
Tliur. 24 Feb.
a Mar.,
'•
*
17

Steamers.Portland.
1 p.
Labrador, sat. 12 Mar.,
"

Vancouver.
Scotsman,
Labrador.

"

19
31
16

l p.

Mar. l p.
Apr. 1 p.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newbnryport. Seism. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
In Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p. BL
p. m.
Leave B€$$?n for Portland, 9.00 a. BL, 7.00
10.30
AiYlVO., in Portland, 12.26e
p. m.
p.

in.

^Connects with Bail Lines for
West.
liDuily except Monday.

m.
ill.
m.
m.

New York,

South and

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf,’Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept, L 1897.

Passenijfs-r fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, tho PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, end all other competitive points, are
exactly tis same as other Lines.

New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Sleeping Gars

Free Gelonist

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

From

From

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
! Portsmouth, Newburyport, haler*, Lynn,
t2.00, t9.00 a. in., §1.')0, f6.10
Boston,
0. m.
A7f*t'e in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 12.50,
for
m.
Leave
Boston,
4.16, o.ii p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.80,
11.60
.a.
12.15.
Arrive
m.,
p. m.
Portland,
4.30, 10.20 p. m.

alternately

Royal Mall Steamers—Liverpool Ser-

—

to

—

WINNIPEG

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
-ANDService.
Steamships Manhattan and John JEuglis
leave Franklin whaft
Tuesdays,
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN. alternately
0
New
at
and
u.
for
m„
Saturdays
Sat, Thui's tnys
noon,
S. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26,
York direct. Returning,Heave Pier w. Erst
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
PASSAGE.
OF
BATES
Return 6 n. m. steamers are
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
These
superbly fitted and fur$lco and upwards according to steamer and ac- nished for passenger travel and afford the most Lowest
Shortest,
Rates,
commodations.
between
route
comfortable
convenient and
Second Cabin, to Liverpool. London, Lon- Portland and New York.
and most popQuickest
donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Reround
Fare, one way, $100;
trip, $G.0G.
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
ular Route,
and accommodations.
under regulations of Merchants Association of
London.
London,
steeraae, to Liverpool,
passing en route tlirough principal Canadian
N.
$5.00.
Y.,oufy
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastJ. F. LISCOMB.Geueral Agent,
Dakota.
$22 60 and $25.50 according to steamer.
cctRltf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.
Apply toJ. B. Keating 61 1-2 Exchange
Our tree Colonist Sleepers
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street, J.
For families and others going west are a
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torfoot
of
India
rance &
Co., general agents,
special convenience, and passengers may bring
9treet'
their owk bedding, or may purchase it at cost
dec28dtf
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through without change,
31

Boston

Canadian JMwest

■

THOMSON la INK.
PORTLAND
TO

LONDON;

DIRECT.

7000 tons. April 8
7000 tons. April 15
Cervona,
Hovona 7000 tons, Apr. 32.
7000 tous, Apr. 20.
Iona,
Special attention given to the carriage of
Butter,
Cheese,
Apples and Perishable Cargo.
E'or all Information apply to
A nil.aud ale,

8. S.
8. S.
8. 8.
8. 8.

Tin ROBERT REFORD GO., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
sepias

dtf

Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m., and an
Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
additional
Nova
Scotia
of
Brunswick.
New
and all parts
Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., comPrince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The Montreal every 7tli.
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews, mencing March
for
the
Klondike and Yukon Gold
Passengers
N. B.
Fields will be accommodated m these Free
Slir.ng- jtrrangemcn:.
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
had to the Pacific
On and after Monday. March 21st. steamer similar sleey>er3 can be
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thurs- Coast
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
days at 5.30 p. 111.
maricdtf
Returning leave KLJohn and Eastport Tues- etc., apply to company’s agents.
days and Thursdays.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. ^“Freight received up to 1.00

Eastnort. Luboc, Gaais. S!. Js n. ?l.8„Halifax. !<.$•

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

P.-

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company's Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
II. P-jC. HERSEY Agent.
marl8dIf

Ir. effect Nov. 14. isw.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport

Steerags—10 Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and *23.60.
For tickets or further Information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 420 Congress St.. J. B.
KEATING. 61 Vx Exchange St., CHAS. ASHTON. 931A Congress St., Ki. & A. ALAN, Montreal, 82 stalest.. Boston, and 1 India
8t, Portland.jlySldq

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fPoIand Springs,)
LewMechanic
Falls. Rutnford
F’alls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Readlield. Waterville, Livermore Fate, Farmington and Philhns.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, DanCustom House Wharf, Portland, Tire.
ville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.2oa. m. Exprets tor Brunswick, Bath, AuWaterviUe. nttsfleld. Bangor. Bucksport
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE. gusta,
Bar Harbor.SGreenviUe and Aroostook County,
Coniuii’iicing Sundav, April 3, 181)8
via
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
For Forest City and Trefetken’s l andings. St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
Teaks Island. Little and Great Diamond and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Fate, Rumford
Falls.
Islands, at 5.30, 6.40, S.00,10.30 a. in., 2.15, 4.20,
Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
6.10 p. m.
Kingiield.
Carrabasset
Phillips
For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00,10.30 Farmington,
and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Bingham
a. m.. 2.15 j). m.
For G us king’s Island, 6.40, 10.30 a. in., 4.20 WaterviUe and Skowhegan.
An
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
p. ni.
Rockland and
Bath.
Boothbay.
gusta.
EETURN.
and
Knox
all
on
the
stations
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 9.15,' Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Beb
11.45 a. Ill,, 3.30, 5.0u. 6.25 p. 111.
fast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft GreenLeave Trefothen's, 6.00, 7.03, 9.00.11.30 a. m„ ville, Bangor. Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
3.15, 4.45, 6.45 p. m.
5.10 d.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
m.
CorHindl*
AumicFo
aiirt
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a. Volla Piolinsnnrl
m., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. 111.
Waterville
Leave Great Diamond, 6,05, 7.10. 9.05, 11.35 a.
Danville
6.15 p. m.' For New
Gloucester,
m„ 3.20, 4.40, 6.40 p. 111.
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanlo Falls,
Leave Ponce’s Lauding. Long Island. 8.45, Auburn and Lewiston.
11,15 a. 111., 3.00 p. m.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night, for
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. in., 5.05 Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
111.
p.
ville, Bangor. Moosehead Lake,
Sunday Time Table.
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
and
John
St.
St.
St.
Andrews,
Stephen.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
Halifax ana
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond Aroostook County via Vanceboro,
does
train
the
Provinces.
The
Saturday
night
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a.m., 2.15. 4.20 p. m.
Dexter Dover and Foxcroft
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m., not run to Belfast.
or beyond
Bangor. i?L;3S28 ears to St. John.
2.15. 4.20 p. m.
For Cnsli ng’s Island. 10.30 a. m„ 4.20 p. m.
White Mountain Division.
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager,

PORTLAND & WORCESTER.

Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fry eburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
LuuenDurg, at. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

ALLAN LINE

CASCO

_KOYAI, MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool and Portland,
From

From

Liverpool Steamship
Californian.
10 Marl

Portland.
26 Mar.
SO Mar.

Lnurentlan,
a April
Parisian,
13 April
Carthaginian.
23 April
Numldian.
California.
28 April
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the central part, where least motion is lelt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command o! the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated

12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

by steam.

A reRates of passage *62.60 to!$70.00.
duetlon is made on Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 aud $36.26; return,

having repaired.

SATURDAY, April 9.

BOSTON M PHILADELPHIA.

Portland and Boothbay Stoamooat Go

..

A rrived.

apr 5dtf

Station.

Beach. l»fne Point, Old OrScarboro
I chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
; Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
I Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Low
ell, Boston* 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4.30 I', m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.88, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port
Boston
laud 7.10 a. 111.

j-g

PORT OF PORTLAND.

will leave
Lake station daily, lor Fitches, N. VV. River,
to
Crocketts and the famous Soil go lliver.
make close connections with steamer take
Mountain
via
train
a.
R.
R.
in.
M. C.
8.45
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 8.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Station.
Cor further particulars telephone
LEERING LRUG CO
Leering, Me.

leave Union

Crossing, lo.OO a. m.. 5.15, 6.20 D.m.; hcarbo*
Beach, Fine Point, 7.00. 1C.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.15, 6.2<> p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
deford,
00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12,45. 3.30,
6.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
3.&T.
5.15 ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkpert,
12.45,
8.40. a. Til..
7.00.
12.46, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
Wells Bes-ch 7.00,8.40 a. in., 3.30. 5,15 p. m.;
North Bc^ylok, Somersworth, Dover,-; 4.05,
7.00, 8.40
12.45, 3.30, 6,15 p. m.;
m.f
Kochestf /, 7.00. 8.40 a. m„ 12.45, 3.30 p. UL:
Farmiii^tn, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. 1XU 12.45,
3.30 p. m„; Northern i>iv.. Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.4() a. m.. 12.45 p. in.;
Worcester via Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.;
Concord, via
Manchwe?**1,
Rocklnjrham
3.30
7.00 a. m..
m.j
p.
Junction;
Junction, Exeter, HaverRocking n *5111
bill. L a*v re nee, Lowell, Boston, ^ft4.06,
13.40 a.
t7.00,
m.._ §12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a in., 12.50.
4.22. 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.50. 7,80. 8.00. 8.30 a. *11.. 1.00. 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
J.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. ra.
m., 12.00,
ro

passengers and mdse to J) Torrance & Co.
Steamship John Euglis Bragg, New York—
passengersiand imise to J B Coyle.
Tug Carhonero, towing targes Mahoney, and
From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Draper, from Philadelphia—coal to A K Wright
inPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Co. and Kandall & McAllister.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Sell Francis A Kice. (Br) Marshall, Humacoa,
for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
folleaves as
Freights
STEAMER
ENTERPRISE
with molasses to Milliken-Toinllnson Co.
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
lows:
sell Wm U Palmer, McDonald, Louisburg,—
commission.
GOING WEST.
eoal to G T Ky Co.
Round Trip $13.00.
MonBOOTHBAY
Passage $10.00.
EAST
for
PORTLAND,
Sell City ot Augusta, Adams, Norfolk—eoal to
Meals and room included.
at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
days
P & K UK.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
Sen Poohasset, Herrick. South Amboy—coal
PtMAQUlD for PORT),AND. Wednesdays Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
Sell Kebeeoa W Huddell, New York.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
at 6.00 a. ni.. touching at above landings.
Soli Louisa Frances,
Pierson, ltockland—
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays Manager, 89 State St„ Fiske Building, Boston,
lime to C S Chase.
oct22dtf
at 6 a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South Mass.
Sch Laura it Marion, Eastman, Gloucester
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
Bm ow-Schs Saarbjuck. E M Sawyer, HanGOING EAST.
nah Grant. Jessie G, Margaret. Maggie Miller,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
H A Holder, and Alice Maud, all for a harbor.
for Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East
SAILED—steamer Parisian.
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
P.nATlihov Harhnp finutli ltrietnl
Rocf R/intliFROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Ethel
ami Damarlscotta.
sell
Merriman,
a
bay
KOCKPOKT, pi 9—Ar,
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. lor
Newmau, Boston.
Sid, sens .1 H G Perkins. Spencer, Boston: Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol aud East
Jordan L Mott, Dyer, New York.
Bootlibay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
mar24dtf
WI8CASSET, Apl 9—Ar, sch Lucy E Friend,

...

ISTKW&

Trains

SLoisasc

R.

R.

4tli, 185)7.

t

Fishing.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, stoamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. in.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.30 p. in.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s
Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a, in. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
dti
sepll

PORTLAND As ROCHESTER R. R.

MA.RIN:E

-Spring

Stesamei*

co

ston. nine-ley. Soutli Amboy; Pepo Ramirez,
Jordan, Soutli Amboy.
Sid Till, sell Etna, Clilpnian. New York.
KEY WES1'—Ar Stli. barque Levi S Andrews
Wheeler. Wilmington. Del.
NORFOLK—Cld Sth, sell Independent, Case,
Boston, and sailed.
Sid Sth. sch Alicia B Crosby, Bunker.Portland
Addle P McFaddCD. Stuart, Hartford.
RAILROADS.
NEW LONDO.v—Ar nth, sell Robert McFarBOSTON. April 8. 1898—The following are
land, Montgomery, Brunswick; Clias G Endito-day’B quotations of Provisions, etc.:
cott, Bailey. Aliens Point lor Baltimore.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 8th, schs Seth W Smith.
FLoun.
Martin. New York.
Snrlng patents. 6 306 5 90.
NOBS1CA—Passed 8th, 6ch Warren Adame,
Spring, ciearlano straight. 4 30 66 50
lrom Philadelphia for Boston.
winter patents. 5 0065 06.
PASCAGOULA—Sid sth, sell Alice J CrabWinter, clear and straight, 4 40 §5 23
tree. Crabtree. Wilmington.
Station Foot of PrcbSc Si.
Extra and Seconds ou.
PHILADBLPH1 A— Ar 8th, ship Charles E
Fine and Supers —.
On and after Monday, Oet. 4, 1897, Passenger
Moody, Leonard. New York.
Cld 8th. schs Clias A Campbell, Robinson, for trains will Leave Portland:
l or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Chicago lave moor Market.
Salem; Maud Briggs, Bangor.
Windham and Eppiag at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
Ar Sltli. tug Argus, towing barges Giendowcr,
CHICAGO, April 9. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
p. m.
200- good demand; beef steers' at 4 40’5 10; and Henry Clay, lrom Portland; sells Gertrude
Manchester, Concord and points North at
For
D
HoBorda, do;
led Western at 4 00-94 50; stockers and feed- Abbott. Kennebec; Matilda
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
ratio L Baker, —.
ers at 4 00 ^4 80.
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, WaterFor
Cld mh. sell Fred A Emerson. Blake, Saco.
®Hoes—receipts 12,000; higher at 3 70®4 10.
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
PERTH AMBOY'—Sid 8th, sell Mary F Pike,
Sheep-receipts 4,000; steady: 3 90@4 05 for
6.33
p. m.
shorn; 4 5094 90 for unshorn; lambs at 4 60® Eastporr.
at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m„ 12.30, 3.00,
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8th. sen Mary E Crosby, For Gorhaip
5 80.
and 6.20 p. m.
5.35
Olsen. New York; Atalanta, Thomas. Rockland
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
for
Dover.
Domestic Markets.
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
SAVANNAH—Sid 8th, sch Annie T Ballev,
iBy Tt legrapn.
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. Cl.
Gilford, Philadelphia.
April 9, 1893.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
Sth, schs George II
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
TOLEDO-Wheat—No 2 cash a8%c; Slay at Mills. Red Beaeu for New York; H S Brooks. at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Route”
tor
the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
9Hi,o.
Bangor fordo; Eliza S Potter, Clarks Island for Providence and New York,
via ‘‘Providence
Corn—No 2 mixed at S0%c.
lor do.
for Norwich and New
Line”
via “NorOats dull—No 2 mixed 27c. I
Sailed, schs Flywav. Robt A Snow, fra Bliss, wich Line" with Boston and York, R. It. for
Albany
Rye—No 2 at 52c.
Sarah Quinn. Mary Brewer, and Nat Meader.
tho
and
with
New
the
York
all
rail via
West,
cash
—.
Cloverseed—prime
WILMINGTON. NC—Ar Sth, sch Longfellow
••SpringlieiiL”
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat —April 98*4 c; May Chase, New York.
arrive in Portland from
Trains
Worcester
9H6/8C-, July.at 95Vir«Ey.,»/8c: ^ept 98s4 c: No l
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. nu, 1.30
; No 2 do
Foreign Ports.
hard 008/a ;No 1 Northern at.
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
Ar at Buenos Ayres Apl 7, barque Addle Mor- 10.50 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
4 80(5,
~M INNEAPOLIS—Flour-first patents
Boston.
For tickets tor all points West and South aprill,
Llnnell,
6 00; second patents||4 6f>t«£4 7n; lirsr cleats at
At Rio Janeiro Mch 6th, barque Elmiranda, ply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent.
3 70^3 9<) second clears at 2 70^2 90.
Drisko, from New York; Eoselnncs. do.
Portlond, Me.
Sid 1111 St Vincent. CV1, Meh 24, brig Henry B
]e28dtlJ. W. PETERS. Supt.
Cleaves. Nelson. Porto Praya.
MINIATUREALMANAC.APRIL 11.
Ar at St Thomas Meli 28. (not 22d) sch Ida C
«>0
Sun rises. B 101 nIgh water
Southard. Blake. Philadelphia.
* ou
{
Sunsets.. 6 22
Sid fin St Thomas Mch 22, barque J H Bowoo
0—
Height.0
Moon rises.moral
ers, Magune, from Buenos Ayres lor Boston,
n

KAILKOADS.

STEAMERS.

Falmouth and Freeport

Lindsay,

Company.

Spoken.
April 2, lat 37 03. Ion 62, ship John McDonald. lrom New York for Yokohama.

A horse owned by Joseph
Larochelle,
the Preble street wood and coal
dealer,
u
blood
while
vessel
ruptured
being
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy driven
Federal street
along
Saturday
Harbor.
Never
morning and bled to death within a f iw
Sell Mary Langdon. Maker, Boston, (ar eau
minutes after the accident occurred.
salt to J A Emery & Bro.

with distressing frefarm.
Cuts, bruises,
Dr. Thomas’ Ecleetric

come

Coyle.

Steamer Salacla. Oliver. Bath, Boothbay Harbor fi.nl wlscasset—c It Lewis
Steamer Enterprise, Race. East Boothbay—

(By Teleyra'Jti.1
General Orders No. (3.
NEW yCBK. April 9.
All Springfield rifles, cal. 45, not
I.
at 2S2Va P®* cat:
on
steady
was
Money
call
included in tlie accountability of comlast loan 2Vu: prime mercantile paper BVa86
pany commanders will bo at once shipped
with actual
r ten
sterling (xchange steady,
by express to the Quurtermnser-General.
from any ouslness in bankers bills 4 S3Mi®4 HSVs lor
II. All officers who are,
cause, physical or otherwise, unable to demand and 4 8084 £0V4 tor sixty days; post
volunteer for servioe in the Army of the cd r.n s at
Commercial bills
O^i W4 89*
United States, or who have good reason at 4
79Vi.
to believe that for physical or other cause
Silver certificates G6g56V4.
they would not be accepted should they
lliu Silver 65’/i.
volunteer, are thereby requested to forMexican collars 45.
ward their resignation to the AdjutantGovernment Bonds firm.
General, through military channels.
III.
Kegimental, company and corps
Ha iroad bonds firm
commanders are
hereby directed to immediately recommend for discharge all
Hetall (xrocori
K*r*’,•
enlisted men who from physical disability
J’crtland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetlon < a y
are unable to perform
military duty, or
pulverised 6o; powered, 6c; grauuJai.eu
who are, at the present time, over 45 years i*A
coffee crushed 6<v. yellow 4 ■of age.
Hides.
IV.
Companies and corps will he, as
recruited to the full
soon
as practicable,
The following quotations represent the payMilitia
Law.
the
in
market:
allowed
this
ing prices
by
strength
and ox hides...7 Vi c 3? lb
Copies of said law have been forwarded Cow
.6V»c
who
will Hulls and
to rag it neii i al commanders,
Ocaif
skins, trimmed,..... 3 to
Ex.
distribution.
make the necessary
do
.yc
animation of recruits will be conducted Lamu skins.. 60 to 80c each
in the usual manner,
except that they
will be in accordance with the rules govK sports.

Fishes.

At a meeting of the board of managers
of tne Maine Society of the Sons of the
American Revolution held Satudra.v afwere
following
elected
tornoon, the
members of the sooiety: Albert A. Ingalls, South Bridgton; Morrill N. Drew,
Portland; Arthur J. Bradish, Eastport:
Scott P. Bradish, Eastport; Charles J.
Delegates were
McDonald, Portland.
chosen to attend the annual Congress of
the National Sooiety of the Sons of tho
American Revolution, which meets at
Morristown, N. J., April 30, 1808.

Koblnsou,

Cleared.
[SPECIAL TO

STEAMERS.

Hathaway,

Sell Win Keane,
Boston
Sell .Julia Aim, liaml, Winter Harbor
Soli Pavilion. Johnson. Machias for Boston.
Sen Montezuma,
Machias for Boston.

STEPHEN BERRY,
and Paul ffiu'ndei,
$cc/c;
Kc

37 Plum Street.

BAY STEAMBOAT GO,

8.45

aprldtf_

PORTLAND and SHALL POIHT
STEAMBOAT CO.
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted)

between

Portland and Cape Small Point.
On anu after April 4th. 1893,

Steamer

“Perey V”

—

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at, 2.00 p.
m„ for Lowell’s Cove, orr’n Island; Card’s Cove.
Quoliog Hay. Poor’s Point. Fast Harps well;
Ashdaie. Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point. Sebasco, lTiippsbuig and Cundy’s
1J

xii UN IN G

Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
Pbippsburg. 6.15 a. 111.; Ashdaie, 6.30
Water Cove. Small Point, 6.45 a. 111.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.: Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
Lowell’s Cove. Orr.s Island, 3.0011. ui.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a m.
Fur further particulars apply to
J. H. McDonald. Pies. and Manager,
158 Commercial slreei.
Telepliole 46-3.
a

m

in.;

;

aprtthi

Mains Coast
Oh

ami

al'tcr

tiavigalion Co.
Tuesday.

Nov,

fpft!, 1S97, the

STEAMER SALACIA

For

Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick, A*
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
7.20

CAPT. < HAS. H. HO

KK
0.00 a.

a. m.

a.

m.

ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augulta. 8.35 a m. t
a, m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kiuglield. Phillips, Farm
inn Ion, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.34
p. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25p. m.; St
John. Bar Ilarbor.Aroostook County, Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Panning'
ton.KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain point)
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Hath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily, Halifax
St. .John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
novlidtf
Portland, Nov. 14,1827.

O.P.lfi

Portland & Romford Falls
Iss Effect Nov.

R'y,

15, 1897,

DEPARTURES.
will leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. TuesFrom Union Statioj
A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.;1 8.30
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buokfleld. Catt
Popnam Beach, 9.45 a. in.; Bath, 12.30 p.
Rumford
Falls.
ton, Dlxlield,
HI.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. 111. Arriving at
From Unlot
8.30 a. m. l.io and 5.15 n. m.
Wiscasset. about 3.30 p. in.
Wigcasset
Returning—Leave
Station for.Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
Mondays,
and
a.
at
7.00
Fridays
in.;
stations.
Wednesdays
Boothbay Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; ButU, 10.30 a.
1.10 train makes close connections at RumArriving at ford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
in.; Pophiim Beach, 11.30 a. ill.
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
& R. L. R. R.
FAIIK; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, 25 cfg.
ThrougD Tickets on Sale.
Will touch at Five islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays ttoimr Ead. and Mondays and Fri- It. C. BRADFORD, Tiaffic Manager,
days t*uing West. Weather permitting.
Portland. Malta!.
O. C. OLIVER, President
E. L. I.OVEJOY, Superintendent.
man dtf
dtf
CHAS. K. LEWIS. Treasurer,
Rumford
Falls. Maine.
JelS

THE

ADVEltTISKMEHTS

of

JMclted

Interest

TODAY.

Along

Up

Shore.

Owen. Moore & Co.
J. K. Libby Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,
Haskell & Jones.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
H. H. Huy & Son.
City of Portland.
Ivendall & Whitney.

stallation

Administratrix’s Notice.
Deering Board of trade.
Auburn Trust Co,
AMUSEMENTS.
Jefferson Theater.
Portland Theatre.
Mrs. John A. Bellows.

yacht Pocahontas is being preto launch from the Soutn Portland
shore, where she has been hauled up the
New’ Wants. To Let, For fa’e. Lost, Found past winter.
and similar advertisements will be found under
The government tender Myrtle arrived
their appropriate heads on page G.
She is under general orders
yesterday.
The

pared

and will go
the navy department
on the marine railway today for an overhauling that will take a month to complete. She will receive new wales, timfrom

‘•Mrs. Winslow's Soottnag

syruji,

Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 26 cts
a bottle
THE GORHAM FAIR.

Trustees

of officers at their hall

Hard at Work to Make It Again
Successful,

bers, etc., and also be re-coppered.

Capt. Cole,
tol.

steamer Loango,
Saturday from Bris-

Elder-Dempster

The

arrived

She had

a

rough trip and

encoun-

tered a hurricane April 3, but suffered no
damage. Off the Banks, April 2,a French
brig displaying the letters H. W. M. Q.,
The
was
spoken, all well on board.
Loango brought 250 tons of cargo and
nine cattlemen.
The Allan liner Parisian, Capt. Barrett, sailed at 1 p. m., for Liverpool direct. with a large passenger list and the
This is the last
usual valuable cargo.
time the Parisian will be seen in Port-

monthly

from Chicago for
Shares.

And Slade

Things Very Lively

on

the

offer in each

case

Chief Engineer—-S. E. Doten.
First Engineer—J. E. Cook.
Second Engineer—C. B. Pearson.
F. A. Engineer—R. Bueknam.
S. A. Engineer—R. G. Hilborn.
T. A. Engineer—E. D. Cobb.
Guide—A. Tnnelois.
Chaplain—W. FI. Jordan.
Aftsr the installation the
brotherhood
with invited guests retired to the dining
rooms
and
a
sumptuous repast was
served.
Prayer was offered by Chaplain
W. H. Jordan, and then these "Knights
of the Throttle’’
attacked the viands
with a heartiness that was pleasing to
behold.
After-dinner speeches were in
order and many an amusing anecdote
was related.
Speeches were made by the
following: R. G. Hilborn, Mr. Jordan,
Chief Engineer
S.
E. Doten and Mr.
Buokuam of the Portland division, and
Chief Engineer N. J.Boothby of the Bangor division, and Mr. Gilbert of that division also spoke and many others.
The
Bangor division was represented
by Chief Engineer N. J. Boothby and ten
other brethren.

treasurer at Augusta, “for the protection
of the interests of Maine shareholders,”
and the sums realized by the receiver’s
cancellation of second mortgages on real
estate of borrowers, the Maine members
of the association had been hoping to receive a dividend of from 40 to 50 per cent.
Even if the Maine funds are handed ovei
to the custody of the general receiver in
New Hampshire, as they are likely to bo,

unique

ABBESTED ON SUSPICION.
At three o'clock Saturday
morning,
Officer Fell arrested a man named Thomwo
as Flannagan on Fore street, with a
and
undershirt
man’s dress, a man's

XTKTT.M

Tomorrow night, under the auspices of
Miss Mary S. McCobb wil!
tho Annex,
deliver her lecture on Dr. Nansen, the
explorer, at the Congress square church.
An exchange says: “Miss McCobb's pato
per was a real pleasure from beginning
attention
end and she heid tbo earnest

to
a

|

mi —ill

II

lit™

ill

The regular meeting of Elizabeth Wadsworth chapter will be held today at 3
is rep. in. Tho board of management
quested to meet at 2.3J. A short paper on
“Martha Waehington” will be read by

'■.

EXTRACTS

of the

the historian. The chairman
itivo board for tho Lexington day celewil! report. Every member is
bration
asked to make a special effort to be pres-

ARE

i/f

Strengthens the nerves,
Tones the stomach,
Creates
And builds up,

an

appetite,

Energizes and vitalizes
The whole system.
Be sure to get

Only Hood’s.

CHILDREN
: :

PAl/Ti,D,Q
DAiSuillX U
:

:

ALL
PURE

EXTRACTS

FLAVORS

Arc of Perfect Purity, they never vary
in quality, and arc double the strength
of other extracts—that means they arc twice
as economical to use.

t

11
|

I,

^

To be convinced,
5
Try Baker’s Extracts just Once. I
i
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■
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SELLS
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$
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White, Butter and Black Chantilly,
Black Spanish and Black Bourdon. Actually worth 25c to 37c yard.

ASS Linen Torchon Lace
only

10c j ar»I.

both Butter and White.
worth from 12 l-2c to ISc yard.
In

5c

Actually

Actually

Piatt Valenciennes
Lace,

English Torchon Lace,
only 5r, yard.

on!}
I

5c

yard.

1 1-2 to 4 inches wide.

iMii7n.ii iLatuu

taken the position of teller at the Chapman National
Lank, made vacant by the resignation of
hir.

i

his

Mew

SgtB'iaig'

MosSefi'y

Mow

sa as

ai

Underwear

ileiiiag Opesiefll.

Mr. Callan.
Dr. Coleman end Mr. John Burke have
taken the places in the First Parish choir
111a le vacant by tho resignation of Messrs.
B triiard and Pierce.

fell overboard at Union wharf
He was rescued and taken
last evening.
to the police station where he was treat-

J

A stir-

mander, Capt. Sigsbee, fm the handle.
sense for a
ring souvenir (stirring in # double
down to the
spoon’s function is to stif* to hand
next generation; a souvs^ir of these stirring

titTEvery cash purchaser of goods to

EVBay

u

tell you of

we

This is

COLORED
DRESS
G00.3S.

SILKS.

est costumes.

style.

And yet

as

all

for this

such

a

and then

For waists, costumes,<ihildrens’
suits, Trimmings, etc.

Plain

More than 50

a

ding

a

Tha new

GARMENTS.

Jackets and

Capes

a

lavender,
turquoise, peachy,
tan,
mode,
purple, navy,
brown, old rose, burnt orange,

English Tweed again but bom
in America for Bicycle Suits,
50o

am

style,
beyond

ot

shape, ornamentation is
any previous season’s collection.

cerese,

etc.

40 inch.

Si.00

And their beauty

here.

diagonal weavo.
The ridges dark, the hollows
lighter. Some are illuminated.
12 color combinations.

now

LADIES’

sturdy

wool stuff with

inclu-

colorings,

the new burnt orange,

blues and fifty others.

ony,
This is

elegant fabric. It resemVelvet, but is a

closer pile.

Silk Stock in

noisy member, so this textile
family has here and there a Novelty style quite pronounced.
Enough to relieve any monot-

ENGLISH
TWEED.

Agents

bles Silk Lyons

Botli for volume and

this state.

Port-

are

land

There’s not another

refined

quiet,

VELUTINA. We

A Souvenir Spoon of the Battleship
Maine and Capt. StgsDee goes to each
cash purchaser of goods to the amount
of §1.00 or more in any department.

every

ele-

20 inches wide,

thing to graduate in,
and all the trimmings.

choicest

75c

Fancy Brocade Silks for waists,
trimmings, dresses, etc. Absolutely new, 80c, 9Sc, $1.00, 1.25,

A Souvenir Spoon of the Maine and
Capt. Slgsbee goes free to every cash

1.50.

customer of $1.00 or more.

SCOTCH.

to

only

the

across

Colored Satin,

England

From

Scotland

is

and

Tweed,

isn't far.

Lightish

BLACK
GOODS.

A

POPLIN.

That’s

a

title

to

by this

conjure

Spring. Only in the newest colorings, rose-tints, new bine,
castor, soft grays, etc.,
75c, §1.25, 1.50

COVERT

From

orings,
ly blended.

Some

col-

exquisitesimple

not describable in type. We

Checks and stripes,

lot,

only

say that “Here is

the Portland

home of the Black

Crepon Fami-

some are

Prices correct.

FRANCE.

Irish
but

weave

of

$1.50

J

BLACK
SILKS.

Black Brocade Taf-

shepherd
broken,

and
multi-

colored,

waists,

Black

off its

slips helplessly
surface,

Broadcloths, Serge, Storm
Serge, French Henriettas,
Fancies, Plaides, Cliallies
front France, Organdies,
Zephyr Scotch Ginghams,

worthy

Dust

travers

Will not spot.

ilatish

high
cords.

$1.00

46 inch,

iny Brocades, Black Silk

I il LIBBY GO.

price

reasonableness

will

new,

tints and black.

of

the

surprise you.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Also Petticoats of black Italian

cloth, reasonable priced.

Black Satin Duchess, 27 inch,
08c and $1.10

CASHMERE

This is

PEERLESS.

own

yard is warranted by us for wear.
They are in all the styles o£
,

weave, such as Khadamo,

Peau

Soie, Gros Grain, Bodice
Lining, etc.

de

Black Taffeta Silk,
20
24
27

inch,

inch,
inch,

59c,

75c.

98c,

§1.25.

§1.00.

98c.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Maine

Spoon of tlio
and Capt Sigsbce goes With every
Jacket, Capo, Petticoat, Wrapor more.)
per, (at $1.00
A Souvenir

our

brand

of Silk every

Black Serge, Black Sat-

The

fancy

59c

79c

stuff

lustre

having

fancy Moreen,
checked, changeable and plain,
the

is

China Silks, Taf-

kind,

silk

what is almost better than

Black Satin Duchess, 24 inch,

polished

and Wool Henrietta.

characteristics of

figured

of

and

silk

$1.00

wide,

Made

very

Another

LEUTINA.

PETTICOATS.

for

nice

re-

spect.

sma11

Silks,

$1.00

Etc,

And the prices command

and for dresses.

21 inches

i

Drap d’
Drap de Paris,
French
Granite,
Whip Cord, Eansdown,

feta

figures,

in-

100

29c

feta finish, 75c

Suiting,
satiny.

Silks,

Wash

stead of silk, and wider. 38 inch
75c, 44 inch, $1.00 and 1.50.

PRUNILLA

limitless

Japanese
styles,

Poplin,
wool

a

small pin checks,
inch size, many color

some are

combinations.

ly.”

The

$1,38

writing’s

failuro, such pucKers, wnnKies,
blisters, textile gigglements are
a

POPLIN-

shades,
Poplin, all the best
new

Fancy Evening Silks, light
blue, pink, yellow, nile, $1.25

tried to

We’ve

are

mixtures, 44 inch,

CHECKS,

crinky

these

in

black Crepons.

Silk

tints,

yes, twenty of them

Germany.

Illuminated

1.00.

wrinkle,

new

write them up but the

coloring, heavy,
threads.
somewhat lumpish
Some are illuminated.
46 inch,
only
50c
in

each.

Congress Street.

Suitings,

Richness of texture, rather than vociferousness
of effect characterize the select-

families have now

these handsome

of

Souvenirs of the Maine an& Gapt. Sigsbee.
entered for this Sale?

things

dilating

one

styles,

of

Time and space fail to describe

497

few choice

a season

quiot

of

gance

a

with

presented

be

the amount

day this week, will

of One Dollar—or more-ai^

the

mau

ed for his involuntary bath.

To make the occasion peculiarly popular we
shall GIVE AWAY to our customers thousands
of Pretty Souvenir Spoons* each having a representation of the Battleship Maine in its bowl,
her gallant comand a bas-relief portrait

etc., etc.

FELL OVERBOARD.
A

This

new, all choice.

yard.

From 1 1-2 to 8 inches wide.
worth from 8 to 10c yard.

to do with ope of the three.

only

vrf* begin a GRAND
Sonvenir Week Sale of Silks. Dress Goods,
Ladies’ Garments, Laces psd kindred fabrics, all

SATIN

In both Butter and White, from i 1-2
inches to 8 inches wide. Actually worth
from 12 l-2c to 20c yard.

Valenciennes,
only

lOc yai il.

PERSONAL,

i
0
5

oniy

From 1-2 inch to 3 inches wide.

ent.

Bad
Some are good and some are bad.
children can be made good; but Good
be
made from Bad
Extracts cannot
Haterials.

yard.

In

Piatt

LACES,

ORIENTAL

the

Easter-Monday-today,

English Tweeds to these
semi-checks from Scotland it

LACES,
IOc

We’ve

from

LACES!

are

influence.

BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE.

exe-

c

V\ LIKE...

only

days which formally open
the “Season-of-Style” ir? the lands that they
These three

Send your name, address and one Fairbank’s Fairy soap wrapper to The N. KFairbank Company, Chicago, St. Louis,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsbury or Baltimore and you will receive

LACES I

SILK

season.

Good judges say a clearing
distribution.
up of the affairs of the corporation cannot
be expeoted within two years.

Miss McCobb reads

ty, Fridtjof Nansen.
communicate with the police. Friday
so delightfully that her listeners laughed,
man named George Gratz complained to
the police that William T.
Murray who were sobered, and held treir breath as she
had formerly been in his employ had described funny,
jjatbetic or thrilling
forged his name to some kind of a paper events in the life 'of this Norwegian
aDd obtained some money on it. Murray
last hero.
was arrested but the police on duty
night didn’t know much about the case.
CHAPwill be arranged in the police ELIZABETH WADSWORTH
Murray
court today.
TER.

These three set the pace of Fashion for the

Doubtless the 13 1-3 per cent offer will
catch a few who have got tired of waiting, but most of those whose hard earnings are tied up in the affairs of the association will prefer to await the receiver's

ImDuring the past two weeks we Slave been scouring the
We have sucIN LAtES.
BSABttt-AiNS
for
ill
New
York
porters
of her audience for more than an hour,
ceeded beyond our expeditious and now of fertile Surges! assortsome other articles in his possession. The while telling, in her own spirited way,
as«d best valnrs we have ever shown.
of tho life and ment, the choicest patterns
policeman thought the man was a clothes- something of the story,
THEM.
line thief.
Any one who has lost any career of that most interesting personali- DON’T FAIL TO SEE

property of this kind would do well

EASTER MONDAY Hv America.

ing

blood,

Week.

■

Grand Prix in Paris,

different

dozen

a

Souvenir

■

in London,

not a very hopeful one. It is probable,
of course, that the estate will eventually
but it is a
pay out more than we offer,
question whether the holder of an individual claim will gain anything by riskthe uncertainties of the situation.

has been

V A

of

states, all of
whom are employing counsel in expensive
litigation, the outlook for stockholders is
about

Which purifies

TU)

-

The letter accompanying
the offer says: “This may seem a lew
offer, but it represents what is, in our
judgment, its fair value, taking into conand
sideration the nature of the assets
the long time that must elapse before the
With receivers in
estate can be settled.

by taking
Sarsaparilla,

of the bill that the plaintiff
fixed upon as more the rest
agreeable at this season of the year, and agreed to look to her husband for his pay.
in set off for
also as a lime of day more convenient to iShe also tiles an account
of dressing, $12.50, which the
10 loads
gentlemen of business engagements.
at
meet
2.30.
to
quested
of her, and agreed to pay
Mrs.
Bellows has given papers before plaintiff had
At the opening of the proposals Saturhas never been declub of Boston^and has a for in wood,
which
the
Browning
day Major Hoxie’s office for the removal
rare gift, iu
interpreting the poet. Let livered. The plaintiff says that ihe dresso( the ledge, and the dredging in Rockhad of defendant only
which he
tho lover of books wbo is tempted to call ing,
land^harbor, Moore & Wright of this city,
note how the light amounted to $5.75, and that he delivered
obscure
Browning
for
the
were the lowest bidders
dredging.
penetrates his rugged English when ren- to her $7 worth of wood in payment
tiU
mo
xonigiib Wlli uc AiOiUiCB
dered by one who has made a study of therefor. Verdict ter plaintiff for $!5.
Academy of Medicine. Dr. Jane Hersom years of liis works and who, by her
C. K. Sawyer for plainitff.
and Dr. Harriet Lewis will be in charge. scholarly and practical taste brings out
W. E. Ulmer for defendant.
tho text. A poet
of
the
true
meaning
read
Deaf
school
will
of
the
Miss Taylor
to whom the Pied Piner and Ghent to
the paper.
all
not
is
Ale were possible,
subtlety by
The adjourned monthly meeting of the
any means.
held
this
will
be
oouncil
evening.
city

Derby Day

Opening

-

aggravation.

promptly

hour, 4 30,

Grand

it is believeu iu»k wc msbriuuuon oi assets ought to amount to 40 per cent.
To the Maine shareholders, who have
been patiently waiting more than a year
to get a glimpse of the color of the money
they poured into the association coffers,
this offer of the Chicago firm comes a3 an

condition
serious
Lead

A movement is now on foot to form
Firemen’s association
another Veteran
in this city.

ADVERTi?OKSyENTfl.

amount paid in.
With the §67,000 of securities which the
association had on deposit with the stati

feeling
danger.
impoverished
impure

The regular meeting of Elizabeth Wadsworth chapel, will be held today at 3 p.
The board of management its rem.

NEW

Monday.

is 12 1 -2 per cent on the

smile

today.

Easter

from a Chicago firm of
just received
brokers offers for their certificates. The

wonders of the strange caverns
will be spent in Washington
Two
days
new
by return mail, free of charge, a beautiWestern Promenade,
visiting the various points of interest.
Saturday.
ful booklet, entitled “Fairy Tales,’’ Secall
necessary
Round trip rate, covering
The class of ’98, P. H. S., have selected
ond
Series, larger and handsomer than
A few boys who live on Pine street, expenses, except
supper on Fall River
a carbuncle for their class ring.
the first, and containing entirely differfor a great deal of excite- line steamer returning, $36.00 from BosThe flag on the City building was at were responsible
ent stm-ies and illustrations.
It is withafternoon about 4 o’clock. ton.
half mast Saturday in honor of the late ment Saturday
out doubt one of the daintiest, prettiest
on the
a
lire
started
to
D.
N.
These
information
youngsters
For full
apply
Mark P. Emery.
and most interesting booklets ever pubThe
Western Promenade.
The Odd Fellows of this city will ob- slope of the
Beil, Tourist Agent, 205 Washington lished. Don’t fail to eeoure a copy. It
wind spread the flames over the street, Boston.
serve Its anniversary this year with a strong
will prove very amusing, intensely interwas soon running wildly
service on Sunday, April 24, in City hall. slope and it
esting and highly entertaining to your
16.
APRIL
SAILS
LABRADOR
the
S.
bank
whole
the
dry
devouring
The committee of arrangements has not along
children. Fairy Soap, by the way, is oband underbrush in an awe-inspiring
For tickets, apply to T. P. McGowan,
yet fully completed the details, but mu- grass
tainable at all grocers.
4’s house 420
sic will probably be furnished by a chorus manner. The men at Engine
Congress street.
and tried to
alarm
a still
to
responded
of 300 voices.
successSUPERIOR COURT.
Edwin Foley, aged 13 years, was arrest- master the liamos, but were not
Your friends may
was pulled in from
ed Saturday charged with the larceny of ful. Then an alarm
box 823 and that portion of the departbottles from Brantz, a junk dealer.
But that tired
Saturday—In the case of Mellen A.
the call came
A little girl named Mabel Jordan was ment which responds to
York vs. Jacob York, the jury returned
handlod
Two
It
to
the
screams,
Means
spot.
badly bitten in the face Saturday at the tearing
a verdict for plaintiff for $45.
street by a big St. by experienced men, made short work of
Howard
corner of
Indicates
John T. Griffin vs. Clara H. Griffin.
the lire, which had burned fiercely along
Bernard dog.
The parties to this ease live in Freeport.
barren
and
it
black
side
and
left
hill
the
for
school
room
obtained
$34 were
And
blood.
The plaintiff sues to recover the sum of
decoration from the lectures given by of last year’s grass.
on
defendant’s This
done
for
work
$33.28
fire
be
this
may
The boys who started
may
Rev. Mr.
Perkins, Messrs. Hight and
At tho time the services
in 1896.
made to feel the heavy weight of the hand plaoe
Peabody.
illness.
to
was
the
defendant
the
rendered
were
The ice has left Sebago lake, and the of the law. They are known, but the auof Philip B. Griffin, plaintiff’s
wife
as
st
taken
thorities
yet
ps
[have £not
It should be
steamer Louise is now running to accombrother. She has siDce been divorced, and
modate those who are interested in sal- towards punishing them.
now goeB by the name of her former husOvercome
mon and trout Ashing.
MBS. BELLOWS’S READING,
Mr. Mallet. Plaintiff’s account inband,
151
At the Keeley Institute,
Congress
Hood’s
Tomorrow afternoon a delightful hour cludes the cutting of defendant's hay and
St. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.
work around the
plaoe.
at the Advent church, other general
is
and
anticipated,
The call members of the fire departA. Bellows will read The defendant admits her liability as
John
when Mrs
will reoeive their quartelry pay
ment
Enriches the
from the works of Robert Browning. The to the cutting of the hay,but claims as to

Cummings’s handsome
yacht was successfully launohed
Lincoln

i

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the

The Maine shareholders of the defunct
Granite State Provident association have

Atuixivuit

Mr.

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

yester-

meeting of the trustees
of the Gorham Fair was held at Swett’s land this season.
The Labrador arrived from Liverpool MEMORIAL DAY AT GETTYSBURG.
President Alonzo
hotel on Saturday.
via Halifax at 7.3) a. m., yesterday. Sh>
To stand on the Battlefield of GettysLibby and the full board were present.
She had a
Messrs. Johnson, Carter and True were brought some 25 passengers.
burg on Memorial Day is an inspiring
erood trin.
In order to afford the patri&ppoiuteu <% I'uuiumtuo lu lumuga iui a>
experience.
The City of Augusta brought coal for
otic people of Boston and New England
grange exhibit.
William
the
&
Rochester;
The president, Mr. Johnson and Secre- the Portland
an opportunity to do this, the Pennsyltons of coal for the
B. Palmer,
2871
tary Leighton was constituted a committauu«
wwwa*tt~v.
Trunk from Cape Briton; the Jestee on entertainment, and it was voted Grand
for a nine-day personaily-cond ucted tour
Monthe
and
sie
Sarabrucb.
G.,
piling;
to set apart the first day of the fair, Tuesto Gettysburg,Luray Caverns, and Washthe H.Grant, wood; the
day, September 20th, for a children’s day, tuzuma, lumber;
to leave Boston via Fall River
ington,
the E. M. Sawwhen all children, 12 years of age or un- Alaggle Miller, lumberj
stopping three
May 27,
Friday,
line,
the H. A. Holden, shingles;
Two full days
der, will be admitted to the fair free of yer, laths;
hours at Philadelphia.
the Alice Maud and Progress, lumber,
charge.
will be spent at Gettyburg.
lish.
innovation was the offering of a and the A. W. Black,
An
President McKinley will be present at
The
Rebecca W. Huddoll, Saturday,
premium for the best trained pair of
the Memorial Day exercises at the Nathe Paviltrustees will hold another brought powder and cement;
The
steers.
tional
Cemetery on Monday afternoon,
lumber; the Leo, laths, and the
meeting soon at which the various com- ion,
30. A
oarriage drive over the batMay
lime.
Louise Franoes,
mittees will report.
tlefield under the guidance of Captain
A molasses schooner from ths West InJ. T. Long, the veteran guide, will also
dies arrived yesterday afternoon.
W
be included in the itinerary. At Luray
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
BOYS STARTED THE FIREample time will be allowed to view the
The

Made

Offer

An

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Division 40, of this city, held a public in-

By the promotion of Capt. Deering to day afternoon.
Many invited guests of
the command of the Bay State, Pilot the Portland Brotherhood with represenBlanchard of the Portland has been made tative of the
Bangor division, were prescaptain of that vessol, and Mr. Dennison ent. The meeting was called to order by
first pilot.
Past Chief Engineer G. W. Babb, and
The Hermann Reesing brought 1800 the
following officers wore presented for
live lobsters to N. F. Trefethen on Sat- installation
by Master of Ceremonies Edurday.
ward Harlow:

W. E. Plummer.

|

ADVERTISEMENT8;

ENGINEERS.
Items

M.1T

NEW

GRANITE STATE PROVIDENT.

LOCOMOTIVE

BROTHERHOOD OF

HARBOR NOTES.

PBESS.

I

BICYCLES.

We

are

agents
for

tlio

famous

solo
here

“Colunf

Bicycles and all the Pope

Manufacturing

Co’s. Wheels.

get the Souvenir Spoons
with Bicycles, too.
You

J. R.L1BBY CO.

